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Abstract
What follows is a novel. I had a two-fold purpose in choosing to work in
narrative. My primary intention was simply to explore the nature of Christian
leadership through a narrative lens. More specifically, I have attempted to portray two
distinctly different types of Christian leaders in three dimensions and to show how their
faith serves them, and how it does not serve them, in their respective leadership roles
and in their daily lives.
Secondly, in an age in which the creedal formulations and propositional truth
claims that have traditionally defined the Christian faith are under intense scrutiny, it is
my hope to show that story may be an effective way to convey the content of Christian
faith and the nature of Christian practice to a skeptical audience of readers.
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Prelude
Gashes Creek, South Dakota
2014

As fate would have it, I met the best man I would ever know on the worst
day of my life. Or was it fate? I prefer to think of it as something less purposeful than
fate, something more like mystery. Because, really, who can say for sure how these
things work?
As a minister, people ask me all the time if the Bible is true. “Yes, it is,” I always
reply. “And some of it may have actually happened.” I usually spare my startled
listeners the follow-up lecture on the role myth plays in helping us make sense of our
tangled lives, and hope they figure that out for themselves.
As for this story, of how I came to meet James and everything that followed,
what happened to me and my brother, and to my wife, what happened with the Helm
and to my church and my town, I tell it now not because it’s some kind of myth, but
mainly as a way to make sense it all for myself.
But in the way stories often do, maybe something in it will help you
unravel some of the tangles in your own life, or understand some of its mysteries.
Maybe not.
That’s for you to say.
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Chapter One
Hill City
1988

My dad hardly ever got angry, but when he did it was usually at my brother,
Will. He was angry with him now, in fact. While this was not rare, I thought it was a
little insensitive, given the circumstances.
Will had received bad news earlier in the day, heartbreaking news, really.
Mom and I were there when he opened the envelope that altered his future. After he
read it, he wanted us to believe he was indifferent to its news. He tossed it in the trash,
pulled a second Coke out of the fridge, sat back down and finished his lunch, as if
nothing had happened. But even Will couldn’t hide his disappointment. We could read
it in his face, so we already knew the basics.
But Dad was still in the dark. I had hoped Will might find a way to share his
news with him before we all sat down for dinner, but Dad had arrived home with just
enough time to shower and change his clothes before Mom called us all to the table.
My mom placed a large platter of her world-class scalloped potatoes and ham
casserole on the table and sat down. We all instinctively bowed our heads, and my dad
offered the same blessing he’d prayed every night for as long as I could remember.
“Come Lord Jesus, be our guest, and let these gifts to us be blessed. Bless them now to
our use and us to thy service. And make us ever-mindful of the needs of others. Amen.”
I’m quite sure my dad did not enjoy his role as the family blessing-sayer, but if he left
the job to my mom, we’d never start eating until well after the food got cold. My mom
approached prayer with the same enthusiasm some people feel for opera, or sex. She
prayed often, and passionately.
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“I didn’t get in,” Will said, before the rest of us even had a chance to
unfold our hands and raise our heads.
“Didn’t get in where?” my dad asked, as he scooped a large portion of potatoes
and ham out of the serving bowl and onto his plate. Dad was a ranger with the U.S.
Forest Service and he came home ravenous every night.
“U of M. I didn’t get the scholarship.”
Will meant the University of Minnesota. It pains me to say this but my
brother was a prodigy. Some people can pick up any instrument from a flute to a
ukulele and immediately start making music. My brother could pick up any piece of
athletic equipment – golf club, tennis racquet, water ski, whatever – and be better at that
particular sport in one hour than most people were who had practiced or played it for
years.
He had been a four-sport star since his sophomore year in high school,
but he was freakishly good at baseball. He and I couldn’t have been more different in
this regard if we were two different species. When I was ten, my mom bought me my
very own baseball bat, apparently in the hope that waving it around aimlessly in the air
would somehow magically turn me into an athlete, too. But the only thing I’d ever hit
with it was a plate-glass window. I took one step outside the Ace Hardware store where
we bought it, took one mighty swing—mighty in my ten year-old mind—and connected
squarely with the store window on my follow-through. In truth, I’m sure it was a paltry
little swing but it was enough to shatter the window upon impact. It was about the only
thing I ever did manage to hit with that bat. I was hopeless at baseball and even worse
at other sports.
I have other gifts, or so I console myself. But as for Will, my dad believed
he had the potential to go pro. Word was, and many people said this, that he had a “live
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arm,” that his fastball jumped around on its own on every pitch, like it was charged with
electricity. A scout for the U of M had seen Will dominate Rapid City Post 22, by far the
best American Legion team in the state and one of the best in the Mountain West region.
From that point on Will assumed—we all assumed—a scholarship was in the bag.
Except, as of that day’s mail, it wasn’t. “Goddammit, Will!” Dad said,
slamming his water glass down on the table and forgetting that he had just prayed to
Jesus a moment earlier. Out of the corner of my eye I saw my mom flinch. “What have
I told you all this time? You haven’t gotten any better in three years. You still can’t
throw a slider.” Dad paused long enough to shovel a large forkful of casserole into his
mouth. They’d had this argument so often he was used to it, but the news about the
scholarship clearly angered him.
“College batters are going to figure out your fastball in no time,” he gurgled
through his mouthful of food. “They’ll hammer it unless you can keep them guessing.”
My dad had pitched for the University of South Dakota back in the day, so he
considered himself an expert on the subject of what college batters could and could not
do. Unfortunately in the present moment he was unaware that my brother’s face had
changed color and that Will had set his fork down and was not using it, as Dad was, to
scoop food into his mouth.
“Henry, that’s enough,” my mother interjected, in the unpleasant hope of
protecting her son from her husband.
But my dad was not done. “I’ll bet you’ll still get an offer from Black Hills State,”
he said before taking in another mouthful of potatoes and ham. His anger was cooling
but his commitment to shaming his son was not. “You’ll just have to start there and
show them what you’re made of. Assuming you’ve learned your lesson and you’re
ready to do some actual work.”
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“Here’s the thing, Dad,” Will finally said, as he shoved back from the
table. “Go to hell.” And with that my brother stood up, and in three Olympic-length
steps, he was out the door.
I tolerated the silence that followed for approximately an eighth of a
second. “What’s for dessert?” I said, hoping to divert my parents’ attention from Will’s
unprecedented act of open defiance. But Dad now took his turn shoving back from the
table and stomping off, and Mother was already crying quietly into her napkin.

***
“MOM!” I yelled as I tramped into the kitchen. I was just back from the
Hill City public library, my favorite hangout. Some 18 hours had passed since my
family’s fun little exchange around the dinner table. I’d gone to the library mostly just
to get out of the house – Mom was planning to clean, her go-to move when she was
feeling anxious. But also, I’ll confess, because I love books, a personal preference that,
as you might imagine, made me extremely popular with the girls in my high school.
“MOM!” I yelled again, having gotten no answer the first time.
“What is it, Dovey?” Mom said, peering around the corner of the door to the
laundry room. Why she still called me the same pet name she used for me when I was
four escaped me. “And why are you yelling in the house?” My mom hated it when I
yelled in the house. She insisted that yelling indoors is for cavemen and basketball fans.
I once pointed out that cavemen lived in caves, not houses, but she just patted me on the
head and told me not to yell in the house.
“Are you on fire?” she continued. “Do you have a knife in your back?” I thought
this sounded a little unloving. She took in my wet shoes. It had been raining all day
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and, being 15, I had no choice but to walk to and from the library. “You do realize
you’re standing on my freshly mopped floor.”
“I’m sorry, Mom. I’ll go over it again with the mop.” When my dad and brother
weren’t fighting, my mom was the happiest person I knew. She was also the most
religious. She often sang hymns while she did household chores, as if doing laundry
brought her joy. But she took her floors very seriously.
“Yes, you will. Now, what did you want? Why are you standing there dripping
on my newly mopped floor, yelling my name?” It felt less like a question and more like
a commentary on my misspent youth.
I opted for diversionary tactics. “Where’s Will?”
For once, I actually wanted to talk to my brother. Partly I wanted to see if he was
okay after the episode with Dad at the dinner table last night. Not that I expected him to
tell me. Most days he seemed to view me more as an irritant than as a brother, like a fly
he couldn’t quite kill.
But it seemed like I should at least ask. I also had fresh scuttlebutt on Nancy
Ames, the most popular girl in our school and the one Will most often charmed into
doing his homework. The truth is Dad was right about Will. My brother was lazy. I
hated to support his ongoing effort to do as little as possible in life. But he was old
enough to drive and I was not, and I thought it might score me some points I could later
cash in for a ride to the new multiplex in Rapid City if I shared with him what I had
heard. Like an offering.
“Where’s Will?” Mom said. “You yelled for me so that I could tell you where
your brother is?”
“I know, kinda crazy, right? But I figure it would save me a step.”
“What step?”
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Before I could answer, the phone rang. Mom was standing right beside it and
picked it up on the first ring.
I had stopped 10 feet away from her, marooned in the middle of her
freshly mopped floor, but I still saw her eyes narrow as she listened to the voice on the
other end.
“When?” she said, in a tone I’d never heard before, sort of high pitched and tight
sounding, like she’d swallowed a sip of vinegar. “How bad?” I felt my stomach clench.
“Okay,” she said finally and hung up. No “Thank you” or even “Good-bye.”
Just “Okay.” She crossed her wet floor, pulled a chair out from the table and sat down
next to me. I stayed rooted where I was.
“What’s wrong?” My own voice came out in a pitch I actually had heard
before. I was 15 after all, and I never could quite tell how it would come out – high, low,
squeaky, deep. Just couldn’t tell; had absolutely no control over it. This time it was
squeaky but I was quite sure it wasn’t a puberty thing, just anxiety tightening my vocal
chords.
“Daddy’s hurt, Dovey.” Unlike Will, I got along great with my dad. He took me
birding with him almost every weekend. We always walked through the forest in
complete silence but traveling to and from the sites in his pickup we “chattered like
magpies,” to use his phrase. Dad did not share my love of books but otherwise I could
ask him about anything, birds, trees, clouds, geology, God (admittedly not his favorite
subject), problems at school (which lately included girls), and he always had something
interesting or helpful to say, something I either logged in my growing catalog of facts
about the world or turned over in my mind for days afterward. Next month, over
mom’s active objections, he was going to take me to see Bruce Springsteen in Denver,
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my first-ever concert and road trip, rolled into one. I not only loved my dad, I depended
on him for balance, for my life, really, like a leg or a lung.
“Bad?” I said, but I was so afraid of the answer I felt like sticking my fingers in
my ears.
“Bad. They’re flying him right now in a helicopter to the emergency room at
Rapid City Regional.”
“Then let’s go.” My voice suddenly, inexplicably, dropped a full register.
Mom stood up, took my head in her hands and kissed me on the forehead. “Go
get Will.”
Three seconds later I cleared the last step on the way to our upstairs bedrooms
and burst in on my brother. He was wearing his headphones, like he always did. Even
so, I could tell from the dull throb that he was listening to Metallica. Or maybe the Sex
Pistols. He was gawking at the models in an old Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition, the
only issue he cared about, I was quite certain.
He was so startled by my sudden appearance he tried to take off his headphones
and close the magazine at the same time, and succeeded in hitting himself in the face
with a cover photo of Christie Brinkley, a rare clumsy moment. Any other time I would
have laughed.
“You little shit!” he said as he finally tore off his headphones. “I’ve told you a
hundred times not to come in here without knocking. Can’t you see I’m reading?”
I ignored the last remark, as tempting as it was to weigh in on Will’s
definition of “reading.”
“Dad’s hurt,” I said simply. “We have to leave now.”
“What are you talking about?” My guess is that Will’s anger toward Dad was
still smoldering. But I saw his eyes widen and a wave of fear wash over his face.
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I didn’t take the time to answer Will’s question. I figured we had no time to lose,
so I spun around and headed for the car. If I had given even a moment’s thought to all
the gear and resources one needs to keep vigil, I wouldn’t have been so quick to bolt. I
would have stopped in my room and loaded up on books, M&M’s, some gum, maybe
some underwear and a toothbrush, before heading for the car.
But at the time I had no idea what keeping vigil even meant. It’s not like we
covered how to respond to a family emergency in Sunday school class at church. I once
asked my mom why she made me go to Sunday school when every normal teenager
spent Sunday mornings sleeping in. “Because I can,” she replied. It briefly occurred to
me that she wouldn’t have to make me if the teachers approached each class as an
ongoing lesson in how to do just that—prepare for emergencies.
But that thought was immediately buried by an avalanche of anxiety, driven by
the question of whether or not my dad was breathing. I ran for the car, wanting to get
an answer as fast as possible. I gave no thought at all to what I would need to keep
going after that.
I wish I had.
***
When we arrived at the hospital, a volunteer shepherded us to a waiting area
near the operating room. Mom had tossed a few clothes into a bag but otherwise none
of us brought much of anything, so we settled in quickly. We’d been racing to get here
but now time slowed to a crawl, like it had changed into a completely different thing
once we passed through the doors. A nurse came in to tell us that Dad had suffered an
injury to his head and that the doctors were “working on him.” If the phrase was meant
to spare us from the stress of saying they were operating on his brain, it didn’t work.
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The surgery felt like it was taking not just hours but days, and the waiting was
exhausting. I felt like a deer that has sensed danger, rooted in place with my muscles
tensed and all my senses on alert. I wanted to run, to find a place of safety where I could
relax. But there was nowhere else to go, no other choice than to wait there huddled
together in that stale-smelling room until the doctors finished “working on” Dad and
gave us news that would either break our hearts or make us want to raise our arms and
shout our thank you’s, in the hope God would hear us.
“I can’t believe he let this happen.” I was so surprised to hear Will’s voice I
flinched.
“What did you say?” My grip tightened on the armrest of my chair.
Will swung his gaze around and trained it on me like a cannon turret. “I said I
can’t believe Dad let this happen. I mean, wasn’t he wearing a hard hat? I thought that
was some kind of big rule.” A Forest Service ranger working in the Black Hills, Dad
spent his days wielding a chain saw, culling dead Ponderosa pine from an overgrown
forest now stricken by blight.
“Of course he was wearing a hard hat.” I wasn’t on the scene so I didn’t know
that for a fact, but I was sure Dad would not do heavy work of any kind without a hard
hat. He was scrupulous about safety. “He didn’t try to get hurt, you know.”
“I know he didn’t try to get hurt, douche bag. But he got hit in the head, didn’t
he?” I thought Will’s sarcasm was wildly out of place under the circumstances, but I
opted not to say so. “So maybe if he’d been wearing a hard hat he wouldn’t have gotten
hurt. Or maybe if he wasn’t so obsessed with saving the stupid forest he could get a real
job that wasn’t so dangerous. Who does he think he is, Jacques Cousteau?”
“Jacques Cousteau is a marine biologist,” I corrected him. “He doesn’t save
forests.”
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“Shut up, Answer Boy.”
I was just about to throw my best verbal punch – the only kind of punch I knew
how to throw – when I heard a voice behind me.
“Knock, knock.” The voice belonged to a tallish man who reminded me a little of
Indiana Jones. I don’t think he was as handsome as Harrison Ford (who was I to say?),
and he had darker hair. But he was young-looking, probably mid-thirties, I thought.
More to the point, he looked confident, like he could handle himself in a crisis—that if
he had a whip he could escape from a pit full of snakes.
I suspected he was a doctor, but he didn’t look like one. He wore dark blue
pants and a light blue short-sleeved shirt. And in place of a stethoscope he wore what
looked like a bolo tie around his neck, with a colorful beaded symbol on the end. It took
me a moment to realize it was a Lakota prayer wheel. I’d seen one before, painted on
the wall of the small visitors’ center near Wounded Knee, on a field trip with my eighth
grade class.
“Are you the Stewart family?” He had an unusual voice. Confident, like he
already knew who we were, but also kind, like he wouldn’t say anything to hurt us.
“Yes,” Mom replied for all of us.
“I’m James Erickson,” he said, extending his hand to Mom. “I’m a chaplain and I
work in the ICU.” He shook Mom’s hand gently, then held it for a moment longer,
before releasing it.
“Dr. McCormack sent me. He was the lead surgeon in your husband’s case. He
was on his way here to talk to you himself when another emergency came in.”
“How is he can we see him?” my mom asked. The two questions ran together, a
little river of anxiety. It didn’t surprise me. If she was feeling what I was feeling, she
was scared to death.
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“Right now your husband is being moved to the neurotrauma ICU. They’ll need
some time with him there to get all the IVs and monitors hooked up. Once he’s settled
I’ll take you down there so you can see him.”
I couldn’t help but notice this was not an answer to my mom’s question, and my
budding anxiety now bloomed into full flower. “What happened to him?” I blurted out.
We knew Dad had suffered a head injury, but no one had explained how it happened.
Chaplain Erickson turned and looked at me for the first time. “Tell me your
name, son.”
“I’m Peter.”
I wish I could tell you, Peter, but I honestly don’t know what happened. All we
know is your dad suffered an injury to his brain.”
“Will he be okay?” I barely recognized Mom’s voice. She was obviously working
hard to keep calm and on the verge of failing.
“Again I wish I could tell you for sure but it’s hard to say at this point. I do
know the doctors did everything they could for him. Let’s just wait to see how he does.”
That was not the answer any of us were hoping for. Mom sat back down. Tears
flooded her eyes, and she began to sob openly.
“Mrs. Stewart, I’m so sorry.” Mr. Erickson placed his hand on Mom’s shoulder.
“I know this is terribly difficult. I’m going to go check with the nurses. I’ll come back to
get you when your husband is settled in his room, okay?”
None of us moved or said anything. It wasn’t just my dad’s life that hung in the
balance. It was ours, too.
***
Seeing Dad was harder than I thought it would be, and I expected it to be hard.
Chaplain Erickson returned after about twenty minutes and led us through a confusing
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maze of hallways to the neurotrauma ICU. He first asked us to wash our hands, and
then explained that the doctors wanted to keep Dad’s stress level down, and that even
under heavy sedation too many visitors would agitate him. So he would only let us in
one at a time, and at first we could only stay for five minutes per visit.
Mom went in first. She was quietly crying when she came out, Chaplain
Erickson at her side. “Are you sure you want to see him, Dovey?” she said to me after
the chaplain led Will in.
My heart was already pounding so hard I could actually hear it, and I was
feeling light-headed. Mom’s question almost made me pass out. My mouth was so dry
I couldn’t have answered her even if I had wanted to, which I did not.
Will came out after only a couple of minutes, the chaplain just behind him. He
promptly asked Mom for the car keys and left without saying anything more.
Mr. Erickson placed his hand on my shoulder. “Peter, are you ready?” I was
pretty sure I wasn’t but I nodded and followed him into Dad’s room. Or at least I tried
to. I didn’t make it all the way through the door. Dad was surrounded by so much hightech gear it looked like he was lying inside a space capsule, except that most of the
equipment was connected directly to him, or in him.
“Come on in, bud. I know it’s kind of scary in here, but it’s okay.” Kind of scary
didn’t begin to describe the scene in front of me. I took one step inside Dad’s room and
stopped. “Don’t worry, Peter. I’ll stay with you. Come stand beside your dad.”
I swallowed hard, and did as Mr. Erickson told me. I walked cautiously over to
Dad’s bed and stood as close to it, as close to him, as I dared. The chaplain needn’t have
worried about my talking to my dad. I couldn’t have said anything if I had tried.
I stayed as long as I could, but in the end I only lasted a couple minutes. The
bandages, the tubes, the weird smell and the beep, beep, beep of the machines were too
20

much for me. I could feel a big sob coming, a sob I knew I couldn’t control, and I didn’t
want Dad to hear that, assuming he could hear anything, so I bolted.
Mr. Erickson followed me out of the room. “You okay, Peter?” he asked,
his hand on my shoulder.
I shook my head. I was definitely not okay.
“Hang in there buddy,” he said. He wrapped his arm around my shoulders and
began guiding me out of the ICU. “I know this is super hard. You were very brave in
there.”
“I didn’t feel brave.”
“Being brave is not about how you feel. It’s about what you do. I say you
were brave to stay with your dad for as long as you did.”
“Thank you, Mr. Erickson.”
“Please. Call me James.”
***
The next day, we finally met Dr. McCormack. He said that Dad was now
stable and that it would be okay—it would actually be good, he said, though he didn’t
elaborate—if someone stayed in the room with him. He said he would have an aide
bring a pullout recliner into Dad’s room.
We established a routine very quickly. Mom stayed with Dad during the
mornings and early afternoon. I came in about 2:00 to give Mom a break, and stayed
through the afternoon. Mom met me in the cafeteria at 6:00, we had dinner together,
and then she took over again from there and stayed with Dad through the evenings.
Mom had taken a leave of absence from work and we we’re staying at the Randolph
House, a home provided by the hospital for families in long-term care situations like
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ours, a five-minute walk from the hospital. The nurses insisted that we go “home” every
night and get some sleep, and assured us they would call if Dad’s status changed.
So that’s what we did. Will came and went as he pleased. He had
commandeered Dad’s pickup and I saw him once, on the morning of the third day when
he dropped off some fresh clothes for us at Mom’s request.
He came in the back door, which we hadn’t locked, and set a laundry
basket full of clean clothes from home on the kitchen table. He was on his way back out
when I came in to get a glass of orange juice.
“So are you going to help us?” I said.
Will stopped and turned around to face me. “Help you with what?”
“You know perfectly well with what, Will. Dad needs you. Mom needs you.” I
was getting along just fine without my brother, but I figured that was beside the point.
“Dad needs me. That’s funny. Not a lot anybody can do for him at this point, far
as I can tell.” Will walked over to the fridge, opened it, saw it was empty and smacked
the door shut.
“Well, you could start there,” I said. “We could use some food and some drinks
around here. Safeway’s just down the road.”
“Sorry, Ace. Gotta go,” he said and headed toward the door. “I’ve got baseball
practice.”
In fairness, it was mid-July and the state American Legion tournament was just
around the corner, but that seemed like a stretch. “So what does that take, like two
hours? You could come after practice, spell Mom in the evenings.”
“Weren’t you listening the other night, Peter? I’ve gotta work on my game.”
And with that, he was out the door.
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“Oh shucks, I missed him.” I turned to see Mom standing in the door of the
kitchen, a towel wrapped around her wet hair.
“You didn’t miss much,” I replied. “He wouldn’t even go to Safeway for us.”
“Leave him be, Pete. He’ll come around.” It was the first time I ever felt like my
mom was not telling me the truth.
***
“Knock, knock.”
I knew that voice, that phrase. I had taken over for Mom about an hour
earlier. Dad was unchanged. The ventilator continued to pump his lungs full of air, but
otherwise he lay there still as a corpse. It’s amazingly hard to pass the time when the
person you’re sitting with can’t even breathe for himself. Books were my salvation. I
was happily lost somewhere in Middle Earth and looked up to see James standing in the
door to Dad’s room.
“Hey, James! Come in.”
He declined my invitation and stayed right where he was. “I brought you
something.” He took a step sideways and disappeared for one second, and then
reappeared in the doorway holding a guitar case.
“I was talking to your mom and she said you and your dad liked to play
together.”
“Actually, I don’t play. I just sing along with Dad around the campfire when we
go camping.” I stopped for a moment and swallowed, and tried not to think about
never doing that again. “The last time we went he promised he was going to show me
some chords, but we hadn’t gotten around to it yet.”
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“Well, let’s change that,” James said. He opened the case, pulled out the guitar
along with a thin songbook that was lying underneath it—The Songs of John Denver, for
Beginners.
“John Denver is my dad’s favorite,” I said when I saw the title.
“I know.”
“How do you know that?” I said, a little too forcefully. James always seemed to
be one step ahead of me. It was beginning to freak me out a little.
“I get paid to know these things, Peter.” I must have looked puzzled. “Your
mom told me,” he said, and winked.
“The nurses are very strict about not making too much noise,” I said.
“Trust me on this one, Peter.” James walked around the bed and joined me
beside my dad. He set the guitar and the songbook down on the little table by the
window and looked me in the eye. “Are you holding up okay? I know it must be very
hard to see your dad like this.”
No one had thought to ask me how I was doing through all of this, not even my
mom. I wanted to answer James – it was hard, brutally hard, to see my dad like this –
but I couldn’t. I just stood there, suddenly blinking back tears.
“It’s okay,” he said and gave me exactly the kind of hug my dad used to give me,
strong and warm, like getting wrapped in a cup of hot chocolate. The very smell of him,
of aftershave and clean sweat, reminded me of my dad.
“Just go ahead and let those tears out, bud.”
And so I did. I cried in his arms for what must have been two or three minutes.
He made no move to pull away from me, and I stayed right where I was. Finally my
tears were spent and I felt composed enough to take a step back without crumpling.
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“Why don’t you sit down for a sec?” James directed me to the sleeper chair by
the window, and I happily took a seat. He then picked up the guitar, looped the strap
over his neck and began to pick out the famous opening lick to “Rocky Mountain High.”
Hearing that familiar tune, I remembered a question I’d been pondering for a couple of
days.
I asked it so I wouldn’t forget to ask it later. “My mom says the best thing we
can do for my dad is to pray for him. Do you believe that? Do you think it makes any
difference, prayer, I mean?”
James stopped playing and thought for a moment. “Well, I wouldn’t be in this
business if I didn’t think prayer made a difference.” He swung the guitar up, pulling the
strap back over his head, and set it back down on top of the case. “But I will also say that
I think your presence here is just as important as praying for your dad. And I think your
playing and the sound of your voice will help your dad feel better just as much as your
prayers will. Assuming you can sing on key,” he said, and winked again.
Before I could finish nodding my agreement, James reached out and took one of
my hands and put his other hand on my dad’s chest.
“Speaking of prayer, is it okay if we say one right now?”
I nodded again, and placed my free hand on my dad’s shoulder.
“Holy One, please fill Peter with your strength and your peace.” I looked at
James and saw that he was looking at my dad, eyes open. That same prayer wheel he
was wearing the first time we met still hung around his neck. I realized I had never met
anyone like him.
“I pray that he might feel your presence right beside him as he walks through
this dark valley. And I commend his father, Henry, to your care. Heal him, please.” He
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paused briefly. I wondered if he was giving me a chance to pray, too. And then he
added, “Amen,” before the silence became awkward.
“Amen?” James asked, and looked at me as he released my hand. I nodded yet
again, while I continued to work hard to hold back my tears.
“I’m sorry I haven’t seen you for a couple of days. I had some things outside of
the hospital I had to take care of.” James then picked up the guitar and handed it to me.
“I’ve got to go now. I’ll stop in again tomorrow, but let me just show you one thing.”
He took the first three fingers of my left hand in his hand and placed one each on
a different string of the guitar. “That’s a D chord,” he said. He then picked up the
songbook, turned to a page in the front filled with what looked like a bunch of small
charts. “This is what a ‘D’ looks like in tablature,” he said, pointing at one of the
symbols. He went on to explain how each little dot on each line represented where my
fingers were on the neck of the guitar.
“I see,” I said, feeling like Helen Keller. If it was this simple to figure out where
to put my fingers, I wondered why Dad hadn’t shown me.
“You gonna be okay?” James asked. I nodded one last time. “Okay, then. Have
some fun with that guitar. Make your dad proud. I’ll see you soon.”
***
By “soon” James apparently meant later that evening. Right at 6:00 I
walked into the cafeteria to meet Mom and was surprised to see James sitting across
from her. I was even more surprised to see Will sitting next to her. It was hard to
imagine how Mom had managed to summon my brother to join us. It was a conjuring
trick only she could achieve, I decided.
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I slid into the booth next to my brother and ran into a wall of what
smelled like beer and something else I couldn’t quite name. Before I could comment,
Mom jumped in.
“Boys, I have something I need to ask you.” She looked at both of us, I think to
make sure we were paying attention. “It’s kind of a hard question, which is why I asked
James to join us.”
James ran a finger around the rim of his water glass. I felt a tingly pulse of
anxiety shoot from my heart and down my arms.
“We’re all ears,” is what I said, but I was pretty sure I did not want to hear
whatever it was Mom was about to ask.
“Speak for yourself, Answer Boy. Can we at least order first?” Will asked. “I’m
starving.”
“It’s a cafeteria, you dip,” I shot back. “You serve yourself. In case that’s not
obvious.” I had several more things I wanted to say to Will but before I could decide
where to start, a short, stocky man in blue jeans and a sport coat approached us.
“Mrs. Stewart.” It wasn’t a question. He did not look at anyone but Mom.
“Yes,” Mom said a little guardedly.
“I’m Special Agent Greg Moss with the FBI. We have some information about
what happened to your husband.”
“Okay,” Mom said.
“Mind if I pull up a chair?” Mom shook her head and Agent Moss grabbed a
plastic chair from the table next to us and sat down.
“What do you think happened?” I said. I knew I’d spoken out of turn but I had
wanted to know the answer to that question since Mom got the phone call that brought
us to the hospital.
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“We think it was Indians.”
As quick as a snakebite, a jolt of anger shot through me. “My dad hates Indians,”
I blurted out. I wanted to explain why but Mom shot me a look that left no doubt that if
I said one more word out of turn she would not feed me ever again.
Agent Moss seemed unphased. “Actually, we think it was one Indian,” he
corrected himself. “We have a suspect.” He took a thick piece of paper out of his jacket
pocket, unfolded it and handed it to my mother. From where I sat, I could see it was a
black and white photograph of a man who was unmistakably Lakota – hair so shiny and
straight it fell like a sheet of black water down past his shoulders, and skin so smooth
even in the photo you could tell he’d never shaved.
“What’s his name?” Will asked. His voice had an edge to it I’d never heard
before. Not anger—I was all too familiar with how that sounded. I wasn’t sure what it
was. Something deeper. Something maybe more like menace.
“The suspect’s name is Francis Brave Horse.”
“Do you have any evidence?” This time it was James who spoke. He’d been so
quiet I almost forgot he was there.
“Who are you?” Agent Moss asked.
“I’m the chaplain here. Did you check in at the front desk? We like to know
when law enforcement officers are on the premises.”
Agent Moss ignored James. He turned back to Mom and explained that Brave
Horse was believed to be behind a series of terrorist acts, as he put it, focused on
protecting the Black Hills from commercial activity, and that the circumstances of Dad’s
accident fit the pattern.
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“Yes, but what do you think happened?” Mom finally said, handing the
photograph back to Agent Moss. I don’t think she cared at all about Francis Brave
Horse. She just wanted to know how Dad got hurt.
“You’re his family. You deserve to know this.” He looked at James. “I’ll expect
you to keep this confidential.” James said nothing. Moss turned his attention back to
my mother.
“A ranger from the Forest Service was the first person to investigate the site.
Apparently your husband had been culling Ponderosa pines from a patch of federal
land near Cheyenne Crossing, just past Roughlock Falls. The trees had already been cut
and felled. His job was to chain them up to a front-end loader and stack them up for
later removal.”
I recalled a recent birding trip Dad and I had taken to that very same area
in April. It was one of the best sites in the Hills to spot migrating warblers. Once again,
a fear that I would never get to do that with him tore through my chest like one of Dad’s
chain saws.
“At first the ranger didn’t see anything suspicious and thought that what
happened was an accident. But then he noticed that a hydraulic hose seemed to have
been tampered with – a safety bolt had been removed from the coupling that linked the
hose to the lift arms on the loader.”
I glanced at Mom. The look on her face reminded me of one time when she got
food poisoning at Ernie’s Diner and spent the night throwing up.
“Since this happened on federal land, the ranger immediately called us when he
suspected foul play. We sent a forensic team in and they confirmed that someone had
tampered with the lift arms, loosening the coupling so that the hose would blow under a
heavy load. And it did just that. When your dad tried to lift up a load of logs, the hose
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blew and snapped back violently. The steel linkage on the end struck your dad on the
forehead with the force of a rocket.”
“That doesn’t sound very brave to me,” Will said, the note of menace still in his
voice.
I had no idea what my brother was talking about. “What do you mean?”
“Tampering with a hydraulic hose doesn’t sound very brave. If he wanted to
hurt Dad, he should have walked up and punched him. Maybe Francis Brave Horse
should take a new name. Francis Chicken Shit sounds more like it.”
Mom started to say something, but Moss beat her to the punch. “I’m sure Brave
Horse didn’t intend for this to happen the way it did. Even so, I think we’ve got
enough on this guy to put him away for a long time.”
“Thank you for telling us, Agent. Now if you’ll please excuse me.” Mom
promptly got up and left, as did Will, leaving me sitting alone with James and an FBI
agent.
“You’re sure about this,” James said to Agent Moss.
Moss again ignored James and looked at me. “I’m sorry this happened to
your dad.” He stood up, and reached in his jacket pocket. “We’ll be in touch. Here’s my
card if you have any questions.”
“Thanks,” I said. I looked at the card and when I looked up again, Agent Moss
had gone. I spun the card around in my fingers and considered what he had just told
us. What I really wanted to do was talk to my dad about this, but that option was not
available.
“Do you think my mom’s okay?” I asked James.
“That was kind of a rough conversation, but I think so. We’ll pick up something
for her to eat and take it to her when we’re done. Maybe some pie. How’s that sound?”
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“Sounds good to me.” I paused and thought about what I wanted to say next.
“James, did Will seem okay to you? I thought I smelled beer on him. And something
else, too. I think it was pot.”
“I don’t know your brother very well, Peter, but honestly, no, he did not seem
okay. I could smell the beer from where I sat, too, and his eyes were bloodshot. So,
yeah, my guess is he was high. But that’s not all that surprising under the
circumstances. I’m sure he’s hurting.”
I nodded. I didn’t mention the fight Will and Dad had had the night before the
accident. “What did you think of Agent Moss?”
James chuckled. “I think it’s safe to say he didn’t like me very much,” he said,
raising a laugh from me. “But that’s okay. I didn’t like him very much either,’ he said,
and smiled. “Whaddya say we get something to eat?”
***
The next day—was it Saturday? I couldn’t say for sure—I relieved Mom right at
2:00.

By now I knew the hospital inside and out. Its maze of hallways no longer

confused me and I’d grown accustomed to its wild variety of sounds and smells. Even
the ICU was beginning to feel less intimidating. It was still hard to see Dad hooked up
to all those machines – the ventilator that breathed for him, the IV units that fed him, the
complicated gizmo that showed his pulse and his rate of breathing, the catheter bag that
collected his dull brown urine. But I was finally starting to be able to see past them, and
to see my dad, and not just a Frankenstein figure, kept artificially alive by technology.
I’d gotten so used to the beep, beep, beep sound that marked Dad’s heartbeats
that at first I didn’t notice that the interval between those beats was getting longer. I
must have sensed something was wrong, though, because I finally looked up at the
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monitor. Ordinarily Dad’s pulse stayed steady at around 74 beats per minute. I saw it
had dropped to 62.
I’d been reading but I bolted to the door and stuck my head in the hallway. “I
need a nurse in here!” I said, as loudly as I dared. The nurses were Nazis when it came
to keeping the noise level down.
Gina, the charge nurse, came immediately. “What is it, Peter?”
“My dad’s heart rate is falling,” I said.
“Let me check him.” I followed Gina into the room and watched as she checked
Dad’s monitors and IV bags. “Where’s your mom?” she said when she was done.
“I think she’s at the movies.”
“And your brother?”
“No idea. It’s Friday night. He could be in Denver for all I know.”
“Stay with your dad, Peter. I need to make a quick call.”
“Okay.” My voice sounded tight again, like it did the morning we got the news
that Dad had been hurt.
I took up a post by Dad’s side and held on to the rails that kept him from falling
out of bed. They were hardly necessary. He hadn’t moved a muscle the whole time he’d
been there. I prayed the Lord’s Prayer and then started to recite the 23rd Psalm, the only
things I could remember from church.
I’d just gotten to the part about the valley of the shadow of death when I heard
James’s voice behind me. “The nurse paged me,” he announced as took up his own post
beside me. “How’s he doing?” he asked in a tone I hadn’t heard him use before. Not
unfriendly, but focused. Professional.
“His pulse rate is dropping.” It was all I knew to say.
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James looked at the monitor that measured Dad’s pulse rate and oxygen
consumption. He turned to me and asked if he could open the shades. I kept them
closed as the afternoon sun tended to heat up Dad’s room. I nodded and he pulled them
open. The soft light of early evening instantly filled the room. The window had a
magnificent view of the Black Hills. I looked out and noticed a storm was building over
Harney Peak, the setting sun turning the big rain clouds brilliant purple. I was struck by
how much the scene resembled what I felt like on the inside.
James came and stood beside me. He pressed his hand between my shoulders
and started rubbing gently back and forth, and up and down. I wondered if he was
intentionally making the sign of the cross.
We stood that way for a couple of minutes, me looking down at my dad
and James standing beside me rubbing my back. Finally James walked over to the sink,
ran some warm water over a washcloth and then began to gently wash my dad’s face
and neck. The gesture reminded me of a story I dimly remembered from Ms. Larson’s
Sunday school class. Right before Jesus died, a woman walked into a room where he
was sitting. She washed his feet with her tears and wiped them with her hair, preparing
him for burial. Now I choked back my own tears.
James returned the washcloth to the sink, and asked if I would mind if we sang a
little. I shook my head and he pulled the guitar he had left with me from its case. He put
the strap over his neck and expertly picked out the first notes of “Poems, Prayers and
Promises.” I wondered if he knew it was my dad’s all-time favorite song. Knowing
James, he probably did.
And then he began to sing quietly, “I’ve been lately thinkin’ about my life’s time…”
He had a beautiful voice, so soothing I was tempted simply to listen. But I was
tired of just standing there, tired of doing nothing. Joining in felt like something I could
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do for my dad, something that might help him get through the valley of the shadow of
death.
“…all the things I’ve done, and how it’s been.”
As we sang I stole a glance at the monitor above my dad’s bed. His pulse rate
had jumped a few beats per minute, from 62 to 65. Clearly he could hear us.
We made our way through “Goodbye Again,” and then “Take Me Home
Country Roads” and then James paused for a moment. I was glad for the silence. I
noticed dust motes floating above my dad’s body in the sunlight from the window. If I
watched closely enough I wondered if his soul would disturb them when it left his body.
I was sure Dad would say no. I was just as sure Mom would say yes. I wished she
were here right now.
James began to play again. He finished “Sunshine On My Shoulders” and then
two things happened more or less at once. James ran out of John Denver songs, and
Dad’s pulse began to drop, back down to 62, then 61.
James saw the drop, too. There was little we could do, so we simply stood
together in silence for a while. Oddly, I was suddenly glad to be alone with James. I
felt guilty about this, but I knew if Mom and Will had been in the room we would likely
all be crying. Instead James maintained a kind of deep calm, which in turn calmed me.
Finally, James picked out the first notes to a song I’d sung more times than I’d
sung “Poems, Prayers and Promises,” only this one I had sung more often with my mom
than with my dad.
“Amazing grace, how sweet the sound, that saved a wretch like me. I once was lost but
now am found, was blind but now I see . . .”
This time Dad’s pulse rate did not rise; it dropped further, down to 59. For me
the singing was over and I finally began to sob. I leaned over and, without regard for
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the tubes and wires that were keeping my dad alive, I hugged him and held on for dear
life.
“When we’ve been there 10,000 years, bright shining as the sun, we’ve no less days to
sing God’s praise than when we’ve just begun . . .”
The interval between the beep, beep, beep of his heart rate monitor grew longer. I
could feel his breaths getting not just farther and farther apart, but shallower and
shallower, until finally he quit breathing altogether and his pulse simply stopped and I
knew it was over and that my life had changed forever.
James put the guitar back in its case and turned the sound off on the machines.
“I’m sorry, Peter,” he said into the silence. The room now felt as peaceful as a forest.
I looked at this man who had been so kind to me. An unexpected jolt of anger hit
me. “You prayed for him to be healed,” I said. “You said you believed prayer could
make a difference.”
“I did pray for him to be healed, Peter. And God answered that prayer. Maybe
not the way we wanted. But your dad is healed now.”
I said nothing. James took one of my hands in his before I could resist and once
again laid his other hand on my father’s chest.
“Holy One, I give you thanks for the life of Henry Stewart. Please take him
further up and further into your presence. May Peter and his family find hope and
comfort in the knowledge that his father has been healed and is now at home with you.
Amen.”
This time James got no “Amen” from me. I looked at my dad one last time,
though I could barely make him out through my tears.
My dad’s not healed, I thought. My dad is dead.
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Chapter Two

“I don’t care if the service is outside, Will. You’re not wearing blue jeans to your
father’s funeral.” Technically this was not true. Mom did care that the service was
outside. Or rather that it wasn’t inside, where she wanted to hold it.
“Sorry, Mom, I can’t help you there. I don’t have a suit,” my brother replied, and
started to walk off. This, too, was not true. Mom bought us our first suits when we
graduated from eighth grade. It’s just that Will was now six inches taller.
“Yes, you do. It’s in my car, in the garage. I bought it yesterday. Don’t fight me
on this, Will. Just go get it and put it on. It’s all I’m asking of you today,” she said. Will
stalked off toward the garage like she’d asked him to clean it. I wondered if this might
be the last thing she would ask of him before he just stopped obeying her altogether and
only ever did what he wanted to do.
“Mom,” I began. We had a hard day ahead, and I wanted to ask how she was
feeling, if she was going to be okay.
“Not now, Peter. Just go with your brother and get dressed. There’s a suit in the
car for you, too. We have to leave in fifteen minutes.”
In the end we had decided to scatter Dad’s ashes on the big granite dome
on the north side of Sylvan Lake. Mom was uneasy with the idea. She wanted to hold
the service at her church, First Evangelical Free Church of Hill City, or “E Free” as
everybody called it. And it really was her church. Dad only went when he absolutely
had to, which basically meant Christmas and Easter. He hated Pastor Andrews’s
sermons and spent the whole time looking out the side windows at the Black Hills. “Dad
would want to be buried outside,” I said simply. So Mom had relented but only on one
condition, that Reverend Andrews, the pastor of E Free, perform the service.
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“I’m sorry, Olivia, an outdoor funeral sounds too pagan to me,” he said
when we met with him and proposed the idea of holding the service at Sylvan Lake.
“Actually it sounds like something the Indians would do.” I’ll confess I was relieved to
know a man for whom Dad had so little respect would not be leading his funeral
service. But the alternative was not a big improvement, in my mind.
Mom planned to ask James to lead the service instead. He was the only other
clergyperson any of us knew. The muscles in my jaw clamped tight when she told me.
James had been kind to my family and to me personally. But he prayed for my dad to be
healed and my dad died. I didn’t buy his line that God had answered his prayer; that
the answer was just different from what we had hoped for.
But before I could object, Mom had picked up the phone. When she called the
hospital, a number she still knew by heart, the receptionist told her Chaplain Erickson
only worked Tuesdays and Fridays. That explained why I did not see James more often
in the hospital.
“Where does he work the other days?” I heard her ask. “Oh. I didn’t
know that. I’ll try calling him there. Thank you.”
“So James only works part-time at the hospital?” I asked, after Mom
hung up.
“Apparently so.”
“What does he do the rest of the time? Sell insurance? Or maybe used
cars?”
“He is the pastor of Gashes Creek Presbyterian Church.”
“Oh,” was all I managed to say. I’d spent a lot of time with James in the hospital
and he never mentioned that he had another job. He’d even been with me when my dad
died. I wondered what it would take to get to know him well. Not that I wanted to.
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***
Thirty minutes later, with her two suit-clad sons in tow, Mom pulled into the
parking lot at the Sylvan Lake picnic area. I got out of the car and looked west, across
the lake. A light wind blew and the sun sparkled off the small waves on the lake’s
surface, little jewels of light that briefly flashed, then died. A female wood duck
paddled around just offshore with her new brood of chicks in tow. This is the perfect spot
to bury Dad, I thought.
“Good morning, everybody. It’s nice to see you all again.” I turned to see James
approaching us. “Olivia,” he said, and gave my mom a hug, which made me want to
get between them. “You doing okay?”
“Yes, I think so,” Mom said without conviction.
“Thanks for asking me to do this. It really is an honor. This is a beautiful setting.
I think Henry would be pleased.”
Mom nodded.
“Hey, Will, hey, Peter. I’m very sorry we have to do this. I didn’t know your
dad, but I think this is a perfect spot to send him on the next stage of his journey.” He
came over to shake our hands, but I dipped my head back in the car to retrieve my suit
coat.
He turned back to my mom. “Della and Vernon are here. And so is Andy.”
Vernon and Della were Dad’s brother and sister. Andy Morgan was his best friend from
the Forest Service. “Are you expecting anyone else?”
“No, that’s everybody,” Mom answered.
“Then let’s head up, shall we?”
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James led us up the short, roped path to the top of the dome where the others
were waiting. He shepherded our small group into a tight circle, making sure we were
facing out toward the lake, and got right down to business.
But I was not listening. I was thinking of the last time Dad and I went birding
here, and of all the times we would have come here again, now stolen from us by Francis
Brave Horse.
My thoughts had drifted so faraway I was startled when James handed my mom
the urn that contained my dad’s remains. As she poured the ashes out onto the granite,
her shoulders heaved and I could tell she was stifling her sobs. Even before the ashes hit
the rock, the breeze had begun doing its job, whisking them away in a swirl. We’re not
burying Dad, I thought. We’re setting him free. Or at least that’s what I tried to think. I
was having a hard time stifling my own sobs.
As soon as Mom finished dispersing Dad’s remains, James said a few
more words that I was too numb to hear or care about. And then it was over, just like
that. I would never have my dad again, never hear his great laugh, never sing John
Denver songs with him, never get to go birding with him ever again.
People say that funerals provide closure. That’s not how it felt to me. It felt like
we were just sending Dad on the next stage of his journey, as James put it. Walking
down from the dome I felt like I had just walked through the door to a vast wilderness
that I would now have to navigate without my dad to guide me.

***
As we neared the parking lot, I wandered over to the lakeshore to get a last look
at the wood ducks. When I turned around, James was standing outside the driver’s side
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window of our car, talking to my mom. He reached into his suit pocket and handed her
a small white piece of paper. A business card, I realized.
Della, Vernon and dad’s friend, Andy, approached our car just as I was getting in
the backseat. We agreed to meet for dinner at the Sylvan Lake Lodge, so Mom’s
conversation with James slipped my mind until we got home later that evening.
“I thought James did a wonderful job,” Mom said. She slipped her shoes off and
curled up on the couch, her hands wrapped around a cup of chamomile tea.
“I suppose so,” I said.
“What do you mean, Dovey? Were you unhappy with the service?”
“First, can you drop the Dovey thing? It makes me sound like I’m four years
old.” Mom looked hurt but she nodded. “I saw you two talking by our car. It looked
like he handed you a card or something just before he left.”
“I was about to get to that. James offered me a job,” she said.
Will had just come downstairs. He’d changed back into his jeans and looked like
he was about to go out, but Mom’s answer stopped him cold.
“At the hospital?” he said. Will had not heard Mom’s earlier conversation with
the receptionist at the hospital, but I, too, still found it hard to believe James worked
anywhere else.
“No, at his church. In Gashes Creek.”
I grew uneasy. “They have jobs in Gashes Creek?” The town had experienced a
brief boom in the late 1800s when gold was discovered in a feeder stream that led to the
creek that gave the town its name. But the gold ran out decades ago, and now Gashes
Creek was barely alive, like it needed to be in some kind of ICU for dying towns.
Mom ignored my question. “After Dad’s service, James asked me what I was
going to do next—this is when you saw us, Peter. I said I was going to have to go to
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work. He said his church has grown a lot in the last couple of years, and that he’s about
to quit his job at the hospital to work full-time there.”
“So,” Will said, summarizing my thoughts perfectly.
“So it turns out they’re hiring a secretary. I’m going over there tomorrow at
11:00 to interview with James, and then I’m going out for lunch with some members of
their Session.”
I looked at Will. He seemed as clueless as I was. “Session is their governing
board,” Mom explained. “They have the final decision.”
I didn’t like the sound of this at all. Mom was already into church enough, way
more than a normal person. I was afraid that working in one might turn her into some
kind of nut, with no interests other than Jesus and the Bible. But more to the point, I
wasn’t at all sure how I felt about her working for James. Could I trust him to take
better care of my mom than he had my dad?
“And what would the rest of us do in Gashes Creek?” Will said. For once I was
on my brother’s side. To call Gashes Creek a small town was an injustice to the concept
of “small.” And “town.” Hill City, where we lived, seemed lively and cosmopolitan by
comparison, with its grand total of two stoplights.
“Do they even have a library?” I asked. “I’m sure they don’t have a movie
theater.”
“I know Gashes Creek doesn’t seem like it offers much in the way of
excitement,” Mom replied.
My anxiety bloomed into outright panic. “I’m not talking excitement,
Mom,” I said. “I’m talking about a library. There’s nothing to do there.”
“I know, Dovey.”
I glared at her.
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“I’m sorry, Peter. But the truth is we can’t stay here.”
Even through my anger, I suddenly understood this wasn’t a question of Mom
needing this particular job. She meant we can’t stay here because everywhere she went,
everything she did, reminded her of her husband. I knew because everywhere I went,
everything I did, reminded me of my dad.
“I’m not moving,” Will said. “You two do whatever you want, but I’m not going
to Gashes Creek.” Will headed out the door, but stopped halfway out. “Don’t bother
waiting up for me, Mom. I’m not sure when I’ll be home. If this even is our home
anymore,” he said, and slammed the door behind him.
***
The next day Mom aced her interview, as I expected and feared. After that our
life changed with dizzying speed. I mean that literally. Our home was being
dismantled so fast I felt off-balance, like we were on some sort of wild carnival ride.
Pastor Andrews announced our move on Sunday in church. The next day, and for three
straight days after that, Mom’s friends at E Free helped us pack up our clothes and
dishes, sort through the junk in the garage and load our furniture on a moving truck.
The blitz culminated with a garage sale on Friday where Dad’s chain saws, rifles
and fishing gear went for a song. I held on to his old binoculars and his Martin guitar. I
had no idea what either piece was actually worth, but I would not have accepted $10,000
for either one of them.
The sale ended around 5:00. Mom spent another hour sweeping out the house,
while I sat on the floor in my empty room and cried. When the house was finally clean
to Mom’s satisfaction, we got into a jam-packed U-Haul truck and drove the 20 miles to
Gashes Creek. And just like that, in less time than it takes for a tadpole to turn into a
frog, we had moved out of the house I’d lived in my whole life and to a new town.
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That night we slept in sleeping bags, on camp mattresses, the first time Mom had
ever done so, I was quite sure. I slept fitfully, and not just because I always slept fitfully
when I was not in my own bed.
When I finally woke up, the emptiness of our surroundings mirrored how I felt
inside.
How are we gonna do this? I thought. Apart from James and the members of the
Session who interviewed Mom, we knew no one in our new hometown. True to his
threat, Will was still nowhere to be seen. Mom and I were all alone and I did not even
know where to find a bowl and spoon among our boxes, never mind the fact we had no
food in the house.
The idea of staying in my sleeping bag all day had just occurred to me when I
heard a knock at the door. Mom, who was already up and dressed, opened it. I craned
my neck to look past her and saw a man and a woman standing on our stoop. The man
was holding what looked like several bags of groceries, and the woman cradled a
casserole dish, her hands covered with oven mittens.
“Good morning!” the man said to Mom. “I’m Tom Eckerd. We met at your
interview. This is my wife, Diane. I’d shake your hand but, well . . .” he dropped his
chin to point at the groceries in his arms.
“Sorry to drop in on you so early,” he continued. “There are a bunch more
people coming to help in about half an hour, but we thought you might need some food
first.”
“This is an egg casserole.” Now it was Diane Eckerd’s turn to point her chin at
the offering in her hands. “There’s a gallon of orange juice, a carafe of coffee and some
utensils in the bags.” She shifted her chin to point to the bags her husband carried.
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I could tell Mom was startled. She said nothing for a moment and just stared at
the bags of groceries and the casserole dish. “Tom, it’s good to see you,” she said when
she recovered her composure. “I’m Olivia Stewart,” she said to Diane. “But I guess you
know that already. That lunkhead there,” she pointed directly at me, “is my son Peter.
Please come in. It’s kind of you to come.”
“Hey, Peter,” Mr. Eckerd said, as he made his way toward the kitchen to unload
his bags. “Welcome to Gashes Creek. You hungry?”
***
True to Tom Eckerd’s word, a steady stream of people from Mom’s new church
started showing up about 30 minutes later. I lost count at 20. Around noon James
arrived bearing a box full of sandwiches. He set them on the counter, went back outside
and returned 30 seconds later holding a huge pot of baked beans. Another meal of fried
chicken, mashed potatoes and an assortment of pies turned up around 6:00. I had no
idea who brought the dinner. It seemed to materialize out of nowhere, like the loaves
and fishes from that story in the Bible.
After everyone had eaten, the crew steadily took their leave until it was just
Mom, me and James.
“James, I don’t know what to say.” Mom had tears in her eyes but for the first
time since my dad died, I could tell they were good tears. “Thank you will have to do.”
“You’re welcome, Olivia, but I can’t take any credit. Shirley Harbaugh got word
from your real estate agent that you were picking up your keys last night. She shared
that news with the church prayer chain. After that I couldn’t have stopped this group
from coming to help you any more than I can stop a train.”
Mom just stood there, blinking back her tears.
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“Don’t feel like you have to come to church tomorrow,” James said. “I know you
must be exhausted.”
“We’ll be there,” Mom assured him. Privately I hoped to talk her out of it, as I
had zero interest in going to church the next day.
James gave her a quick hug and punched me on the arm. “I’m glad you’re here,
Peter,” he said. Before I could think of anything to say, he was out the door.
***
If I thought Sunday might be a day of rest, I was badly mistaken.
“Get up, guys!” Mom yelled from the middle of the hallway that divided Will’s
room from mine, breaking her no yelling in the house rule yet again. I wondered if I
should be worried about her.
It also occurred to me that Will must have come home if she was yelling at both
of us, though how she knew that was a mystery to me. I hadn’t heard him come in and I
sleep 10 feet from his room.
“We are going to Gashes Creek Presbyterian Church this morning, and I don’t
want any arguments.”
“But we’re not Presbyterians,” I protested loudly in reply. “Besides, I’m tired.” I
wanted to mount a better argument but that was all I could think to say, as I had been
awake for less than a minute.
She poked her head into my room. “Technically that’s arguing, Peter. And even
you must know that’s a pretty lame effort. I’m tired, too. You’ll just have to be brave.”
***
Forty-five minutes later Mom and I were sitting in the second pew from
the front. We would have been there earlier but mom and Will had fought over whether
or not he was going to get out of bed and join us. She had actually gone into his room,
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which I thought was an act of genuine bravery given how cranky Will had been lately. I
did not hear their whole exchange, but I did hear Will say some words that are not
suitable to repeat in church. And when we left the house, it was just the two of us.
Even from the outside Gashes Creek Presbyterian was different from any
church I’d ever seen. It was no bigger than our old church but it looked nothing like E
Free. It really didn’t look like a church at all. It was built in the shape of an A. The roof
was made of cedar shakes that culminated in a peak probably 40 feet high, which made
the whole building seem like a spire.
Mom pulled open the front doors, which I happened to notice had no
locks on them, and we both stopped. The sanctuary was spectacularly beautiful. The
back wall was made of stone, and featured long windows made of clear glass that
looked out on Gashes Peak, the source of Gashes Creek, after which our new hometown
was named. The effect made the Black Hills themselves seem like a spire.
The room hummed with energy. E Free was half empty even on Easter,
and most of the people in the pews were old enough to be my grandparents. I was
almost always the youngest person in church. I’d gone to several funerals there. After
all, everyone was old, and that’s how it felt every Sunday. Dead.
But there was a bustle in the sanctuary of GCPC, like something
important was about to happen. The pews were nearly all full and most of the people in
them looked like they were roughly my mom’s age or younger. I was amazed to see a
couple of other teenagers scattered around. A bunch of little kids went to the front
when James invited them forward “for a time for the child in us all,” as he put it. I
didn’t know exactly what pastors did but I could see why James was about to quit his
job at the hospital, and why the church had hired my mom. It was a big group to keep
track of.
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My whole life I had assumed church was something you simply had to
endure. The music at E Free was terrible, or at least I didn’t like it. They hymns all
sounded stodgy and old, like they were from a different century, which most of them
were. And the only thing Reverend Andrews ever preached about was sin and how
much we needed to be saved from it, as if everyone in his congregation was so dumb he
had to make the same point every week.
Within a minute I could tell this service was going to be different. James
sat up front, like Reverend Andrews did, but he was dressed in jeans and a shortsleeved shirt. Instead of a necktie, he wore the familiar bolo tie with the prayer wheel on
the end. The church had a big organ up in a loft in the back. But no one played it.
Instead a guy on piano and what seemed to be a husband and wife team on guitars led
the singing from the front. The words to the songs were printed in the bulletin. I loved
them but Mom seemed skeptical. She had a beautiful voice. Hearing her sing the
hymns at E Free was the one thing I liked, my favorite thing about church. But today
she remained silent.
Right before James started to preach, he invited everyone “to listen for God’s
living word to you.” I had no idea what that meant. It sounded like some weird
incantation. But I was about to find out.
He first read a short passage from Psalm 22. “My God, my God, why have
you forsaken me? Why are you so far from helping me, from the words of my groaning?”
“People think religion is about answers,” he began. “But in the Bible, it’s always
the questions that drive the story forward. How do you expect me to go up against Pharaoh?
Moses says to God. I’m a slave and I’m a terrible public speaker. Why me?
“In the New Testament the very first word of human speech is a question. Where
is the one who was born to save us? the wise men ask Herod. And then it’s Mary’s turn.
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How can this be? she asks Gabriel, as she contemplates her newly announced role in
God’s grand plan to change history.
“So it is with us. It’s the questions that drive our story forward. How did this
happen to me? Why did my husband get cancer and die? Will I ever find a job? When
will I find love? What does my future look like?”
Then James did something I didn’t even know was legal in church. He stepped
out of the pulpit and came down and stood among the congregation.
“Whether we like it or not, we don’t get answers to our questions any more than
the characters in the Bible got answers to their questions.
“And that includes Jesus. My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? he says on
the cross, repeating the words from Psalm 22 I read a moment ago.
“But he does not get an answer and neither do we. Instead, we get something
better. We get each other. We get to be part of a community with whom we can share in
this mysterious journey called life, in its sorrows and its joys. A community that will
stand beside us and sing even when we can’t sing. That will pray for us when we have
no words to say, or no faith to pray them.”
Mom clearly had not loved the music in James’s church. But now I
noticed tears streaming down her face, the second time in two days.
My eyes were dry but for the first time in my life the sermon ended before I was
bored and the service ended before I wanted it to. Afterward, Mom and I stood in the
line of people walking out of the church, each one shaking hands with James.
“Olivia, glad you joined us today. You must be very tired after yesterday.”
Mom said nothing. “Are you okay?” James asked. She nodded. “Why don’t you come
join us for coffee in the Fellowship Hall?” Again she nodded.
“Peter, it’s great to see you,” he said, and reached out to take my hand.
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“I wanted to thank you,” I said.
“You’re welcome, Peter,” he said, and continued holding my hand in his familiar
strong grip. “For what, exactly?”
For making my mom cry, twice in two days, I wanted to say but I couldn’t
figure out how to make that sound like a good thing. So I just stood there, silent as a
cow, and hoped I didn’t look as bewildered as I felt.
“Are you making any progress on guitar?” he asked, saving me from further
embarrassment. “I thought I saw a case when we were unloading the moving truck.”
“It’s Dad’s. I saved it from being sold at the garage sale.”
“Good man. Wanna play together sometime?”
“Yes,” I said.
“Good. Why don’t you come by my office tomorrow right after lunch?
I’ll show you some more chords.” And with that he pulled me through the line, out into
the sun.
***
The next day I arrived back at the church at 1:00. Mom smiled and waved me
right past her desk. James’s door was open. He was sitting on a couch strumming the
same guitar he had lent to me in the hospital. I knocked.
“Hey, Peter. Grab a seat and let’s get started.” He patted a spot on the couch
beside him.”
I sat down but I did not pull out my dad’s guitar, which was my guitar now, I
guessed. I was having trouble focusing.
James must have noticed. He stopped playing. “Are you okay, Peter?”
“Where’d you get all this stuff?”
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His office looked like a cross between a library and a museum. Two
whole walls were covered in books, the largest collection I’d ever seen outside of the
public library in Hill City. A wild assortment of artifacts and objects filled the rest of the
room. A painted buffalo robe took up most of one wall. A ceremonial pipe adorned with
beads and an eagle feather hung beside it. A crude carving that featured the head of a
rhinoceros on what looked like a human body stood in the corner beside the couch
where James was sitting. And a record collection only slightly smaller than the display
of albums they had for sale in the K-Mart in Rapid City filled a large display case against
the far wall.
“Here and there,” James said and set his guitar down. He turned and
touched the weird-looking carving that stood just beside him. “This comes from Kenya.
Right after college I spent two years there in the Peace Corps.”
He got up and walked over to the wall where the buffalo robe hung. He picked
the pipe up out of the bracket that held it, and walked it over to me. “Then in seminary I
spent my second summer doing an internship at the Presbyterian and Lutheran retreat
center on Pine Ridge. I’ve been going back there regularly ever since.”
I took the pipe but felt queasy at the thought that James must know Francis
Brave Horse.
If James noticed, he did not comment. “In fact, this church helped build a
women’s shelter there a couple of years ago. We call it Room in the Inn—RITI for short.
They gave us the buffalo robe and the pipe as a kind of thank-you gift.”
I had no idea how to respond to any of this and could not shake the
sickening feeling that an Indian killed my dad. I shifted the conversation to more
familiar ground. “Can I look at your record collection?”
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“Sure,” he said, just as his phone rang. “Hello, this is James Erickson.”
He listened briefly. “Oh, Marge, I’m so sorry. Do they think it’s broken?” He paused
again to listen. “Okay. They’ll know more after he’s had some X-rays. I’m on my way
right now. I’ll see you in about thirty minutes,” he said and signed off.
“Peter, I’ve got to go. That was Marge Coyle.” That name meant nothing to me
and it must have shown on my face. “Marge and Larry Coyle are longtime members
here at GCPC,” he explained. “Their son Rob just wrecked his dirt bike, and they’re
taking him by ambulance to the hospital in Rapid City. Apparently the EMT guys think
he broke his femur. That’s much more serious than it may sound. I’m going to meet
them there.”
James gathered a couple of things from his desk and put them in a beaded
leather satchel. “Please feel free to stay and look around. If you want to borrow any of
my books or records, just leave me a note as to which ones you took. Okay?”
“Okay,” I said to his disappearing back.
I spent the next hour looking through James’s book and record
collections. I settled on a book called Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, and on a couple of records
by Bruce Springsteen. I thought I might play them on the night I was supposed to see
him live in Denver with my dad.
James’s desk reminded me a little of Will’s room, impossible for anyone but him
to find anything on it. I pulled open a drawer to find a notepad to tell him what books
and records I took, and noticed something I did not expect to see. A small bottle of pills
lay partially nestled under an envelope. The clear bottle was not labeled. It contained
maybe five or six little orange and white capsules. Seeing them felt like overhearing a
secret that wasn’t meant for me. I shoved the drawer shut and quickly made my way
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out of James’s office. I didn’t realize until I was halfway home that I had not only
forgotten to write a note, I had forgotten the book and the records, too.

***
The next morning I was brushing my teeth, thinking about everything I
had seen in James’s office—the buffalo robe, the pipe, the eagle feather, the carved rhino,
the pills—when the sound of Mom’s voice interrupted my reverie.
“Boys, I need to talk to you,” she shouted up from downstairs. “Come down
here and have some pancakes.”
“You want to talk to both of us?” I said after I took a seat at the kitchen table.
“At the same time?” I wondered if Mom could hear the hint of anxiety in my voice.
“What’s up with that, Mom?” Will added, and took a seat across me. I figured it
was the smell of pancakes more than Mom’s request that served to get him out of bed.
He looked terrible. His face was sort of puffy and his eyes were bloodshot. “Are you in
some kind of trouble?”
“No, Will, but I’m worried you might be.” She pulled a packet of Zig Zags from
her pants pocket and put it on the table right next to the pancakes, in plain sight. “I
found these in your dresser.” She then reached into her apron pocket and set down a
pint of Wild Turkey beside the papers. “And I found this in your closet. You want to
tell me what the story is behind these?”
“Well, Mom, it appears you’ve been snooping in my stuff,” Will replied.
“Will, tell me what’s going on,” she said, her voice and her eyes both getting
harder.
“Doesn’t take a genius, Mom,” he said through a large mouthful of pancakes. “I
appear to be smoking pot. And drinking whiskey.”
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Perfect, I thought. My brother is finally taking something seriously, getting high and
getting hammered.
Tears sprang to Mom’s eyes. I knew Mom loved Will in a way she didn’t love
me. Not more, exactly, but differently somehow. Once I overheard her and Dad
arguing—a fairly rare occurrence; they really were best friends—and I realized they
were fighting about Will. Dad wanted to send him to a week-long baseball camp near
Denver. Will didn’t want to go and Mom didn’t want to make him. “Why do you treat
him with kid gloves, Olivia?” my dad had said.
“I don’t treat him with kid gloves,” Mom replied.
“But you’re so lenient with him. The kid has so much talent, the sky’s the limit.
But he just lies around in his room all day, doing God knows what. I know you think
he’s special, but why do you let him get away with that?”
“I don’t think he’s special,” Mom replied. “I think he’s called.” And with that I
bugged out. I had no idea what she meant. And I had no desire to find out.
“Why, Will?” I heard mom say, her voice bringing me back to the present.
“Why? Um, ‘cause it’s fun?”
I felt a sudden urge to smash my plate on my brother’s head. “Can’t you see
Mom’s upset?” I said instead, barely managing to keep the rage out of my voice. I
finally understood why Mom had wanted me to be part of this conversation. She needed
an ally.
“Shut the hell up, Answer Boy,” Will shot back. “This is none of your business.”
“Will Stewart! You will not use language like that in this house!” Mom hated
profanity but I thought she was kind of missing the point. Evidently Will did, too.
“What’s your problem with me?” he replied.
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Mom paused for a moment, took a breath and dabbed her eyes with her apron.
“Ever since you didn’t get into U of M you’ve walked around this house like a dead
man. We already have one of those in the family. We don’t need another one.”
“Right. Dad’s dead, killed by an Indian. The U of M doesn’t want me. And you
want to lecture me. You know what, Mom? You can shut the hell up, too.” Will pushed
away from the table and headed toward the door in one sweeping motion. Athletic
even when he’s angry, I thought a little jealously.
Mom was crying openly now. I just sat there with her, not knowing what to do
or say. Finally I thought to hand her a napkin. “So I’m thinking that could have gone a
little better,” I said as she looked up to take my offering.
Mom let out one of those blubbery chuckles you make when you’re both
laughing and crying. “Yes, Peter, I think that’s a bit of an understatement.”
***
Will disappeared after that. He took off in Dad’s pickup and we had no idea
where he went. In search of his lost future, or trying to escape the pain of the present, it
was impossible to say.
All I knew for certain was that he was angry, at Dad, at Mom, at me, at the
University of Minnesota. Ordinarily I wouldn’t have cared, but I was afraid that fueling
his anger with whiskey and weed might cause it to flare into something different,
something more dangerous.
And I was right.
***
Two days later Mom had just left for work and I was in the kitchen pouring milk
on my cereal when the phone rang.
“Hello, Stewart res . . .”
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“Peter, I’m in trouble.”
It wasn’t so much that Will had cut me off. My brother had actually called me by
my name. This can’t be good, I thought.
“Talk to me,” I said.
“I’m in jail.”
“What?”
“I said I’m in jail. Are you deaf?”
I sighed and thought about hanging up, but my brother sounded desperate, a
first for him. “Why? What did you do?”
“I can’t remember.”
“Whadya mean you can’t remember? I’m assuming that whatever you did
happened recently.”
“I’d been drinking, dip shit.” Again I thought about hanging up. “Apparently, I
passed out and wrecked Dad’s truck.”
“Are you hurt?”
“I’m a little banged up, but that’s not the problem. I had a girl with me. I think
she got hurt pretty bad. They told me this morning they took her to Rapid City in an
ambulance.”
I was beginning to think this ambulance was the most important vehicle in South
Dakota.
“What should I do?” he asked. “I think I’m in serious trouble. Mom is gonna
freak out.”
I paused. I needed a moment to take in this news. “Let me talk to James,” I said.
“I bet he’s dealt with stuff like this before.”
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“Okay. But hurry up. I think the sheriff is on his way there now to talk to
Mom.”
I hung up. Talking to James would be tricky, since Mom was the secretary at his
church. I grabbed my guitar case on an impulse and covered the six-minute walk to
GCPC in closer to four.
“Hey, Mom,” I said in my cheeriest voice. “Is James here?” I hoped the guitar
case would buy me some cover.
“Yes, but I think he’s working on his sermon.”
“I’m sure he won’t mind,” I said as I rushed passed her and headed down the
hall toward James’s office.
James’s door was shut so I knocked but I did not wait for an invitation to go in.
“Peter,” James said, clearly startled by my intrusion. “What’s up? I’m a
little busy at the moment.”
“Will’s in trouble. I need your advice.”
“What do you mean he’s in trouble?”
I began to relate the story Will had just told me but James stopped me
before I could finish.
“Peter, we have to tell you mother. She will find out about this, and probably
very soon. She will be furious with all three of us, you, me and Will, if she thinks we’ve
been talking about it behind her back. More importantly, her son is in jail. She needs to
know.”
I knew he was right. “Okay,” I said. I had to trust that James would help calm
my mom down.
We walked back down the hallway toward Mom’s desk. She stood up and I
could see the question in her eyes as we approached. With the sheriff on his way, I got
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right to the point. “Will wrecked Dad’s truck. Apparently he was drunk.” She sat back
down. She didn’t look angry. She looked defeated, like she when she got the call from
the Highway Patrol about Dad.
“A girl got hurt,” I added. “She’s in the hospital in Rapid.”
“Will’s going to need a lawyer.” It was the last thing I expected her to say.
“That’s probably true,” James replied. “But let me see what I can do.”
Mom looked puzzled. “What do you mean? What could you do to help that a
lawyer can’t do?”
“I actually know the girl. At least I presume it’s the same girl. The hospital called
me last night. The chaplain on duty called in sick and they were getting really busy, so
they asked me to come in. I was busy myself and couldn’t come in, but they told me
about the accident.”
This came as news to me.
“I didn’t know Will was involved,” James said, answering a question that just
occurred to me. “The girl’s name is Kim Patton. The Pattons used to be members here.
They eventually left. I think they’re really Baptists at heart. But I was with them when
Charlene, that’s Kim’s mom, had a liver transplant down in Cheyenne.”
I shouldn’t have been surprised that James did for other families what he had
done for us when my dad was in the hospital, but I couldn’t help feeling a little
betrayed. I wondered what it would be like to have a job like that, one that would take
you to other cities just to be with people when they were in crisis.
“I’m sure Ray is grieving—that’s her dad. And I’m sure he’s angry. But he’s a
good man at heart, a kind man. I’ll talk to him and explain the situation. I’ll tell him
Will is also grieving right now for his dad, and that he’s really having a hard time.
Maybe he’ll agree to some sort of recourse that doesn’t involve pressing charges.”
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I saw Mom wince at the sound of that phrase, that prospect. “All right,” she
said. “I guess it’s worth a try.”
James turned to me. “Peter, why don’t you come with me? I want Ray to see
that Will comes from a good family. And you can vouch for him.”
I wasn’t sure how my presence would prove that Will came from a good family,
and I was less sure that I wanted to vouch for my brother. But I was flattered by James’s
invitation.
“Okay,” I said. “Sounds like a plan.”
***
Forty minutes later I was once again standing with James outside of a
room in the ICU at Rapid City Regional Hospital.
“You know the drill, Peter. You ready?”
James had far more confidence in me than I had in myself. I had no idea
what the drill was and I was only slightly less nervous now than I was when he took me
in to see my dad, but I nodded anyway.
James knocked and went into the room. “Ray,” James said. He covered the
distance to his former congregant quickly, and gave him a firm hug. “I’m so sorry about
Kim.” He turned and looked at me. “This is Peter Stewart, Will’s brother. Peter shared
the news with me about Kim.” Technically this was true, I noticed, though it was also
true that James first heard the news when the hospital called him last night.
Ray glared at me and said nothing.
“What’s the prognosis?” James asked. His voice had that tone to it I had
heard here in this same ICU, compassionate but focused, professional.
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“She injured her spine. She’s going to live, but they say there’s only a
fifty-fifty chance she’ll walk again. I want that boy punished.” He meant Will but he
again glared at me.
“I know you do, Ray.” James paused for a moment and stroked Kim’s
arm, and then he continued. “I also know Will is in agony right now. He’s not a bad
young man. I don’t know if you know this, but he lost his dad in a freak accident just a
couple weeks ago. He’s a little lost himself right now.”
“What’s your point?”
“If he goes to prison, two lives will be changed forever.”
“I don’t care.”
James let the comment pass and watched as Ray stroked his daughter’s
hair. Ten more seconds passed. It felt like a year. “Have you ever heard of High
Crest?” he asked.
Ray did not answer. He continued to stroke his daughter’s hair with his
bunched fingers.
“It’s a Christian work camp and treatment facility outside of Colorado Springs.
They offer a recovery program for substance abuse, especially in cases like this, when it’s
linked to criminal behavior.”
“Again, James, your point? I’ve got other things to think about right
now.”
“I know, Ray. It’s just that if Will goes to jail he’ll be punished. If he goes
to High Crest he might be saved.”
“I’ll think about it. Now I’d just like some time with my daughter.”
***
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Another forty minutes and James and I were back in Gashes Creek. He
drove past the church. “Pretty sure your mom has gone home by now,” he said. He
parked in front of our house and followed me inside.
“I’ve spoken to Ray,” James said to Mom, when we had all taken seats in the
living room. “I think he’ll come around to an alternative to pressing charges.”
“An alternative?” Mom said. “What does that mean?”
“I tried to help him understand that this could ruin Will’s life if he goes to
prison on a felony. My hope is he’ll be willing to work out a deal.”
“What kind of deal?”
“I suggested we try to get Will into High Crest.”
“What’s High Crest?” Mom fired her questions at James like shots from a
repeating rifle.
James told Mom what he told Ray Patton, that High Crest was a
treatment facility that specialized in cases like this one; that especially when alcohol was
involved, offenders were sometimes sent there as an alternative to jail time or a prison
sentence.
“They sent me some of their brochures last year. I’m a little uncomfortable with
their theology, but I’d rather see Will go there than to prison.”
Again Mom winced at the sound of that word, that prospect. “What are you not
comfortable with?” she asked.
“Well, their theology is pretty hardcore. They do a lot of what they call
‘discipleship training.’”
“And what’s so bad about that?” Her tone made it clear she had no
trouble with High Crest’s hardcore theology, whatever that might mean, and that she
was all for Will getting some discipleship training.
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James did not reply.
“What about the police?” I asked. Will had mentioned he thought the sheriff
was already on his way to Gashes Creek.
“Yes, what about the police?” Mom joined in. “Sheriff Spragg left just before you
got here. He is ready to press charges.”
“The good news is, this is a small town,” James said. “I know Wally. I
think I can get him to come around.”
“Okay then,” Mom said. “If you talk to him, I’ll call High Crest.”
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Chapter Three

As soon as James parked the car, I figured it out. He had called Mom a couple
days before and asked her if he could take me hiking with him up to Harney Peak.
“But I don’t like hiking, Mom,” I reminded her when she shared this news with
me. Having grown up in the Black Hills I always felt a little embarrassed to admit that
hiking wasn’t my thing. But trudging along on a hot dusty trail always made me feel
like some poor lost pioneer. I just couldn’t see the point.
“Peter, Pastor James has extended a very nice invitation to you to join him on a
hike up to Harney Peak. It would be rude to say no.”
“But the hike up is steep! When I did it with Dad it felt like I could die,” I said, a
little more melodramatically than I intended. Dad had taken me with him when he had
hiked Harney on his fortieth birthday. I thought it was going to be fun. It wasn’t.
“Yes, it is, and no, you won’t. You’re sixteen Peter. I’m quite certain you’ll live.”
Mom could be just so witty at times. “And I’ve already told James you’d be going. So
lace up your boots there, kiddo, you’re going back up Harney Peak.”
***
James picked me up at 8:00. After a brief stop for Danish and coffee and
orange juice at Bonnie’s Coffee Shop, we headed out. As we nibbled our breakfast, I
pondered why James would ask me to tag along with him. If he wanted to hike the
tallest peak in South Dakota, that was his business, but why make me suffer as a result?
The trailhead to Harney began and ended just off the parking lot near the
main picnic area at Sylvan Lake, the same place we parked for Dad’s funeral. James
nosed his Ford Bronco into the last remaining space, facing the view of the domed rock
where we held Dad’s memorial service, and I remembered what day it was. June 19th.
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Dad died one year ago today, I realized. A sizzling pain shot through me, like I’d been
stuck with a branding iron, only on the inside.
“You didn’t have to do this, James,” I said after briefly composing myself.
“Do what, exactly?”
“Bring me here. Today.”
“I know I didn’t have to, Peter. I wanted to.”
“But you didn’t even know my dad. How did you know that today was
the anniversary of his death?”
“Peter, do you really not know the answer to that question by now?”
James said, and then winked to let me know he wasn’t entirely serious. “Besides, I was
there the day he died, remember?”
I did remember. I remembered the shirt he was wearing. I remembered
the prayer wheel at the end of his bolo tie. I remembered the fading beep of the
machines that measured my dad’s pulse and the dust motes dancing around in a beam
of light above my dying father. And I remembered holding on to my dad when he took
his last breath.
It took me another moment to compose myself. “But shouldn’t you be spending
time with my mom?” I finally asked. “She’s the widow.”
“That’s a fair question, Peter. The answer is no, and not just because I
don’t think of these things in terms of ‘shoulds’ and ‘shouldn’ts.’” James briefly lost me
on this point, but he sailed right on before I could figure out what he meant.
“I’m your mom’s boss, remember, not her pastor.” Mom went with me to GCPC
a grand total of two Sundays before she decided the service was too “informal” for her,
as she put it. “She seems quite happy worshiping with the Baptists, and I respect that.
But I did speak to her about today. She said she wanted to remember your dad in her
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own way, by herself. I think she’s coming up here later, actually. But she also said she
would be glad if I spent some time with you today.”
We found the trailhead and hiked along pleasantly enough for an hour or so,
both of us quiet, enjoying the sounds of the forest. I was listening hard for the bird calls
my dad had taught me—the burble of the indigo bunting, the ooooo of the Western
tanager.
Finally I broke the silence. “Thanks for doing this.” The anger I had felt toward
James right after my dad died had long since faded. Starting the day we moved into our
new house, he had been too kind to me and my family to hold a grudge. “This is very
nice of you, honestly. But it’s Friday. Don’t you have other things to do, like write a
sermon or something?”
“Not to make this sound like work, Peter, but this is what I do.”
“Hiking is part of your job description?” I said, genuinely surprised.
“Well, not exactly. But it is my job to walk with people on their journey. It’s just
usually not so literal. And here we are!”
As it did when I hiked up Harney with dad the first time, arriving on the summit
of this towering peak took my breath away. We were standing right in the middle of the
Black Hills, right on top of them, really, given Harney Peak’s lofty status as the highest
peak in the region. We were almost completely surrounded by what looked like an
ocean of forest, with peaks and valleys stretching out as far as I could see, like a series of
giant waves. To the east the Black Hills gave way to a vast prairie that, as my dad had
told me on our previous visit, stretched all the way to the Missouri River.
We quickly found a spot behind a granite ledge that provided some shelter from
the steady wind that blew at this altitude, and settled in to enjoy both the view and the
small lunch James had packed.
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James’s comment about walking with people being part of his job reminded me
of a question I’d wanted to ask him for some time now.
“James, what does it mean to be called?”
James was about to take a bite out of his roast beef sandwich, but thought better
of it. “That’s a curious question,” he said. “Why do you ask?”
“I heard Mom and Dad talking about it once. Actually it was just Mom. Dad
accused Mom of thinking that Will was special. She said she didn’t think he was special.
She thought he was called. Does that mean he’s gonna be a missionary or something
someday?” I told James about a lesson we’d had in Ms. Larson’s Sunday school class
once, about how God sometimes called people to go to Africa as missionaries. I couldn’t
imagine such a thing happening to Will, but I was a little afraid it might happen to me.
“You lived in Kenya, right? Did God call you to go there?”
James laughed. “No, Peter. I went to Africa on my own, to hunt for
metaphysical big game.” Again, I had no idea what James meant but I didn’t ask and he
didn’t explain. “But I will say that after two years there, I felt like God had something
specific for me to do, other than to work for the Peace Corps. It’s fair to describe that
feeling as a sense of call. That’s when I decided to go to seminary.”
“Does everyone who is called go to seminary?”
“There was a time when I believed that. But I think everyone has
something specific they’re meant to do with their lives. The trick is to figure out what
that is, and then to do it.”
We finished our lunch and then James got up and walked to the eastern
edge of the summit.
“Come here, Peter. I want to show you something. See that big rock formation?”
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There were a lot of rock formations. To me, it looked like a family of giants had
come through the area and planted a whole garden of rock formations, huge ones. But I
thought I could make out the one he was pointing at.
“That’s the back of Mt. Rushmore. You know what’s sad about that?” he asked.
I confessed that I didn’t. James explained something I already knew, that the
Black Hills were sacred to the Lakota people. He went on to say that carving a
monument like that, with the faces of American presidents on it, would be like breaking
into the biggest church in the world – the Vatican, he said – and spray-painting an
American flag all over the walls.
I wasn’t sure I cared. The Black Hills were sacred to my dad, too. They meant
more to him than church. He took the job with the Forest Service because he wanted to
return the Hills to what he called “their primordial state.” That’s why he spent his days
culling dead trees from the forest, trees that had been killed by blight that was caused by
overgrowth.
That’s also why he resented the Lakota. They wanted the Forest Service to leave
the Hills alone, to leave the Hills, period. They often drove metal spikes into the dead
trees that Dad had to cut down. He had hit those spikes with his chain saw more than
once. And one Lakota activist, Francis Brave Horse, had also tampered with the
hydraulic hoses on the front-end loader Dad was using to move the fallen trees. And
now my dad was dead.
“There’s something else I want to show you.” James turned and faced
northwest. “Have you ever been baptized?”
The question startled me. “Yes. Two years ago.”
“It was like a rite of passage, right?”
“I suppose so,” I said.
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“You became a member of God’s family that day.”
That wasn’t how the minister explained it and that wasn’t how I remembered it,
as something warm and welcoming. Reverend Andrews said that baptism was a
symbol of how God washes away our sins. I had to dress all in white, and stand in a big
font full of cold water in front of the whole congregation, shivering in anticipation of
getting dunked over my head in front of everybody. Not so much like joining a family
as being traumatized in public.
I opted not to elaborate on my experience. “Okay.”
“Well, for the Lakota people, something a little bit like that happened just over
there, on that first summit you see to the north. That’s Gashes Peak. Young Lakota boys
not much older than you came up there seeking a vision. They would fast and pray for
up to three days, in the hope they would see a vision that would guide them for the rest
of their lives. When they came down from the mountain they were no longer
considered boys. They were now men.”
“Really?” Going without food for three days seemed literally unimaginable, and
I had no idea how one could be guided through life by a vision. But the concept
sounded kind of exotic and wild, like most everything the Lakota did.
We then stood for a while in silence, just looking out over the Black Hills and the
prairie beyond. From where we stood I couldn’t see any roads or towns; the view
looked the way it must have always looked, from before the time of Jesus, to when the
Lakota made their summer camps on the plains on the edge of the Hills, right down to
this very moment. I finally understood what my dad meant when he talked of returning
the Hills to their primordial state.
“So Gashes Peak was sacred to the Lakota, right?” I finally said.
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“That’s right. All of the Hills are sacred to them, but Gashes Peak especially so, I
think.”
I noticed James changed the verb to the present tense. “Well then, maybe it’s a
good thing that from that direction when you look at Mount Rushmore, you can only
see the presidents’ backsides.”
James laughed out loud.
***
I spent most of the hike down Harney lost in thought—what James had said
about being called, what it meant to be baptized, what it would be like to be guided
through life by a vision. I’m not sure I even said a word during the entire three-mile
return trip to the parking lot.
“Well, here we are Peter, back at the beginning,” James said as Sylvan Lake
finally came into view. “Did you enjoy that?”
“I’m not sure I enjoyed it, to be honest. I don’t like to hike all that much. I
don’t know if my mom told you. Plus my head sort of hurts from everything we talked
about.” It suddenly occurred to me that what I was saying must have sounded
grotesquely rude. Oversharing, my mom called my tendency to be more honest than I
needed to be.
“I’m sorry,” I said. “Thank you for spending this day with me. Seriously. That
was a really nice thing to do. And I loved the view once we got to the top,” I added for
good measure.
“You’re most welcome. It was my pleasure—even if it wasn’t yours.” He
smiled and put our day packs in the back of his Bronco, and then added: “It’s funny you
asked about call. I was planning to talk to you about that myself.”
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Just then I was so tired and hungry James’s comment did not register. It
didn’t occur to me until I went to bed that night to wonder why.
***
When I woke the next morning I was no longer thinking about my conversation
with James. I was too busy thinking about how sore I was, an unpleasant reminder of
why I don’t like to hike.
For the first time in my life I actually fantasized about having breakfast in bed,
just to save what I knew would be a painful trip down the stairs. I briefly thought about
whisper-yelling for Mom to see if she might indulge me in my fantasy, but I figured she
would probably just mock me for even asking.
I was up early because we were going to Pine Ridge today. By “we” I
mean a group from GCPC.
“The sign-up sheet for the Pine Ridge trip is in the narthex,” James had
announced just before church last Sunday. “We leave Saturday at eight. Everyone is
welcome.” He meant the monthly run to Pine Ridge Food Bank. After the service Tom
Eckerd told me that James had started the program in his first year at GCPC and the
church had been making the trip every month since.
I had not planned to go. The Friday before Mom and I had traveled to
Rapid City to hear the verdict announced in the trial of Francis Brave Horse. I had
wanted to attend every day of the trial but, one, I was now in school and, two, Mom
found the experience of being in the same room as the man who killed her husband to
be too painful and she refused to go. We took our seats behind the lawyers for the State.
My attention was fixed on the jury, all white save for one guy who looked like he might
have originally been from Mexico. If that did not seem like a jury of Francis Brave
Horse’s peers, I did not care.
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A door on the far side of the courtroom opened and a plaintiff led in
Brave Horse. He was dressed in an orange jumpsuit and wearing shackles. A large
group of his supporters filled the gallery right behind him. They were all Lakota with
one exception; James was sitting two rows back. He was wearing a navy blue sport coat
and a white dress shirt, which made it easier to see the bolo tie and prayer wheel that
hung from his neck.
The jury found Francis Brave Horse guilty of first-degree manslaughter
and the judge had sentenced him to eight years in the state penitentiary with no
possibility of parole. It was exactly the outcome we wanted and I should have been
happy. But I could not stop thinking about why James was sitting two rows behind the
man who had killed my dad. I’d wanted to ask him about it on our hike up Harney, but
given his kindness in choosing to spend the day with me on the anniversary of my dad’s
death, I thought it would be rude.
“Hey Peter,” James had said to me as I’d taken my turn shaking hands
with him on the way out of church. “Don’t forget to sign up for the run to Pine Ridge,”
he’d said, and pointed to the table where all the sign-up sheets were kept. “You can
come, I hope.”
I couldn’t think of a convincing excuse not to go, but more important, I
saw that Debbie Maguire, the cutest girl in the youth group, had signed up. So I added
my name to the list.
***
There was no sign marking the boundary to Pine Ridge, but I knew the moment
we left Brule County and entered the Rez. I’d been here once before, on a field trip in
junior high to Wounded Knee. But back then we were evidently all too busy being
dorks to notice our surroundings.
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None of what I was seeing seemed familiar. Pine Ridge is located on the
prairie east of the Black Hills. Out in that open country the sky is so big it feels like it
should curve at the far edge, like the way the earth itself curves in those photos you see
from the Apollo missions. But there is no edge, just an infinity of blue.
On the ground level the view is not so wondrous. The poverty hit me with the
force of a punch. Dilapidated trailer houses, streams of trash strewn along the side of
the road, an army of black plastic bags caught on the barbed wire fences, blown to
tatters by the relentless wind, an endless line of shuttered storefronts in the dusty little
reservation towns we passed through—Oglala, Manderson, Wanblee, Kyle.
Seeing such desolation left me feeling all twisted inside. I was glad that Francis
Brave Horse was in prison. And I did not believe he acted alone. A lot of his Lakota
kinsmen shared his views about driving white people out of the Black Hills. To me it
felt like a kind of religious zeal that was not only past its time but had also served to kill
my dad.
But however I felt about Francis Brave Horse, he and his Lakota kinsmen lived in
these dilapidated trailers. They had to shop for food amid the shuttered storefronts in
the dusty little towns. I now just sat quietly in the back of the van trying hard to stay
angry.
***
“You do this every month,” I said to Tommy Hanes, a long-time member of
GCPC who had done this run more than anyone except for James himself.
“I don’t personally do it every month but, yes, the church does,” Tommy replied.
“That’s amazing.”
“I don’t think of it as amazing. I think of it as a miracle.” He paused for a
moment as if reconsidering this. “A miracle of hard work and dedication,” he added.
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I nodded. It seemed like a miracle to me, too. We arrived by 10:00 and by
noon we had already unloaded a literal ton of pasta, applesauce, baked beans, roasted
nuts, oatmeal and dried fruit from an old 21-foot Hertz rental truck that the church now
owned and into a storage shed on the property of Frank and Naomi White Horse.
Apparently there was a story as to why we were unloading the food at
Frank and Naomi’s house, or Uncle Frank and Auntie Naomi, as James instructed us to
call them. “The Lakota believe we are all related,” he explained. He had just begun to
tell me and Debbie Maguire, whom I had managed not to scare off, the story of how he
met them when I felt someone approach behind me.
I spun around and looked square into the angriest eyes I had ever seen.
“My father is in jail because of your dad.” The eyes and the voice belonged to a
kid who looked about my age, only ten years angrier. His long black hair was braided
and hung down to the middle of his back, and he wore a Ted Nugent tee-shirt with no
sleeves. I’d never met him but I knew exactly who he was because I had seen him the
day his father was sentenced to prison—Alex Brave Horse, Francis’s son.
“And my dad’s dead because of your father,” I replied, as a wave of anger
surged through me. “For the record, your father is in jail because he got what he
deserved. I believe they call that justice.”
“Justice the way you whites see it, maybe. My father had nothing to do
with your dad’s death.”
“That’s enough, you two,” James interjected. He wisely stood between
us, and spoke to both of us. “We can’t change what happened the day your father died,
Peter. And, Alex, I don’t believe your dad tampered with that hose, but frankly, no one
knows for sure one way or the other.” The jury appeared to know, I thought. The
conviction had been unanimous.
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“What I do know is this,” James continued. “The only thing we can change or
affect is what happens next.”
I said nothing. James’s admission that he thought Francis Brave Horse was
innocent caught me completely off guard, like a sucker punch. I’d rather Alex Brave
Horse had hit me square in the face.
“And what’s that?” Alex sneered back.
“I’ll tell you what’s next.” Again, the voice came from behind me. I spun
around a second time, I was starting to feel like some sort of top, and saw a mediumsized, middle-aged man approaching. He wore cowboy boots and a hat to match. Blue
jeans, a white dress shirt, an unbuttoned black vest and a bolo tie with a prayer wheel on
the end, just like the one James wore, competed his ensemble. So a reasonable replica of
the Marlboro Man except that he looked more like Crazy Horse—a big bent nose and
dark skin; at least it was dark compared to my spends-too-much-time-indoors-reading
light skin. He was not a large man, but he still somehow radiated authority. He was
clearly the chief.
“Ben! I wasn’t sure we were going to see you this trip. Hey everybody,
this is Ben Lapierre. He’s the boss around here.”
“Hau, brother,” the man replied, greeting James in the Lakota way. He
nodded at the rest of us. “I wasn’t gonna come this time. I’ve got a council meeting
down in Porcupine that I’m already late for, but we need help hauling firewood for the
sweat lodge on the Sundance site.”
“You sure you want us to help with that?”
“Yeah, so long as you don’t mind leaving when you’re done. No whites
allowed at this year’s dance.”
“No sweat.”
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“That’s funny.”

***
“Peter, it’s for you,” Mom shouted. Clearly I was never going to figure out why
she could shout in the house and I couldn’t.
“Is it Will?” I asked when I finally reached the kitchen, where mom was holding
the phone.
“No, Dovey.” I had given up trying to break Mom of that habit, so I didn’t say
anything. Besides, it seemed like my question made her sad. Ray Patton had agreed to
the deal James had proposed. And Will had now been at High Crest for four months.
He got one phone call a month and almost always asked to speak with me if Mom
answered. I think he was too ashamed to talk to her.
I took the handset from Mom. “Hello,” I answered, a little guardedly.
“Hey, Peter. You busy?”
“Not really,” I said. I was surprised to hear James’s voice on the other end of the
phone. I was still angry about what he’d said about Francis Brave Horse and had not
been back to church at GCPC since our trip to Pine Ridge three weeks ago.
“Do you want to help me deliver some poinsettias to the residents at Deerfield?
Julia Davis was supposed to go with me but she’s not feeling well. I could use an extra
hand.”
Deerfield was the main nursing home in the area. It was about a thirty minute
drive from Gashes Creek but the closest facility of its kind. Christmas was now just two
weeks away. I knew from talking to mom that things in the church office were
frantically busy.
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“Sure,” I said. I thought this might give me a chance to ask James about what
he’d said about Francis Brave Horse. And, in truth, after all James had done for me, I
thought it might be nice to help him for once, especially given how busy he was this
time of year. Or all year, for that matter.
“Great. Meet me at the church in ten minutes. I’ve got to stop and get
gas first.”
Thirty minutes later we had loaded up in the back of James’s Bronco with two
dozen poinsettia arrangements the Women of the Church had prepared for this annual
holiday delivery, and were headed out of town.
“James, why do you do it?” I asked once we were under way. I’d been
wondering this ever since James called. I did the math surrounding this gesture,
calculating all that it cost James to do it, and it just didn’t make sense.
“Why do I do what?”
“Well, it’s now two Saturdays before Christmas. I know from talking to
Mom that this is the busiest time of the year for you. And here you are out delivering
flowers to old ladies. I have only seen one or two of them in church this whole year. It
seems like they don’t contribute much of anything. Besides, isn’t this what the Deacons
are supposed to do, or whatever that group is called?” I was still learning some of the
lingo at GCPC.
“Peter, asking a minister why they do what they do is like asking what
modern art means. If you have to explain it, the point is lost.” James parked the van in a
visitor’s spot near the front entrance to Deerfield. Once again, I had no idea what he
was talking about, and once again I didn’t have time to ask, or to figure it out. “Come
on, time’s a wastin’.”
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We quickly hauled two big boxes with the poinsettias from the back of
the van into the vestibule and began distributing the individual plants according to
some sort of plan that was evident to James but not to me.
Mostly we simply dropped the flowers off with the appointed resident,
exchanged a few holiday pleasantries, then James said a quick prayer and we were on to
our next delivery. But after four or five brief visits James warned me the next one was
going to be different.
“Our next stop is with Sarah Richards. This might take a while.” James
offered no further explanation before he knocked on her door and promptly stepped
into her room.
The first thing I noticed about Sarah Richards was her hair. It was the
color of winter, white and blue at the same time, but very well kept.
“Hi, Sarah,” James said by way of announcing our presence. It appeared Miss
Richards had been dozing. “Merry Christmas!”
“Merry Christmas to you, too, James,” she said, recognizing James the
instant she opened her eyes. “Do you know I’m now older than my weight?” she
announced without preamble.
“I did not know that,” James confessed.
“It’s true, they weighed me today. I can’t tell you either figure, of course, but I
can now say that I am officially older than I weigh.”
“You certainly don’t look it, Sarah. I’d peg you as not a day over seventyfive and not a pound over a hundred.”
“James, don’t stop! You know flattery will get you everywhere with me.
Who’s this young man?” she asked, shifting her gaze toward me. “Actually why don’t I
save a step. Hello, young man. Who might you be?”
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“My name’s Peter Stewart, ma’am. I’m pleased to meet you,” I said,
extending my hand awkwardly.
“Don’t you ‘ma’am’ me, sonny,” she said, taking my hand in hers and
shaking it like she meant it. “You can call me Miss Sarah if that suits you.”
“Peter and his family moved to Gashes Creek not too long ago,” James
offered by way of saving me further embarrassment. I was obviously overmatched in
the social skills department, and probably many other departments, too, by Miss Sarah
Richards.
“Where’d you move from, Peter?”
“Hill City,” I said, and backed away a step.
“Did you say your last name was Stewart?”
“Yes, ma’am.”
“Miss Sarah,” she reminded me. “Was it your father who was killed in
that awful forklift accident, or whatever it was?”
“It was a front-end loader. And, yes, it was my dad. How did you know
that?”
“I’m old, Peter, I’m not in a coma. And I can read. Come here.”
I did as I was told. She took both my hands in hers. They looked as old
as the rocks on Harney Peak, but they were somehow tender and gentle, too.
She trained her clear blue eyes on mine. “I’m awfully sorry you lost your
father, Peter. My daddy was killed in a mining accident when I was twelve. I know this
sounds crazy but I still miss him even though I’m ninety-eight years old. Oops. I just
gave away my age. And my weight,” she added, laughing. “But honestly, it does get
easier. Just give it time. And be sure to preserve your memories of your father, Peter.
They’re all you’ve got now.”
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“Yes, ma’am,” I squeaked out, trying to disguise the fact her kindness
had choked me up.
“It’s Miss Sarah, Peter. That’s your last warning. I thank you gentlemen
for the poinsettia. You’d best be on your way, though. I’m sure you’ve got plenty of us
old ladies to visit before you’re done today.
“Yes, we do, Sarah,” James answered. “But none like you. I hope you
have a blessed Christmas.”
“You can bet I will, James. And Merry Christmas to you, too. Nice to
meet you, Peter Stewart.”
I was still trying to take in the experience of Sarah Richards when James
knocked on the next door. “This visit is going to be a little different, Peter. You ready?”
I was nowhere near ready but James didn’t wait.
“Hi, Alice,” James said. “Merry Christmas.” Without waiting for a reply, James
kissed Alice on the forehead. “Alice, this is Peter Stewart. Peter, this is Alice Tilley.
Peter came along to help me today,” he explained. I extended my hand to greet this
wizened but lovely old lady, but she made no move to take it. “Miss Alice had a major
stroke a few years ago, Peter. She finds it a little hard to shake hands.”
James sat down beside Alice and told her about the memorial service
they’d had at GCPC the previous Saturday for Penny Traynor, one of Alice’s oldest
friends. And then he filled her in on all the special activities the church was doing for
Christmas – the bell choir concert, the holiday bake sale to raise money for the food bank
on Pine Ridge, and the annual Christmas pageant, complete with three wise men
dressed in bathrobes.
“Peter,” he said, turning toward me, “I want you to know that Miss Alice
was the first person I met when I came to GCPC. She had already been a member of the
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church for fifty-four years by then. She came by the church every single day to do
something. She had a whole routine worked out, didn’t you, Alice? On Mondays, she
filled the cream and sugar bowls for next Sunday’s coffee hour. On Tuesdays she swept
the portico in front the church and vacuumed the fellowship hall, and right down the
week, something different every day. Mostly I think she came by so much during my
first couple of years to make sure I knew what was going on with our members and
didn’t make any big mistakes. If I succeeded at all in those early years, it’s mostly
because of her.”
He paused for a moment, I think to let his congregant take in his words of
praise. Or words of love, I thought. “I’ll never forget that, Alice. Let’s have a prayer,
shall we?
James grabbed my hand. It was a familiar gesture but it still startled me.
He then rested his free hand on top of one of Alice’s unmoving ones. I completed the
circle by resting mine on Alice’s shoulder. “Holy One,” he prayed. “Thank you for
sweet Alice, and for a life devoted to loving you and all your children. In this Christmas
season, I ask that you would be Emmanuel, God with her and for her. Amen.”
Our final two deliveries were more straightforward, and ten minutes later
we were back in James’s Bronco, heading back to Gashes Creek.
Before we left for Deerfield I had planned to ask James about why he did
not think Francis Brave Horse was guilty. But that could wait. “I think I get it, James.”
“Get what?”
“Why you do what you do.”
“Do you now? And why is that?”
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“Well, like you said, I’m not sure I can explain it. But just watching you with
Miss Richards and Miss Tilly, I think I see why you do it. Those ladies are so sweet.
And your visit meant so much to them.”
“Well, Peter, ministry is about a lot of things besides just delivering flowers to
old ladies. But I’ll admit I like this part of it. You have to, really. The truth is you’re
going to bury a lot of old people. And if they don’t trust you with their living, they’re
sure as hell not going to trust you with their dying.”
I knew mom would not approve of James’s use of a mild profanity, but I pushed
the thought aside. “When they need you the most,” I said.
“That’s exactly right.”
***

“Peter, I’m coming home.” This time it was Will on the line, his December phone
call.
“No way!” I genuinely missed my brother, although I’m not sure why, given
how sulky he was the last few months he lived at home. “When exactly?”
“This Friday.”
“Seriously? That’s great!”
“I shouldn’t tell you this, but I’m looking forward to seeing you. Dork head,” he
added by way of moderating our mutual embarrassment. “And Mom, too. Something’s
happened to me I’m dying to tell you about.”
“Can I get a preview?”
“No, I think to honor him and the experience I’ve just had, I need to tell you
about it in person.”
“Him who?”
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“Jesus, Peter.”
“Geez, no need to get mad. I was just asking.”
“No, Peter, you asked him who. Him Jesus.”
“Jesus, really?” I hoped I didn’t sound as apprehensive as I felt about Will’s new
allegiance.
“Yes, really.”
“Okay then. We’ll look forward to hearing about that,” I lied.
“I’ve only got a couple more minutes, Peter. So let me say I’m sorry for all the
hardship I’ve put you and Mom through these last few months. I know I need to make
amends to both of you. Please tell Mom how much I love her.”
“I’ll do that,” I said. But something about Will’s tone troubled me. “Will, are
you okay? You sound a little . . . different.” In his first two phone calls home, in
October and November, Will had sounded unchanged, kind of dark and still sulky. He
clearly was not enjoying his experience at High Crest. During our first conversation he
said he might as well be in prison. But now he sounded almost perky. I believed him
when he said he was sorry for the trouble he’d put Mom and me through. But I couldn’t
help feeling suspicious. I wondered what the staff at High Crest had done to my
brother.
“I’m great, actually. Really. I’ve never been better. I’ll tell you all about it when
I get home. I’m flying in to Rapid on Friday at 4:30. I’m sorry for the short notice but I
just found out today.”
“We’ll be there.”
***
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Mom was in knots before Will’s plane landed. She hadn’t spoken much
to her son since he shoved off from the table that night back in August when she laid his
packet of Zig Zags on the table like she was Perry Mason.
Will came out of the tunnel from the plane, walked straight up to Mom
and gave her a hug he must have learned from Dad at some point, big and warm,
holding nothing back.
“Will, honey, it’s great to have you home,” Mom said with tears in her
eyes.
“It’s great to be home,” Will said with tears in his own. He finally let go
of Mom but he made no move to leave the airport. “I’ve got some good news, and I just
can’t wait any longer to tell you. I’ve accepted Christ as my savior.”
“Oh, Will, that’s wonderful,” Mom gushed.
Oh, no, it’s as bad as I thought, was all I could think.
***
This year I honestly thought Mom had outdone herself. She was a great
cook, and she especially loved making big holiday meals.
But this one was extraordinary even by her standards, especially given
that there were only three of us. All the usual Christmas fare, turkey, her oyster
dressing, freshly made cranberry relish (none of the canned variety on Mom’s table),
mashed potatoes (my favorite) and lefse, Mom’s special potato pancakes that her
Swedish mother had taught her how to make when she was only a little girl. It was
Will’s favorite; he always ate prodigious amounts, lathered with butter and drowning in
sugar.
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Mom had invited James as he lived alone but he had declined. I wondered
where he was having Christmas dinner, if he was having Christmas dinner, but it was
none of my business. Probably at the Deerfield nursing home, I thought, or on the Rez.
So it was just the three of us. After loading up our plates and enjoying
the first bites of our meal, Mom got the conversational ball rolling with a question I
thought lacked a certain amount of subtlety. “So, Will, what do you think is next for
you?”
“That’s the really cool thing, Mom. I’ve been waiting for the right time to
tell you this, cause I didn’t want you to freak out.” Will apparently missed the irony, as
I saw Mom’s eyes suddenly widen. I couldn’t imagine what he might say, and was
slightly terrified myself in light of the sudden change in Will’s disposition. I
remembered from Sunday school that the same kind of thing had happened to Paul in
the Bible, a sudden conversion from zealot to apostle.
“High Crest wants to open a second facility here in the Black Hills. There’s
obviously a lot of alcoholism in the area.” I was sure he was referring to the Indians but
he didn’t say so. “And they also want to reach out to the miners and loggers who are
out of work and having a hard time.” Will grabbed another piece of lefse off the serving
plate and began loading it up with butter. “A couple of staff members came up here
while I was in treatment to look at properties. They made an offer on that old
Homestead mining complex, the one with all their office buildings on it.”
“So what does this mean for you?” Mom asked.
“They’re planning to send up their associate director in February to set up the
program. But here’s the thing; they want someone with knowledge of the area and of
the locals. They want me to be his assistant. I am going to be the deputy program
director. Isn’t that awesome?”
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“It is awesome, honey,” Mom said with genuine enthusiasm. “I’m very
proud of you. When do you start?”
“They want to fly me back to High Crest in January. They said they will provide
all the training I need to get started, and the rest I’ll learn on the job. I’m just so
psyched!”
“What are they gonna call it?” I asked. “High Point North?”
“No. They’re planning to call it the Helm. Something to hang on to when
the seas get rough.”
Will radiated enthusiasm for his newly discovered future. Compared to his
sullen withdrawal from the family before he went to High Crest, it was like he’d been
raised from the dead. Great, I thought. Now we have one dead family member and one
resurrected family member. This should be fun.
I couldn’t help wondering what Dad would think of Will’s plans. No mention of
college or of ever playing baseball again.
“That’s great, Will,” I said through a mouthful of mashed potatoes, hoping the
muffled sound would cover my lack of enthusiasm. “It turns out that I have an
announcement, too,” I added after I had swallowed.
“And what’s that, Peter?” Mom asked.
“I just got accepted to USD,” I replied. And I then I couldn’t help myself;
I turned and looked at Will. “And I got an academic scholarship.”
“Peter, that’s marvelous!” Mom said. “You know that’s where your dad
and I met. Maybe you’ll meet someone there, too.”
“Not to disappoint you, Mom, but right now I’m more interested in
getting an education than in getting married. Maybe you heard the part about how I got
an academic scholarship?”
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“What are you going to study?” Will said.
“I’m going to major in religion. And I’m going to minor in psychology.”
“Religion?” Will replied. “Why? Religion is all about dead rules and
empty rituals. At High Crest . . .”
I cut my brother off before he could rain on my parade with more insight
gained from his newly discovered relationship with Jesus. “Because that’s not my only
news. I’ve also decided I’m going to seminary when I graduate.”
“Seminary? Really? You can’t learn faith from books, little brother.”
“I’m not planning to learn about faith, you dimwit. I already have faith.”
It was true. I did have faith. That’s why I went to James’s church on Sundays, even
when Mom went elsewhere, because something in me came alive during that hour. I
realized that thing was faith.
“Well, what’s the point then?” Will replied.
“I want to train for the ministry.” Watching James help unload the food
truck on the Rez, watching him deliver flowers to the old ladies at Deerfield, listening to
him preach on Sundays, I also realized I wanted to do what he did. Whatever name you
gave it, James’s work wasn’t just about faith. It was about making connections with
people, and offering them hope and making them feel loved. And I couldn’t imagine
doing anything else with my life.
Mom started to say something but Will cut her off. “That’s nice. I think
that sounds like a good fit for you.”
This wasn’t the first time Will had used that phrase with me. My
sophomore year I worked up all my courage and tried out for the JV basketball team. I
think it was a misguided attempt to be a little bit like my brother. Will was naturally the
star of the varsity team, even though he only played basketball to pass the time till the
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start of baseball season. Of course I didn’t make the team, so I opted to do what I
wanted to do in the first place; I tried out for the debate team. Even though I was a
sophomore, they offered me a place on the varsity team.
When I’d shared this news with Will, he said the exact same thing then
that he said now: That sounds like a good fit for you.
And now I said the same thing in my head that I said then: Screw you
hotshot.
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Chapter Four

Seminary did not turn out to be the kind of soul-shaking experience, good or
bad, I assumed it would be. Maybe I went to the wrong one. Presbyterian Theological
Seminary in Minneapolis was not my first choice. I had hoped to go to Yale Divinity
School, James’s alma mater. But PTS offered me a full-ride academic scholarship, so
that’s where I went.
The administration at PTS seemed exceptionally intent that I leave seminary
with the ability to read Greek and Hebrew. It’s true that these are the two main
languages in which the Bible was originally written, but I did not see how leaving
seminary with a third grader’s proficiency in not one but two dead languages was going
to help me in my day-to-day work. I thought all those hours conjugating verbs I would
soon forget might be more usefully spent on, say, how to counsel teenage girls who were
cutting their arms and legs because they hated themselves, or what to say to a woman
whose grief at the loss of her forty-two year-old husband to a glioblastoma is
inconsolable.
I made the mistake of mentioning something along these lines to President
McLean at a reception once. “You ought not pontificate on such matters,” he replied
and walked abruptly away. Clearly I had not yet overcome my habit of oversharing,
but the exchange does capture much of what seminary was like for me. I was glad I was
done.
We were cruising down Interstate 90, about seventy miles east of Rapid City.
The Badlands were just coming into view to the south and west. Another thirty miles
and we’d catch our first sight of the Black Hills.
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By “we” I mean me and Jenna Parker. We had met while I was doing a required
unit of CPE – clinical pastoral education – at Hennepin County Medical Center in
Minneapolis. I was assigned to the pediatric unit, where Jenna was in her final months
of her residency. She had a soft spot for ministers, mostly, I suspect, because her dad
was a Methodist pastor, and we hit it off instantly.
Now I was taking Jenna home for Thanksgiving to my meet my mother and
James. And maybe my brother, if I could work up the courage. In the years we’d been
apart, me at PTS, Will at the Helm, such a wide gap had opened between our respective
beliefs about God, the Bible and faith that we effectively practiced different religions.
“Are you at all freaked out by this?” I asked.
“You mean meeting your family?”
“That’s what I mean. ‘Cause if you’re not, you probably should be.”
“Honestly, I’m not. You’re right, though. I probably should be, given that we’ve
known each other for less time than it takes to grow a tomato.” Jenna loved to garden,
an avocation that I hoped would score her some points with my mom, who shared her
passion. “But I feel remarkably tranquil about it. You haven’t drugged me, have you?”
“You’re the one with the prescription pad. I’m the one who should be worried
about being drugged. I still believe that’s how you finally got me into bed that first
time.”
“Oh, really? You think I needed drugs to get you in bed? You looked like you
might die if I sent you home that night.” After a glorious night at the Minnesota
Orchestra—I’d guess it was our seventh or eighth date—we returned to her apartment
and I didn’t leave until the next morning. If I expected to wake up to the voice of my
mother or Ms. Larson, my Sunday school teacher at E Free, berating me for what I’d
done, I was blissfully wrong. Even then I knew I had found the woman I would spend
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the rest of my life with. Waking up beside her after that first time, I felt nothing but
peace.
I slid my hand over and rested it on Jenna’s thigh. Not a sexual gesture,
necessarily, just an expression of pure affection.
Jenna stroked my hand with hers, then reached out to turn on the radio.
We had left Minneapolis in such a rush we failed to bring any music, and were left with
the radio as our only diversion.
“We’re still pretty far out from Rapid,” I said. “I think the only thing
you’ll get out here is KOTA. Try 1380.” Jenna shot me a puzzled look. “1380 AM. This
is the prairie, sweetheart. I’m afraid it’s the best we can do.”
Brief static gave way to a man’s voice, crystal clear. Hello! Who am I
talking to? My blood froze. I recognized the voice instantly. It was impossible not to,
since I’d grown up with it.
“Peter, are you okay? You look like you just ran over a dog. Do we need
to stop? Seriously.”
“No, I’m fine,” I lied.
“You’re not fine. What’s going on? Tell me.”
“Well, I don’t know how to say this any other way; that’s my brother on
the radio.”
“That’s your brother on the radio. Your brother has a radio talk show,”
she repeated, only slightly recasting her surprise.
I reached to turn it off.
“No,” she said, gently slapping my hand away from the dial. “Don’t. I
want to hear what he has to say. Peter, why didn’t you tell me your brother had his own
talk show? And why do you still look stricken?”
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“Let’s see, first, because I didn’t know he had a radio talk show until right
now. And second, because he has a radio talk show.”
“But I thought that’s what you said the Helm is, some sort of Christian
radio thingie?” During the drive, I had been filling Jenna in on the details of my family
and may have used those exact words to describe the Helm, a Christian radio thingie. I
knew from sporadic correspondence with my brother that the Helm had lately
expanded into radio as a way of extending its reach. But I frankly had no idea that Will
had been tapped as an on-air “personality” with his own show.
“Yes, but last I knew, Will was working in their marketing department.”
I tried to think what my classmates and professors at PTS would say about this. If there
was a religious food chain, radio preachers were definitely the lowest link.
Hello, Pastor Liam, I heard a woman’s voice say over the radio.
“What the hell,” I said, mildly startling Jenna. For that matter, I startled
myself a bit.
“Since when did you start swearing?” I hardly ever swore, except in times of
extreme duress. Like now.
“Sorry, I’m just sort of stunned. My brother has apparently changed his
name.”
“What are you talking about?”
“My brother’s name is Will,” I said. “Has been for as long as he’s been
breathing. But that woman just addressed him as ‘Pastor Liam.’ I’m not sure which part
of that is weirder, that my brother has a new name I didn’t know about or that he’s now
a ‘pastor,’” I said. I took my hands off the wheel just long enough to add the air quotes
around the latter word. “The guy hasn’t even finished college, for heaven’s sake. Wait,
correction. The guy didn’t even go to college.”
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“Well, now I’m even more intrigued to hear what he has to say. Admit it,
you’re a little curious, too. You must be. He’s your brother. He’s on the radio.”
I did not reply. This was a lot to take in all at once, having just learned
that my brother was now a Liam and a pastor.
Well, Cathy, I heard Will say through the radio static. He sounded like he
was speaking from the moon. I don’t think God wants you to struggle financially. I think
God wants to bless you financially. The Bible says, ‘Give and it shall be given unto you, pressed
down, shaken together, it will be given unto you.’ I think that’s the key to unlocking God’s
prosperity. If you first give of your time or your finances, I promise you’ll get a return on that
investment, thirty, sixty, even a hundredfold.
“I’ll turn it off if you like,” Jenna offered.
I saved her the effort.
***
For the first time in my life I was dreading Thanksgiving. My anger toward my
brother had been building for the last twenty-four hours, heating up inside me like lava.
I was afraid I might erupt when I finally saw him.
And I was right. When Will arrived, I introduced him to Jenna before he could
even get his coat off, and promptly blew my top.
“What the hell is this Pastor Liam business? Are you still a Stewart at
least?”
“Dovey, if you keep that up it’s going to be a really fun Thanksgiving,”
my mom said.
“Mom, there are now two of us who aren’t fans of you calling me
‘Dovey,’ Jenna and me.”
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“I don’t mind,” Jenna offered. I suspected she did mind, but smart girl, I
thought.
“So, Pastor Liam, care to explain yourself?” I said, picking up where I left
off.
“Hello to you, too, Peter,” Will said, smacking me on the back, since that
was the only option I gave him. A hug was out of the question. “You must have heard
me on the radio.”
“Boys, come sit down. Dinner’s almost ready,” Mom said, trying to bail
Will and me out by ushering all four of us into the dining room.
“I thought James was coming,” I said. I wanted an ally in this fight.
“He’s here,” Mom assured me. “I’ve got him in the kitchen stirring the
gravy. Wouldn’t want it to burn.”
As if on cue, James appeared, a gravy boat in one hand and a ladle in the
other. “And you must be Jenna,” he said. He set the gravy things down on the table,
took her two hands in his and gave her a kiss on the cheek. “It is such a pleasure to meet
you. Peter’s letters used to be about God. But lately they’ve all been about you,” he said,
flashing a smile whose warmth could melt ice. I felt myself blush so violently I hoped I
wasn’t purple.
“Sit down, everybody,” Mom said. “Let’s eat.”
James offered a blessing. Mom had again outdone herself, only this time
she’d had help from Jenna and, at Jenna’s insistence, from me. Before we’d finished
passing the first round of food, I started in again.
“Seriously, Will, what’s up with the name change?” Evidently the lava was not
yet done flowing.
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“I was going to tell all of you about that today, as a matter of fact,” he
replied.
“At our Thanksgiving dinner, you were going to share with us the fact
you’ve changed your identity.”
“What are you boys talking about?” Mom said to both of us.
“Will’s changed his name,” I shot back. “Apparently he’s now Pastor
Liam.”
“I haven’t changed my identity, Peter. It’s not like I’m some alien you’ve
never met before, though you’re acting like I am. I’ve simply changed my name.”
“You don’t ‘simply’ change your name, Will. It’s kind of a big deal, since
we’ve called you that our whole lives. And everyone who’s ever known you has called
you that for your whole life.”
“Look,” Will shot back, “I thought ‘Will’ was a little too forceful for my
radio persona.” I stared at him blankly. “It sounds a little too much like ‘free will.’ I
was afraid it might confuse some of our listeners.”
I thought this was plainly ridiculous, but I didn’t press the point. “Well,
then, what about this pastor business?” It took every ounce of willpower at my disposal
not to again add air quotes around the word. “Even at mom’s church I’m sure you at
least have to go to Bible college before you can be ordained.” I stole a quick glance at
my mother to see if I had offended her, and was pretty sure I had.
“High Crest has its own training program for ministry. I got ordained
there.”
“How long did that take? Three weeks?” I was tapping into deep magma
now, molten anger that had been buried beneath the surface of my emotions since Will
abandoned Mom and me, and Dad, when Dad was dying. “And what do they teach
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you there? I heard your response to that caller yesterday. If she wanted to get ahead in
life, I might have thought you would suggest that she go to college or get some training
as a nurse or something. But no. You actually told her that if she gives away what little
she has, God will make her rich. That’s just bizarre.”
“I didn’t say it would make her rich. I said God would prosper her,” Will
replied. “There’s a difference. I know this is hard for you to accept, little brother, but I
didn’t choose this life. God chose me for it.”
“Oh, for heaven’s sake, Will.” I recalled Mom telling Dad she thought
Will was called. Clearly she had shared this view with her firstborn.
“Ah, Peter…” I was staring so intently at my brother that the sound of James’s
voice startled me. He was trying to save the day, trying to save me, perhaps, but I was
about to vent ten years worth of steam and nothing was going to stop me now.
“Of course, maybe I shouldn’t be surprised. You’ve coasted all the way
through to this point without having worked a day in your life.” In fairness, I didn’t
know how Will was handling his responsibilities at the Helm. But I did know my
brother. I wouldn’t have been surprised if all he did was turn up every day and talk on
the radio for an hour with his listeners and then called that an honest day’s work. It
sickened me to think he might describe this stroll down easy street as his “calling.”
“Shut up, you little shit,” Will said, his old tone suddenly plain in his
voice.
I was undeterred. “First you lose out on a baseball scholarship to a Big
Ten school. Then you put a girl in a wheelchair and now you’ve got a fancy show on the
radio. You think God gave you this life? You think forgiveness is that cheap, or that
finding a calling is that easy? Or that changing your name is going to hide your past
from your listeners? Or from yourself?”
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Will pushed back from the table and got up to leave in one sweeping
motion. Ever the athlete, I thought. “Thanks, everybody,” he said. “I’ve had a great
time. Best Thanksgiving ever. Oh, and nice to meet you, Jenna. Welcome to the family.
We’re a barrel of laughs, as you’ve now seen for yourself,” Will said, just before he
slammed the door behind him.
A heavy silence fell, like the lid of a coffin closing.
“May I make a recommendation?” James said, finally breaking the
silence.
“Please do,” my mother replied.
“Let’s open the wine.” James and I had both brought bottles, and a good
thing, too. The first one served to get us through the main course and the worst of the
awkwardness we all felt in the wake of my outburst. By the time we opened the second,
the conversation was flowing freely.
Even my mom had drunk a glass, which may have been a mistake. “So
what’s next for you two?” she asked. Even a stranger could hear the note of fake
innocence in her voice. I knew what she was after.
“Well, Mom, Jenna and I have known each other three months. I’m not
sure that we’re quite ready to answer that question.” The truth is that I was planning to
ask Jenna to marry me the next day. I wanted her to meet my mother first, and my mom
to meet her. But I already had two rings stashed away in the old daypack I once used
when Dad and I went birding, and a carefully orchestrated plan to pop the question on
the top of Harney Peak. Until then, I didn’t want to blow the surprise.
“Peter, don’t assume I’m asking about your future as a couple. You
know, just because I’m your mother and you’ve brought a lovely young lady home to
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meet all of us. By the way, Jenna,” mom said, turning to my soon-to-be fiancé, “we’re
ordinarily not such a loony bunch. Honest.”
“I believe you, Mrs. Stewart,” Jenna replied. Smart girl, I thought again.
“Good. And please, call me Olivia.” She turned back to face me. “All I
meant to say is that you’re both finishing up at the end of this year. What’s next for you
. . . professionally?”
“We’ve already started to look at job postings,” I said. “It might take a
while to find openings for both of us in the same town.”
“I’m not sure this would be of any help or even any interest,” James
piped in. “But just in case, you might want to know Gashes Creek Presbyterian is
growing by leaps and bounds. We’re planning to hire an associate pastor sometime this
spring. I can’t say for sure, Peter. Session obviously has a say in this. But everybody at
the church knows you. I would think the job is yours if you want it.”
***
“So, are you freaked out now?” I asked Jenna. James had long since gone home,
but not until after the dishes were done. And Mom had finally gone to bed when she
literally could no longer keep her eyes open, leaving us alone for the first time since
we’d arrived. We were sitting on the sofa in the living room. Ordinarily I would not
have resisted my impulse to lean in and kiss Jenna, but I was genuinely curious to get
her take on my family.
“Well, it does seem like you and your brother – Will, Liam, I’m not sure what to
call him – that you guys have some issues to work out,” she said, smiling. “But for the
record, I’m on your side. Telling people to give away what little they have as a way to
get what they want is bizarre, if you ask me.”
“Good to know. But other than my brother?”
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“I adore your family, Peter. Your mom is lovely, and she’s a hoot. You
didn’t tell me she’s so much fun. And James is everything you said he would be,” she
said. I noticed she drew the line around my family so as to include my friend and
mentor. This is the woman of my dreams, I thought for what must have been the millionth
time.

***

As planned, I popped the question to Jenna the next day on the summit of
Harney Peak, and she said yes, an announcement that prompted a literal shout of
“Yippee!” from my mother when we got home that afternoon.
We had settled on a date in June, after graduation, and agreed that her
Methodist pastor father and James would share duties as co-officiants. But that was as
far out as either one of us could see.
“We’ve got to figure this out soon,” I said. After a celebratory dinner of
leftover turkey and champagne, Mom had gone up to her room early and Jenna and I
were once again alone on the sofa.
“Figure what out?”
“Where we’re going to go next.”
“I was hoping you were going to say where we’re going to go on our
honeymoon.”
“I’m sorry. That too,” I said a little sheepishly. “I just would like a little
clarity on how we’re going to pay our bills when we get back, is all.”
Jenna drew in a breath. “I wasn’t going to say anything until James said that bit
about maybe working with him at his church. But the Department of Education and the
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Department of the Interior sponsor a joint debt relief program for med students with the
Indian Health Service on Pine Ridge. Three years on the Rez and I’d be debt free. Given
that I’m the proud owner of $140,000 in student loans, that’s no small thing.”
“Are you sure you want to go in that direction, medically, I mean?” But
that’s not what I meant. The thought of my wife working on the Rez made me deeply
uneasy.
“The IHS is specifically looking for a pediatrician for a new clinic they built just
outside of Pine Ridge.”
“So you wouldn’t be working on the reservation, as such?
“No, Pine Ridge, the town, I mean. They have already hired a midwife and two
nurse practitioners, but I’d be the main pediatrician on staff. Medically this could
actually be good for me.”
“Gosh, love, that sounds like a perfect fit,” I said, with more enthusiasm than I
felt. The truth is I still hadn’t overcome my animosity toward the Lakota. Every time I
felt like I was making progress I’d read a story about how activists from the Rez had
burned a game lodge in the Black Hills or tried to deface Mt. Rushmore. And all my
memories of Dad in the hospital, and my anger toward the man who put him there,
instantly came flooding back.
“Honestly, I think it may be the perfect fit, too. And the job at Gashes
Creek Pres, you’ve got to admit, that’s the perfect fit for you, right?”
“It’s true. It’s more than I could have hoped for.”
“It seems like the door to our future might be opening up right in front of us.”
“I agree, but I think you should visit the Rez before we make a decision
like this.” I took my soon-to-be wife’s hands in mine and pulled her close. “I’d want
you to know what you’d be getting into before you make a commitment to work there
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for three years. It’s a very tough place to be, especially if you’re white,” I said, though I
wasn’t sure if I was talking about her or me.
“Do we have plans for tomorrow?” Jenna asked in reply.
“We do now.”
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Chapter Five

“I don’t like it.”
“Don’t like what, Mrs. Cole?” I said, keeping a lid on my apprehension as best I
could. Trouble had come to my door in an unlikely package. Mrs. Alice Cole was a
founding member of GCPC, one of our patron saints. She was tiny and ancient, and she
wielded astounding power in our congregation. She reminded me of a Presbyterian
Yoda, assuming Yoda wore skirts.
“Peter, you’ve been here two years now. My friends all call me Alice. Time you
did the same.”
“Okay, Alice. What don’t you like?”
“All this busyness.”
“Say more,” I said, employing the single most useful phrase I learned in my one
required pastoral care class in seminary. She’d been standing in front of my desk. With
a gesture, I invited her to take a seat at the little conference table in my office. I joined
her.
Why she chose to voice her complaint to me was a bit of a mystery. James’s
office was literally next door. It made me nervous, frankly.
“I liked it better when our church was simpler,” Mrs. Cole continued, settling
into her chair. “And smaller. Now I feel like I don’t know what’s going on and I don’t
know everybody like I used to. I don’t like it.”
“I certainly understand how you feel, Mrs. Cole,” I said, offering her the second
most useful line I’d learned in the class. “In fact, I agree with you. I think we need to do
a better job of making sure everybody knows everybody else.”
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We were not a huge congregation. We’d just passed the three hundred member
mark but that was double our size when I left for seminary. Our sanctuary was now so
full on Sunday that James and I had begun talking about adding a second service. That
was a lot of growth for anyone to take in, even if you were as wise as Yoda. “I’ll pass
your concerns on to James,” I promised, and again wondered why she hadn’t done that
herself.
* **
“Alice Cole came to see me today,” I said, pushing through James’s partially
open door and plopping down on his sofa.
He’d been looking out the window behind his desk when I came in. He now
swiveled around to face me. “You could at least knock before you come in, Peter.”
After two years of working together, there was little doubt that James was no
longer my friend and my pastor, or at least not just my friend and my pastor. He was
now also my boss. We’d had some hiccups along the way, as we adjusted to these new
roles and new boundaries. He didn’t like letting go of things over which he’d always
held the reins and he seemed to have an affinity for control I’d never noticed before.
Plus he would sometimes just vanish for a whole day without any explanation or word
about where he was going.
Twice we’d had pastoral emergencies when James had disappeared and I
couldn’t reach him. Of necessity, I handled them both, a trip to the emergency room in
Rapid City and a fatal car crash. He was furious with me for overstepping my bounds,
but I had no choice. He was not around.
“Sorry, boss.” Even now I was still learning James’s boundaries. “She thinks
we’ve got to do something to help our members get to know one another. I actually
agree with her.”
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“What do you mean? We’re only three hundred members, not three thousand.
Surely it’s not that hard for people to learn each other’s names,” James said. He was
often a little edgy in the mornings, before he had his coffee. But it was 2:00 in the
afternoon. I wondered what was bothering him.
“She’s not alone,” I countered. “I know other people are feeling the same way.”
“Well, growing pains strike me as a good problem but I’m afraid we’ll have to
come back to it. Right now I’ve got to run.” He retrieved his car keys from a drawer in
his desk. The gesture reminded me of the day I found a bottle of pills in that same
drawer. “I’m having lunch with Jim Allen to go over the timetable for the Stewardship
campaign. Oh, if you’re free tonight, you might want to come to the City Council
meeting.”
My arrival on staff had relieved James of certain week-to-week responsibilities –
the youth group for one – freeing up some time for him to pursue interests outside of
church. He was now serving on City Council. He’d been on council before, until the
dual demands of serving as a church pastor and a hospital chaplain forced him off.
“Sit in on a council meeting? Because life just can’t get too boring?”
“No, because your brother has asked for time on the agenda.”
I paused for a moment to take in this news. “You’re kidding. What could Will
possibly want from City Council?”
“Your guess is as good as mine,” he said. “I’ll see you later. Shut my door when
you leave. And please make sure it’s locked.”
I remained seated on James’s couch and pondered the question of what my
brother might be up to. It left me feeling queasy, like I’d suddenly come down with
motion sickness. The feeling persisted until I finally realized I could do something about
it. I could ask him myself.
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***
“Welcome to the Helm, Peter,” Will said. His secretary had buzzed through to
alert him I was on my way. My brother was waiting for me, standing behind his desk. I
hadn’t expected him to greet me quite so formally but then I’d never visited him in his
office before. At least not his new office. The first, and last, time I had been on the
Helm’s campus, Will occupied a small workspace that looked more suited to an intern
than to a radio and TV personality.
“What do you think?” he asked, gesturing to the spacious surroundings as he
walked around his desk to shake my hand.
I declined his hand and gave him a brotherly hug instead, quick, with a couple of
hard pats on the back. It had been two years since our Thanksgiving Blow-up, as Jenna
called it. But we were still tentative around one another, unsure when that same bomb
might blow up in our faces again, part of our ongoing religious war.
“Geez, Will, this is pretty sweet, I must confess.”
If size matters, my brother had done well. The office was as large as James’s and
mine combined. An ink drawing of Abraham about to sacrifice Isaac adorned the wall
to the right, and was matched on the left by a picture I’d first seen in my mom’s old
church of Jesus standing outside a door, knocking, a lamb wrapped around his
shoulders. Against the back wall, two flags perfectly framed Will’s desk.
“I recognize the stars and stripes,” I said, pointing my head toward the flags.
“What’s the other one?”
“It’s our flag. It features the official crest of the Helm.”
“Oh,” was all I could think to say. “When did you score all this?”
“Last week. I’ve just been promoted.”
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Will paused long enough for us to take seats, he back behind his desk, me in the
hard chair opposite.
“We’ve been working really hard to reach our target audience,” he continued.
“Who’s we? You mean the Helm?”
“Who else would I mean?” Will paused for a moment, as if he wanted me to
ponder his question. “We’ve invested a lot of time and effort in developing this ministry,
but we’re not happy with the results we’re getting. We get a lot of people on Sunday
mornings. Right now we’re averaging about nine hundred in worship every week,
which is all our sanctuary will hold. But our work camp and our treatment program are
both running at only about fifty percent capacity. We want to get that number up.
Broaden our impact.”
“What impact, exactly?”
“Salvation, Peter. Are you dim? Not sure what you do at Gashes Creek
Presbyterian, but we want to bring more people to Christ.”
“Oh.” Again, it was all I could think to say.
“Sarah and I have been talking for a while now about how to do that.”
“Who’s Sarah?”
“I told you last year who Sarah is. Sarah Parker. She’s our executive director.”
If Will had told me who Sarah was I’d forgotten, but I didn’t say so.
“We finally hit on what we think is the perfect idea and we just got approval
from headquarters to move ahead with it.”
“Sounds exciting,” I lied. If I sounded skeptical, Will did not pick up on it.
“It is. The ‘Helm Broadcast Hour’ is headed for the big time. Looks like I’m
going national, little brother.”
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“You’re going national?” I knew that the Helm had approached KOTA, the local
broadcast affiliate, about televising their Sunday-morning worship service. KOTA
already carried Will’s radio show and they were only too happy to replace their Sundaymorning television broadcast of the service at St. Mark’s Lutheran in Rapid City with
something that promised to be a little more exciting. I had never seen the telecast of the
morning worship service at the Helm, but I’d heard enough to know it was a local hit.
“Well, that’s the plan anyway. We just signed a syndication contract with
Telmark Communications. They own KOTA. They’re going to roll the show out to
forty-five new markets in the West and Midwest – Colorado, Kansas and Missouri,
mainly, in addition to North and South Dakota. If it does well, and they’re optimistic
that it will, they’re going to take it national.”
From the moment I heard his voice on the radio for the first time, on the
drive to the Black Hills with Jenna, I had maintained Will’s success was a result not of
his talent but of his ability to take the ambiguity out of life. He offered his listeners a
simple little formula that made life seem simple and clean—Give and it shall be given to
you.
And they bought it with the same unreflective enthusiasm with which people
bought McDonald’s hamburgers. They might be a nutritional disaster but people still
wolfed them down by the millions. I felt deeply uneasy about the prospect that, just as
McDonald’s had once done, Will was about to take his nutritionally suspect message to
a national audience.
“So you were just going to let us find this out secondhand,” I finally said.
And by “us” I meant all of us, mom, Jenna, me. And James, too.
“Don’t start, Answer Boy. You know how these conversations go between us.
You came to visit me. And I just told you now. Leave it alone.”
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I knew Will was right, so I did just that. “Okay, fair enough. So let me
tell you why I’m here.” Will signaled his approval with a lift of his chin. “James tells me
you’ve asked for a spot on the agenda at the City Council meeting tonight.”
“True.”
“What’s up with that? Would I be safe in assuming it has to do with what
you’ve just told me?”
“Sorry, little brother. I’m not going to spoil the surprise. You’ll just have to
come and find out.”
***

“Good evening, Mr. Stewart. What brings you before Council?” The question
came from Walt Barnes, the most prominent attorney in town, and not just because he
was the only attorney in town. He was a good lawyer. He was also chair of the Council.
“I’d like to apply for permission to buy the property adjacent to the
Helm.”
“But that property is held in trust,” Barnes replied. Walt Barnes had a
reputation as an even-minded man. He was an active member of Grace Episcopal
Church, just up the road from GCPC. But like most residents of Gashes Creek, I knew
he appreciated the notoriety that the Helm’s ministry, and especially Will’s success as a
radio and, now, TV personality brought to our small town.
“Yes, but the trust was established to create a nature preserve on Gashes
Mountain. Now that the Black Elk Wilderness Area has been established to protect the
entire watershed to the west – some thirteen thousand acres, by the way—we feel like
the deer and the antelope have plenty of room to play. In our view there’s no longer any
need to restrict the use of those lands. We’d like to petition Council to revoke the trust.
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Or really just to amend it to make twelve-hundred acres on the north boundary of the
site available for purchase.”
“Technically that’s not the only reason council voted to put the land in
trust, or so I’m told. But even so, twelve-hundred acres is a lot of land, Mr. Stewart,” he
said. “What are your intentions? What do you plan to do with the property?”
“As I’m sure you know, Mr. Chairman, that parcel lies adjacent to the
south boundary of the Helm. I think you also know that our ministry has grown
significantly in the last few years. What you may not know is that we’ve been in
conversation for several months now with Telmark Communications about the
possibility of syndicating our Sunday-morning television broadcast. We got word just
this past Monday that they want to do it. We signed the contract that afternoon.”
“Congratulations,” Walt Barnes inserted. His support for my brother was
taking on a surprisingly fawning quality. Perhaps he saw the possibility for legal work
being routed his way.
“Thanks. We’re going to need space to develop a proper production studio. We
would also like to expand our retreat center, as interest in the Helm will almost certainly
build once the show rolls out to a larger audience. Eventually Telemark plans to roll the
show out nationally.”
“Sounds impressive.” This from Charlene Demarco, the newest member of
Council and herself a CPA. From a PR standpoint, Will’s appearance before Council
was turning into a love fest.
Will nodded his appreciation. “The Forest Service owns most of the land
surrounding the Helm. The only room we have to expand our campus is across our
property line to the south, onto the reserve.”
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“Well, Mr. Stewart, it seems you’ve outgrown your clothes.” Walt Barnes
again. “Am I right in assuming you will need to hire additional staff to develop and run
your facility?”
“We’re expecting that we’ll need to hire approximately forty people for
the construction phase. Once that’s complete, we expect that the new show, and some
other things we have planned, will add roughly ten full-time jobs.” Walt Barnes did not
ask and Will did not elaborate on the “other things” the Helm had planned.
“And these new jobs, they would go to local residents?” Barnes asked.
“Absolutely.”
“Well, then, I suggest you file your petition with us to revoke the trust. If
we decide in your favor, and frankly that seems pretty likely, then you can apply for
permission to buy the property,” Walt said. “But I should caution you, Will. This is not
a done deal. You’re still going to have to do a lot of due diligence on this. Given that the
land is at the top of Gashes Mountain, you’re obviously going to need to do a pretty
thorough environmental impact study, among other things.”
“We’ve already been in conversation with an engineering firm in Denver
that’s prepared to do the study,” Will said. He sounded completely self-assured, I
thought. It did seem that in some ways Will had genuinely been born again since the
day he left for High Crest.
“Have your lawyer draft your petition and we’ll go from there. The truth
is, that land is never used for anything, particularly since the Helm blocks public access
to it. Given the economic benefit this would provide, I frankly think there’s an excellent
chance you’ll get what you want.”
“Speak for yourself, Walt.” It was the first time James spoke the whole
meeting. “I’d vote against the petition, personally.” This latter comment left a wide
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swath of silence behind it. Will glared at James; Walt Barnes’s knitted eyebrows
conveyed his annoyance.
“And why’s that?” Walt finally replied.
“A matter of conscience.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?” Walt asked, failing to hide his
irritation.
“It means I would vote against the petition. That particular piece of land
has always been sacred to the Lakota,” James said. I could tell that my boss was about
to wrap an argument in a sermon. The muscles in my jaw tightened. James was a
brilliant preacher, but I was pretty sure now was not the time or the place to mount his
soapbox.
But he didn’t get a chance to finish. For better or worse, Will interrupted him.
“The Black Hills are sacred to the Lakota, too, and yet here we are.”
“True, Mr. Stewart,” James replied. He shot Will a look that threatened to melt
the glue on the wallpaper behind him. “Here we are indeed. You’re standing at that
dais and I’m sitting behind this table, and I can tell you that any request to revoke that
trust has to be approved by Council unanimously. I know because I helped draft the
terms when I sat right here, behind this very same table some ten years ago. So my
advice to you is that you think about a different site for your expansion. I don’t believe
you’re going to win this particular fight.”
“That may be,” Will replied. “But I do have a question. Our attorney agreed that
the land is understood to be held in trust, but there’s no record of the deed on file at the
county courthouse.”
James leaned forward in his chair and rested his elbows on the table behind
which the council members sat. “That’s not a question, Will, and I’m not sure what
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you’re suggesting. But, first, I’m sure I don’t have to explain how the Lakota feel about
recording the agreements they reach with white folks about land with the government.
The record of the vote to put the property in trust is in the council minutes. More
importantly, I can assure you that the deed is out there. So I repeat; you’re not going to
win this fight.”
Without another word, Will picked up his notes from the dais and walked out of
the room.
***
“Quite the meeting last night,” I said, again pushing through James’s partially
open door unannounced and plopping down heavily on his couch.
James looked up from the document he was working on, that week’s
newsletter, I assumed. “Remember that part about knocking? We talked about it just
yesterday, I believe.”
“Sorry.”
“Seriously. Knock next time. But, yes. It was quite the meeting.”
“You obviously felt pretty strongly about Will’s petition to revoke the
Trust.”
“It wasn’t personal. I’ve got nothing against your brother.”
“I know that.” I paused to take a deep breath before asking James a
question I’d been thinking about since the meeting adjourned, a question I’d been
wanting to ask him since I first saw the bolo tie around his neck with the prayer wheel
on the end when we met in the waiting room of Rapid City Regional Hospital.
“James, what is it with you and the Lakota?”
James set his pen down. His eyes narrowed. “What is that supposed to
mean?” he asked, his voice, like his eyes, now noticeably harder.
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“You’re always on their side . . .”
“And?” James said, before I could finish my sentence.
With the genie now out of the bottle, I decided not to hold back. “Well,
that just feels wrong, like you’re cheering for the Soviet Union at the Olympics.”
To my surprise James’s eyes softened. He no longer looked angry.
Worse, he looked sad.
“Peter, I know how you feel about Francis Brave Horse. And I know how
your dad felt about the Lakota, and about the things they did to drive the Forest Service
out of the Black Hills. But there’s a much larger story here.”
I thought about my trip in junior high to Wounded Knee, and how a
young Lakota boy had spit on me on our way into the visitors’ center. And about our
trips to Pine Ridge since coming on board at GCPC, the poverty I’d seen and the people
I’d met who lived in it, trapped like wolves in a cage. I said nothing.
“I know you understand the larger story of how we whites have treated
the Lakota, and about how they feel about the Black Hills.” I was not sure where James
was headed but I nodded my assent. “But I want to tell you how that land came to be
put in trust. This knowledge may put you at odds with your brother but you deserve to
know this. In fact, you need to know this.”
“I’m not on my brother’s side on this,” I said. “You know how I feel
about all that nonsense he spouts on the radio. I guess on TV now, too.”
“I do know how you feel about that, but I also know how you feel about
the Lakota. And there’s some history here that’s going to keep Will from realizing his
dream for the Helm.”
“Don’t worry, James. I’m with you on this,” I said, though I suddenly
was not sure this was strictly true.
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“In this case, Peter, I don’t particularly care whether you’re with me or
not. What I’m about to tell you is the truth. And as a minister in this town, as minister
on the staff here, you need to know this. I’m telling you this in confidence. I’m sure I
don’t have to tell you that if you violate this confidence, you will be looking for a
different job.”
I briefly toyed with the idea of telling James that he could stuff the truth
for all I cared, and that I might actually enjoy working with someone whose moods
didn’t fluctuate quite so noticeably as his had lately started to do. But my curiosity won
out.
“Okay,” was all I said.
“Remember our hike years ago to the top of Harney Peak? Remember what I
said about the role Gashes Mountain played in the Lakota’s vision ceremonies?”
“I remember.”
“The piece of land in question, the piece Will hopes to buy, that’s the specific
spot the Lakota used for those ceremonies. After we had helped start Room in the Inn,
I’d been going to the Rez off and on for about a year when Ben Lapierre approached me.
I guess he knew that I was also serving on the town council here. He asked me to
approach the council on the tribe’s behalf and ask that they put the land in trust.”
I didn’t quite follow and said so.
“The town of Gashes Creek actually owned that land. It wasn’t being used, and
it was clear to everyone that our glory days were over and the town was unlikely to
grow. Council was willing to put the land into a trust but only if the document was
revocable. I was willing to make that concession, provided the vote was unanimous. It
was the best deal I was going to get.”
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“Why didn’t the tribe just buy the land?” I asked. “It seems like that would have
been simpler.”
“The Lakota don’t believe that land can be owned. That’s true of all land but it’s
especially true of the Black Hills.”
Again, I nodded.
“There’s another piece to this story that I didn’t learn until years later. And this
is the part that is strictly confidential. There’s gold on that land. Back in the day
prospectors always found gold lower down the mountains so they didn’t bother coming
up so close to the summit. But the headwaters of Gashes Creek originate on that
property. There’s a small spring that feeds out of there. It only runs after heavy rains,
but over the years it’s carved a small gully along the edge of that property.”
“Yeah, I’ve seen it running, actually. I went birding there once with dad after a
big storm. If I recall that creek runs into a little pond, right before the slope falls away
down the mountain.
“That’s right. The Lakota have known about the gold for many years. Even now
they go up there pretty regularly when no one’s around and quietly search the stream to
make sure no one else, and by ‘no one else,’ I mean no white people, ever finds one of
those precious little nuggets. Because the moment that happens, you can be certain there
will be a mine on that spot in no time, deed or no deed.”
James’s story did not answer my question, exactly. I still was not sure why his
support for the Lakota ran so deep. But one thing I was sure of; he would never change
his vote on council and so my brother would have to alter his dreams.

***
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“This is Peter Stewart,” I said, picking up the phone in my office. I was
actually scheduled to preach this coming Sunday and I should have been working on
my sermon. But I was still thinking about what James had told me. I was glad for the
distraction.
“Mr. Stewart, this is Bob Nash. I’m calling from the district attorney’s
office.”
“Yes. How can I help you?” I said, my voice tightening ever so slightly.
It still had a tendency to do that when I felt anxious. Maybe this was about a
congregant, but maybe not. Maybe it was about the one thing I hated even thinking
about.
“Thank you, Mr. Stewart, but I’m not calling for your help. I’m calling
with some information you’ll want to know.”
“Okay,” I said. Now it was my stomach that tightened, and not just
slightly.
“I’m sure you are a busy man, Mr. Stewart, so let me be direct with you. It looks
like Francis Brave Horse may be coming up for retrial.”
“What the hell are you talking about?” I said, trying hard not to yell.
There it was again, first the flash, then the thunderbolt of anger that always and
instantly shot through me when the question of Francis Brave Horse’s role in my father’s
death was in question. “That man killed my father. He was tried and convicted. The
matter is closed.”
“Not everyone thinks so, Mr. Stewart. Brave Horse’s attorney has filed an
extraordinary motion for a new trial.”
“On what possible grounds?”
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“A third party has apparently discovered new evidence. He, or she,
believes it will exonerate Mr. Brave Horse. The hearing is this Wednesday at four at the
federal courthouse in Rapid City. We thought you might want to be there.”
“You can be sure of that, Mr. Nash. Thank you for the call.”
I hung up the phone and sat back limply in my chair. The initial flash of
anger I felt had passed through me, leaving me feeling spent and exhausted, as if I’d just
let go of a live power line. I pondered what lay ahead of me and my family, the
prospect of enduring yet more testimony, of exhuming the ghost of Francis Brave Horse,
of exhuming the ghost of my father, for that matter. As a pastor, forgiveness and
reconciliation are part of my job description, but I resolutely believed that justice had
been served in Francis Brave Horse’s case. I was happy to let him serve his time before I
faced the work I knew was still in front of me, of forgiving him for killing my father.
That simple formula – he serves his time while I bide mine – had served
to make my life possible. These two competing states hung there in perfect tension, like
two arms of a mobile. As long as they stayed in balance I could function, even serving as
a pastor, with no pangs of conscience. But this news threatened to upset that balance
and I was not sure I would make it through the experience of a retrial intact.
***
The hearing was even briefer, and harder, than I thought it was going to be. An
attorney for Mr. Brave Horse , a new one I’d never seen before, presented written
testimony that fresh evidence had been discovered. He further asserted that this
evidence would exonerate his client.
Will was unavailable. His secretary informed me that he was in St. Louis for
further talks with Telemark Communications about his new television show. And my
mother simply could not bear to be in the same room as Francis Brave Horse.
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So I was on my own. But on behalf of my family and my father, I fought back as
hard as I could. The same attorney that represented us at the first trail represented us
again. He argued that the case had been decided unanimously and the question of
Francis Brave Horse’s guilt had been unambiguously determined. But his argument
sounded weak even to me. If there was new evidence, I knew the judge would want it
brought to light.
“I grant your motion, Counselor,” he said to Brave Horse’s attorney. “I know
this is probably hard for you, Mr. Stewart,” he said, turning to me, “but hearing this
testimony, I have no choice but to call for a retrial in the case of the State vs. Francis
Brave Horse.”
I held his gaze. It was the only power I had.
“I’m instructing both attorneys to check with my scheduling clerk tomorrow. I
want to get this on the calendar as soon as possible. Until then, this court is adjourned.”
We all rose as the judge departed the courtroom for his chambers. It was a small
room, used for hearings when there was no jury. I lingered for a moment, trying to
gather myself. As the bailiff led him away, Francis Brave Horse passed right in front of
me, so close I could smell his prison smell and read the tattoo on his neck: Hoka hey, it
said in Lakota. Charge.
Right then the man who was my nemesis, the man who had killed my father,
turned and looked me straight in the eye. “Tell your boss thanks,” he said, and then he
turned and walked away.
** *
“Hey, baby,” I said, tossing my keys in the basket on the counter in the
kitchen. “Hi, Sweetheart,” Jenna said. She was cooking dinner and turned to give
me
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quick kiss.
“I don’t even know where to begin.” I was so tired I meant that literally; I
couldn’t think where to start. “Maybe with dinner. Is that trout?”
Jenna turned the heat off from under the pan on the stove, and then turned to
face me. She wrapped her arms around my waist and looked me right in the eyes. “I
know this day was hard. I already know the outcome of the hearing. And I know you
need to talk about it. But whatever you have to say, it can wait just one minute, as can
dinner. I have some news for you that you’re going to want to hear before we talk about
anything else.”
I drew back slightly, not sure whether I was more curious or annoyed.
How did she know the outcome of the hearing, for one thing?
“Peter,” she began. My wife was clearly nervous. She never called me by
my name. She sucked in a big breath and then she continued. “You’re going to be a
daddy.”
Whatever I needed to say, whatever I wanted to talk about, it all just vanished in
that instant. I stood there dazed and mute. I had to trust Jenna to understand that my
tears said what I now couldn’t put into words. And that I no longer had even the
slightest interest in talking about a new trial for Francis Brave Horse.
***
“I’ve got some big news for you,” I announced as I walked into James’s
office the next morning. I knocked first just to prove I wasn’t incorrigible.
James looked up from behind his desk. “And what would that be?”
“Are you sitting down?”
“Peter, you’re looking right at me. Are you well? Perhaps it’s you who
should sit down.”
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“I’m going to be a dad!”
James leaned back in his chair and said nothing.
“Hey, boss, did you hear me? I’m going to be a father.”
“I heard you. I’d get up and hug you but I don’t think I can. I’m frankly
a little weak in the knees.”
“Me, too. Maybe I will sit down,” I said, and plopped down on his
couch.
“How’s Jenna? When is she due?”
“She’s fine. Excited, of course.” I paused to ponder James’s second
question. “Actually I don’t know when she’s due. I was so overwhelmed, I forgot to ask
her.”
“You forgot to ask your wife when she is going to have her baby. Your
baby. You’re such a boy.”
“Guilty as charged.” I slid slightly forward on the couch. “James, there’s
something else I want to talk to you about, something else I learned yesterday.”
“So the fact you’re going to be a father is not enough news for one day?”
“I know. This is weird, but it’s kind of big, too.”
“I’m listening. I did notice you were out of the office yesterday. Where
were you?”
“I was at the courthouse in Rapid City.”
James’s eyes narrowed and he sat forward in his chair. “Go on.”
“The DA claims to have new evidence in the case against Francis Brave
Horse. The hearing was yesterday. The judge called for a fresh trial.”
James sat back, laced his fingers together and rested them on his stomach.
But he said nothing.
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“Brave Horse said something interesting as they were leading him out of the
courtroom.”
“You talked to him?”
“No. It’s just that we were in a small room. After the hearing, we all
stood to leave, well, most of us stood up to leave. I needed a minute to gather my
thoughts. The bailiff was leading Brave Horse back into detention. He passed so close
to me I could smell him and see the tattoo on his neck. Before they took him away he
turned to me and said something interesting.”
“I believe you mentioned that. What did he say?”
“He told me to tell my boss thanks. Any idea what he meant?”
“I’m afraid I can’t tell you that.”
I stood up. “So you do know what he meant?”
“I can’t say, Peter.”
“Don’t be coy with me, James. We’re talking about Francis Brave Horse
here, remember? The man who killed my father.”
James sighed deeply and rubbed his tired-looking eyes with his fists. “My
guess is you’re going to find this out soon enough anyway. You might as well hear it
from me. Maybe you should sit back down.”
I did not move.
“Peter, this is the hardest thing I’m ever going to say to you.” He paused,
dropped his hands on the armrest and shifted slightly in his chair. “I was the one who
discovered the new evidence.” He paused again and took a breath. “I . . . ”
But I slammed the door shut behind me before he could say another
word.
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Chapter Six

I startled awake feeling jangly and slightly terrified. I’d just woken from a dream
in which I rounded a corner on my way to see Les Mis at the Beacon Theatre, to find a
man standing right in front of me wielding a knife and smiling like the Joker.
It was only just after 6:00 but sleep was now out of the question. I got up quietly
so as not to wake my wife, left a note for her in the kitchen, and walked the six minutes
to Bonnie’s, giving thanks for a bakery that opened before the crack of dawn. I needed
some strong coffee and a Danish, and some time to think about what James had told me
the night before about his role in bringing new evidence to light in the case against
Francis Brave Horse.
On the way I stopped at the church to pick up the folio I use to take notes for my
sermons. I took a seat at Bonnie’s, and got to work trying to penetrate a different kind of
mystery. James naturally carried the majority of the preaching load at GCPC. I loved
writing sermons when I got the chance but I found the process of wresting a relevant
message from such ancient texts to occasionally border on the impossible. This was
harder. Tell your boss thanks, I wrote at the top of the page, as though it were the title of
this little exercise.
First question: Why didn’t James tell me?
I’d known James for ten years now. The question of Francis Brave Horse’s
innocence was of obvious, even profound relevance to my life. That James had kept his
support for the man convicted of killing my father a secret for all this time felt like the
worst kind of betrayal, like discovering your wife has a second husband living in a
different city.
Second question: What was James hiding?
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My boss, my friend, had definitely been less present lately. Actually, he
had seemed that way for a while now, I realized. He had taken to writing his sermons at
home, and he was never in the office in the evenings unless he had a meeting. And even
then he sometimes asked me to cover for him, if the meeting wasn’t critical. Was there a
reason?
Third question: Why does this matter so much to me?
As I penned in the question mark at the end of that sentence I felt a spasm
of dread flood through me. I closed my notebook, picked up my coffee and bolted for
the door before the Joker with the knife could slice my relationship with James to
ribbons.
***
It was still early, so rather than disturb Jenna, I walked back to my office. Even
before I sat down at my desk I noticed the red light on my phone was blinking. Voice
mail. Must have come in during the night. Never a good sign.
I pushed the button. “Peter, it’s Will. Call me as soon as you get this.”
I hadn’t seen my brother for over a week. I’d tried to call him the night I got
home from the hearing but got no answer, which didn’t surprise me. I’d called his
secretary earlier, after I spoke with Bob Nash from the DA’s office, and learned he was
not due back from St. Louis until the end of this week. Evidently he’d had more
meetings with Telemark Communications about his upcoming television broadcast.
I dialed Will’s direct line at the Helm. It was early but he answered immediately.
“Hey, it’s me. What’s up? You sounded stressed in your message. Things not go the
way you wanted in St. Louis?”
“Things went fine. I need to talk to you pronto. But it needs to be private.”
“Why’s that?” I wasn’t afraid of my brother or what he might say, just curious.
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“It’s about James. Meet me at the Sylvan Lake picnic area. I’m leaving now.”
“What do you mean it’s about James?” There he was again, the man with the
knife and the menacing smile. “Do you know about the hearing? Did you hear what
Francis Brave Horse said to me?”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about. What hearing? What about
Francis Brave Horse?”
“I’ll tell you when I see you. I’ll be at Sylvan in fifteen minutes.”
***
When I pulled into the parking lot, Will was sitting at a table in the small
picnic area near the entrance to the trail system. He sat facing out, with a perfect view of
the lake and the domed rock where we committed our father’s ashes to eternity. It felt
less like a picnic area and more like sacred ground.
“How’d it go in St. Louis?” I asked after we exchanged our customary halfhandshake, half-hug greeting. “Is your show going national?” I wanted to get the bad
news out of the way before moving on to the worse news.
“Yes, it is,” he said. “Sorry, Peter. I don’t have a lot of time for chitchat.
Tell me what’s up with this hearing and Brave Horse.” I wondered how my asking him
about his burgeoning fame qualified as chitchat. Even more, I wondered why he
seemed interested in this new hearing when he couldn’t even be bothered to attend
Francis Brave Horse’s trial. I decided my brother would always be a mystery to me.
We sat down, again looking out at the lake, and I told Will about the
week I’d just had, starting with the call from DA’s office and the trip down to Rapid for
the hearing.
“The judge granted the motion, Will. It looks like we’re back at the
beginning.”
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“It would seem so.” He paused. “Well, this is going to open some old wounds,
that’s for sure.”
“I’m not sure they ever closed for me,” I said. “This will just be pouring
salt over them.” It was not like me to lapse into melodrama, but I figured if there was
ever a time for it, that time was now.
“There’s something else,” I added. He raised his eyebrows. I reached down and
picked up a small rock. I dropped it back and forth between my hands, like I was testing
the weight of two possible outcomes. I told him what Francis Brave Horse had said to
me as he was being led from the courtroom. And then I told him what James had told
me about his role in getting a new trial for our family’s nemesis.
“Wow.” For maybe the first time in all the years I’d known him, Will paused
between thoughts. “Do you think it would help if we brought in some lawyers from the
firm we’ve been working with in putting this deal together? They’re in Denver. They
would be expensive, but I’d be glad to pay for them. I’m sure they have some excellent
litigators.”
“Will, the State will continue to handle the case. We can’t buy a win,
here.” I tossed the rock into the lake and watched the rings spread out on the surface of
the water, bending the light as they passed. “We just have to wait to see what this new
evidence is and we’ll go from there.”
Will nodded. “I’m okay with that, I guess.”
“We don’t have any choice.” I paused to imagine for a moment what had
happened to my brother, that he thought he could buy whatever result he wanted.
“What did you want to tell me?”
“Well, I don’t know if this is related,” Will said, “and I hate to tell you this after
what you just told me.”
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Again, the man with the knife. “Just get on with it, okay?”
Let shot me a glance that let me know he disapproved of my tone. “I went out to
James’s house last night, right after I got back from St. Louis. I wanted to talk to him
about his position on granting our request to revoke the trust on the property on Gashes
Mountain. I wanted to see if I could change his mind.”
“You dropped in at James’s house unannounced,” I said. James was always very
strict about protecting his personal space. He’d had Jenna and me over for dinner right
after I came on board at GCPC, but that was the only time I had been to his house in all
the years I’d known him.
“Okay, I’ll grant you, probably not the smartest move. But Telmark had just
given us the thumbs-up to go national and I was feeling some urgency to move forward
on our plans to develop the TV studio and the retreat center. I should have called
before I dropped in on him but I was in my car and I didn’t want to stop. Plus I didn’t
have his number, which meant I would have had to call you first . . .”
“So what happened?” I was working hard to keep the man with the knife at bay,
and barely succeeding.
“There was a second car in his driveway, a beat-up old Plymouth station
wagon, so there was no place for me to park. The road into his place is narrow, so I had
to keep going up to that little pull out just up the road. I parked and as I was walking
back I caught a glimpse of movement on James’s back deck.”
I picked up another rock and tossed it into the lake, but this time I did not
watch the waves spreading out. I closed my eyes.
“It was dusk—it was about eight thirty—and at first I only caught a quick
glimpse through the trees, but there was no mistaking what I saw.” He paused, and I
turned and looked at him.
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“It was a woman, Peter.”
“So? Maybe he has a girlfriend. Nothing wrong with that.” Except that
if he did, I knew nothing about it. “Besides, that could have been anybody. Maybe it
was his sister.” I wanted to believe that, and would have until recently. Until Francis
Brave Horse asked me to thank my boss on his behalf and I had discovered why.
“It wasn’t ‘anybody.’ I got a little closer to get a better look. It was Rose
Brave Horse. If recall correctly, she is Francis’s sister.”
“So?” I said again. “That doesn’t mean anything. There’s lots of reasons
Rose could have been out there. Maybe she wanted to go over the schedule for when
GCPC would do Room in the Inn next year,” I said. I hoped Will could not tell how
hard I was groping to explain why James might be entertaining Rose Brave Horse at that
time of night, or at any time for that matter. But my theory sounded ridiculous even to
me.
“Peter. Rose was naked.”
“I’m sorry. Say that again?”
“Rose was naked. And that’s not all. She picked up a baby from a little crib
thing on the deck. The baby was crying.”
“Maybe she was nursing.”
“She wasn’t nursing. She was naked. James and Rose are lovers, Peter.
And I’m pretty sure your boss is also a father. Of a half Lakota boy,” he added
unnecessarily.
This was way beyond the man with the knife. I sat there silent and unmoving.
But I knew even then that the tectonic plates on which my life was founded had just
shifted out from under me.
***
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“You owe me some answers,” I said, skipping the pleasantries. I had driven to
James’s house directly after talking with Will. It was Friday – James’s day off – so I took
a chance that he’d be home. Given what I just learned, I figured this was a pretty safe
bet.
Suddenly I had an answer to question number two: What was James hiding? But I
wanted to hear it from the man himself, which is why I was now standing on his front
stoop.
“Peter, what are you doing here?” James said, looking genuinely annoyed, as
best I could tell through the screen on his front door.
“My brother saw Rose last night on your back deck. How to put this?” I paused
for half a second. “Oh, I know; she was naked. I want some answers.”
“That’s just a flat invasion of privacy,” James said.
“Totally beside the point. Rose was naked and on your deck late in the
evening. Plus, and here’s the really interesting part, it seems she has a child who the
smart money says is yours. In fact, my bet is that the two of them are here now.” I had
driven past James’s house to the small pull-out where Will had parked the night before,
and sure enough, there was a beat-up old Plymouth station wagon parked there. “I saw
a car parked just up the road with a plate from the Rez on the back. Care to comment?”
The muscles in James’s face tensed. “Peter, I’ve told you many times that
I keep a boundary separating my personal and my professional lives. You’ve just
crossed it.”
“Don’t give me that bullshit about boundaries. If I recall correctly, your
connection with Rose stems from our ministry at Room in the Inn. Yet there you were,
on your back deck, snogging a woman who came to you for help. You’ve just crossed
into a whole new country.”
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“You keep this respectful, Peter, or you’ll find yourself looking for a new
job.”
“You want me to keep this respectful,” I said. “Don’t you think it would
have been at least moderately respectful to let me know you have a child?”
“That’s enough, Peter. You are in no position to judge me. You don’t
know anything about this situation.”
“Yeah, and that’s the point, isn’t it? I don’t know a goddamn thing about
it. You’re right. Maybe it’s time I started looking for a new job.”
“Peter . . .” It was the last word I heard him say before I slammed my car
door shut behind me.
***
“Honestly, I don’t even know where to start,” I said to Tom Eckerd. I was
standing in the middle of his living room. From the first day I met him, when he and his
wife, Diane, had helped me and my mom move into our new house, and in a thousand
ways since, Tom Eckerd had proven himself to be smart, level-headed and unfailingly
kind. At the moment, I needed all three of those qualities in large quantities.
“Why don’t you start by sitting down?” I did as he suggested. “Can I get you
anything? Diane just made a fresh pot of coffee.”
“No, thanks. I’m wired enough as it is.” I noticed my hands were shaking
slightly.
“Why don’t you start at the same place you start your sermons?” I
looked at him blankly. “At the beginning.”
“Good idea,” I said. I then repeated for Tom the story I had told Will
about my encounter with Francis Brave Horse at the courthouse in Rapid City and my
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subsequent conversation with James about his role in bringing new evidence to light in
Brave Horse’s case.
Tom took a sip of coffee. “Peter, I’m going to tell you something you’re
not going to like.” I wished people would stop saying that to me. “I knew James was
trying to dig up some evidence that would prove Brave Horse was innocent.”
“You knew about this?”
“Yes, I did. James wanted one person in the congregation to know what
he was doing, just as a kind of safety valve. If he was ever accused of sympathizing with
the Lakota against the whites, he wanted someone to know his motives for getting
involved in the first place, namely that he had reason to believe that Francis Brave Horse
was innocent. He believed the wrong man was sent to prison for your father’s death.”
Tom took another sip of coffee and set his cup on the end table beside him. “James
knew enough to know very few people would believe him. But he wanted one person
to know he was not taking sides, just trying to serve the truth. I think those were his
exact words, if I recall correctly.
“So you knew he was going down to the Rez and advocating for Brave
Horse,” I said again, still not fully able to internalize this information.
“I wouldn’t say he was advocating for him necessarily. He was just
trying to find the truth. But, yes, I knew the full story.”
“So then you also know about Rose? And the baby?” I saw Tom’s brows
furrow and his lips tighten.
“What baby? What are you talking about?”
“James’s baby. Did you know he is a father?”
Tom set his coffee cup down and waited a long time before he spoke. “I
did not know that, Peter. You’d better fill me in on the details.” For the first time since
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I’d known him, Tom Eckerd seemed like he was working hard to maintain his
composure.
I shared with him the story Will told me and about my subsequent
conversation with James.
“You’re sure about all this, Peter? I find this hard to believe. It sounds
like a bad dream.”
“God’s honest truth. Believe me, I’m as stunned as you are.”
“I’m not sure I’m stunned. Outraged may be closer to the mark.” He
paused for a moment to consider the implications of the story I had just told him.
“We’re going to have to tell Session,” he said finally.
I knew he was right. I wanted him to be right. I wanted the world to know that
James was keeping secrets from me. I also realized that the sky was about to fall on a
man I had known and trusted for many years, and that I was the one who had dropped
it.
“You sure? Is there middle ground? Can’t you talk to him as clerk of
Session?”
“James has broken his ordination vows. Some of us have wanted James to
date and to have a life outside of church for years now, and we know how these things
work nowadays. I’m sure this congregation would be willing to give him some leeway
on the sex outside of marriage front. Not everyone, mind you. But I think James could
have survived through this.”
I nodded my agreement, though I was a little alarmed by his use of “survived.”
“But to the extent he’s kept this matter secret he has effectively been lying to all
of us. That we can’t and won’t tolerate.”
***
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Two nights later all nine lay-level members of the Session of Gashes
Creek Presbyterian Church and one of its two minister members – me – were gathered
in the church library. Tom Eckerd had asked us to gather at six fifteen for an
“emergency meeting.” There was no language in our by-laws providing for emergency
meetings, but no one questioned Tom on that point.
“Well, Tom, what brings us together this evening?” Larry Marston asked
once we’d all taken our seats around the table. “I assume it can’t be good. And where’s
James?” As the pastor, James was the moderator of Session, the man who wielded the
gavel. His absence left a conspicuous hole in our fabric. It also constituted a flagrant
violation of our by-laws, but again, no one questioned Tom on this point.
“That’s why we’re here, Larry,” Tom replied. “On Tuesday, Peter came to
me and shared some information that you all need to know, information about James.”
I’m sure Tom had not intended to shame me with those words but
hearing them, I suddenly felt like I was six years old and had tattled to Mommy about
Will.
Mercifully Tom must have understood how I felt. “Let me say that Peter’s
intention was not to snitch on James. His concerns were substantive and he was right to
bring them to my attention. I already knew part of the story he told me but not the full
story.”
“Well, let’s hear it then,” Shirley Harbaugh said. “That’s why we’re here
and Julie’s school play starts at seven. I’d like to get this over with,” she added. Clearly
she thought what was about to happen was going to be easy. And just as clearly, she
was going to miss her daughter’s play.
“Over to you, Peter,” Tom replied, turning to me.
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Tom had forewarned me that he would ask me to do what I was about to
do. I thought I was ready. My anger toward James still burned so hot it felt like fuel
combusting inside me. I thought it would be easy to tell the Session what Francis Brave
Horse had said to me at his hearing, and what Will had said to me about the night he
visited James’s house. But now I felt sick to my stomach. I wondered if this was how
Judas felt before delivering his fateful kiss.
“Peter, we need you to do this,” Tom instructed me.
“Okay,” I said. I shifted in my seat, took a deep breath and I told them what I
knew. I started with the scene at the courthouse and did not stop until I told them about
a naked Lakota woman and a baby on James’s deck. When I was done it was like lifting
the needle on a record player—instant silence. Given that I had just told the Session of
GCPC that their pastor was involved in an interracial sex scandal, one involving a secret
love child, no less, I would have predicted that the atmosphere in the room would
border on pandemonium. Instead it felt like we were gathered together in a funeral
parlor. But then, I suppose that made sense. A pall of grief had fallen over all of us.
***
Two minutes later, at seven on the dot, James appeared in the open doorway.
“Hello, everyone. Awfully quiet in here. That can’t be good,” he said as he entered the
room. “But I can’t say I’m entirely surprised,” he added, looking directly at me.
“Hello, James,” Tom said. “I’m sorry about this. I didn’t mean to
blindside you. Why don’t you take a seat?” James sat down in his customary place at
the head of the table, which we had all left open as a matter of respect and instinct.
Ordinarily it was the moderator’s chair. But tonight it seemed more like the electric
chair. I feared that James was about to take some serious voltage.
“Let me tell you why we’re here,” Tom continued.
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“I know why we’re here, Tom,” James said, shooting me another quick
look. “What I appear to lack in the way of good judgment I make up for with uncanny
intuition.”
“Let me tell you why we’re here,” Tom repeated. “I think we all agree
that these circumstances are less than ideal. You’re not the only one who feels betrayed,
James. Let’s all try to keep these proceedings as respectful as possible.”
“I didn’t realize this was a proceeding,” James said.
“It’s not. Poor choice,” Tom said, but he did not pause. “This past
Tuesday Peter came to me as clerk of Session and asked if I knew about your efforts to
help exonerate Francis Brave Horse.” I did not look at James. I didn’t have to. I could
feel the force of his stare even with my eyes closed.
“I told him I did. I also told him I supported your right to practice your
ministry as you understand it and that I trusted you to practice it with integrity, even if
it meant you backed questionable causes that some people might not understand or
support. Frankly, I would have been annoyed with Peter if that’s all he had to say. But
he went on to share with me what his brother saw the night he came to your home, and
the possibility that you might be a father.”
“First of all, I don’t know what Peter told you about the night his brother
came to my house, but I’m quite sure that whatever he said is not how things happened.
But more to the point, this is none of your business.” He turned from the Session
members and looked at Tom Eckerd. “I can’t believe you’d take this bait, Tom. You
don’t trust Will Stewart any more than I do. Plus, this is a private matter.”
I was stunned to know James had been talking to Tom about my brother.
“It is precisely our business, James,” Tom replied, keeping his cool far
better than I would have. “I have always understood that you need to keep a boundary
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between your work life and your personal life, even if that border gets blurry
sometimes.”
“So why are we here, then?”
“Because there’s a difference between privacy and secrecy. Of course you
can lead a personal life. We want you to be happy, and that includes being romantically
and sexually fulfilled. But you can’t actually lead a double life when three hundred
people are trusting you to be honest with them.”
“We’ve heard from Peter, now we’d like to hear from you.” This from
Alice Cole, the skirt-wearing, Presbyterian Yoda. “Why don’t you start at the beginning
and tell us your version of the story that has brought us all to this point?”
James did not immediately comply with Alice’s invitation. He sat and
rubbed the late-in-the-day whiskers on his chin. An outside observer would likely have
said that James looked tired, but that’s not how I saw it. It looked like something was
giving way in James, like Tom’s words or the collective anger of people he’d known and
cared for, people he’d visited in the hospital and grieved with, people whose babies he
had baptized and whose children he had married, was serving like a weight inside him,
threatening to bring down the battlements he’d erected when he walked into the room
and seen his entire Session sitting there waiting for him.
“I don’t know if Peter told you why Will was at my house. I’ll let him ask
his brother about that.” I can’t say whether James was looking at me because I was
looking at my notepad on the table in front of me. “But, yes, it is true that Will came to
my home and caught Rose and me having a private moment on our back deck.” I
noticed the pronoun “our.”
“In case you’re thinking that your pastor is having casual sex with a Lakota
woman, I can assure you that I’m not. I don’t know if this is better or worse from your
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point of view, but I am in love with Rose Brave Horse, and have been for several years.
And since I’m sure this is the part you’re most interested in, it’s also true that the two of
us have a child together.”
“But how did this happen, James? When did all this start?” This again
from Alice Cole.
“It started the year Peter’s dad died,” James replied, turning again to me.
“As most of you know, even back then I had been traveling to the Rez for many years. I
knew Rose well from our work with Room in the Inn and our support for the food bank
at Frank and Naomi’s place. When her brother was arrested for causing the accident
that killed Henry Stewart, she called me to ask if I could help advocate for his
innocence.”
“And did you?” I asked. Forty seconds into James’s story and already I
could feel my anger giving way to rage. I felt dread rising with it.
He paused for a moment, then continued. “Not at first. I wanted to hear
more of the story. As I met with Rose and some of the tribal leaders, it was clear they
believed that Francis was innocent. In fact, it was clear they knew he was, that what
happened was genuinely an accident. Or at least something none of them had anything
to do with.”
“That something killed my father.”
Tom jumped in. “Peter, I think it might be helpful to all of us if you let
me manage this conversation and let James finish his story.”
“It’s okay, Tom. Peter deserves to know these things more than anyone
here.” He looked at me with that familiar softness in his eyes I had seen on the first day
we met. And I remembered what I thought the first time I saw it, right after Dr.
McCormack shared with us the devastating news about my dad: This man will not say
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anything to hurt us. I hoped I was right, even though I knew I had dealt him a
devastating blow.
“So what happened next?” Alice Cole asked.
“Well, this was not meant for public consumption,” James said. “But I
figure it’s going to come out sooner or later anyway. But I would appreciate it if you
would keep this confidential until after Francis’s trail. I mean that. Strict confidence. Do
you agree to that?” He looked around the room to make sure he was getting nods of
assent.
He leaned forward in his chair and continued. “I found evidence. I got a
court order to look at maintenance logs. It turns out that there had in fact been a
problem with the hydraulic hoses on that particular front-end loader. A mechanic
named Neil Schneider had worked on the very coupling that came loose two weeks
before the accident. It turns out he was fired a week later for showing up late to work
and hungover, and not for the first time. He seems to have left town right after that. So
his involvement never came to light.”
The room remained so still it might as well have been empty. I couldn’t
help myself. “But the best evidence the FBI had all pointed to Brave Horse’s direct
involvement,” I interjected. “He was convicted, remember? For a crime that served to
end my father’s life.” I didn’t care if the others could hear the plea behind my question.
It felt like the truth of my past was at stake, and the truth of my future, not to mention
the integrity of my faith in James, if not in God.
James shifted his gaze back in my direction, the look of kindness still in his eyes.
“Peter, when you take your ordination vows, when you get “Reverend” in front of your
name, you pledge yourself to serve the truth, not to defend partisan interests.”
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“This isn’t partisan,” I shot back. “This is personal. We’re taking about my dad
here, and the man who killed him.”
“But that’s the point. Francis Brave Horse didn’t kill your dad. Whatever your
personal feelings about the Lakota may be, surely you can admit that the FBI has had a
grudge against them ever since the incident at Wounded Knee. They jumped at the
chance to lock Francis up. Except that it seems they jumped prematurely.”
The room remained completely silent. I wasn’t sure if they understood that this
was between James and me, and needed to happen, or were afraid of what I might say
or do if they intervened, but no one said anything.
“How do you know that?” I said.
“Well, I don’t know with absolute certainty. But I have learned to trust
Rose completely and she insists her brother is innocent.”
Once again I felt a bubble of magma building up inside me. “It seems like
you’ve done more than learn to trust her. I’m curious, when she stays with you, does
she park down at the picnic area and walk to your house to protect your boundaries, or
does she just park in your driveway? Or does that depend on whether your son is with
her, or with you? I imagine he could be sort of heavy to carry.”
“Peter, that’s enough,” Tom Eckerd finally intervened. “I asked all of us
to keep this respectful. That includes you. If you can’t do that, then I will ask you to
leave.”
Whether he opted not to take my bait out of principle or whether he no longer
had the energy for this fight was unclear, but James simply sat back in his chair. “By
the way, our child’s name is Jacob, in case anyone is interested.”
If the room was quiet before, the silence now grew complete, like
someone had rolled a stone over a tomb.
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“Why didn’t you just marry her?” Judy McKibben asked when the silence
grew uncomfortable. Judy was the church treasurer. She was both tough-minded and
unfailingly fair. “No one in this congregation would have minded that Rose was from
the Rez.”
“You mean that she is Lakota,” James replied.
“Don’t get sanctimonious with us, James,” Tom replied. “This is not the
time or the place. You of all people know this congregation well enough to know that
we would not have minded. That’s actually a tribute to you. We’ve listened to you
preach all these years about welcoming the stranger among us. I don’t think it would
have been easy. There’s no doubt that this would have put a strain on your relationship
with the congregation. And my guess is that the Executive Presbyter would likely have
gotten involved, and that you might have been disciplined. But we could have gotten
through this together, James. I agree with Judy. Why didn’t you just marry her?”
“Actually I wasn’t worried about whether the congregation could accept
that their pastor had married an Indian. My concern was that some of our members
could not have forgiven the fact that their pastor fathered a bastard child. To be
completely honest, I was afraid that our more devoted Presbyterians would raise
absolute hell.”
“James Erickson, that is the most insulting thing anyone has ever said
about me, or people like me.” I knew James was genuinely in trouble now. Alice Cole
had that tone in her voice that everyone in that room had come to fear, the one that said,
I am about to speak the truth and you are going to listen.
“I’ve been a Presbyterian longer than you have been alive.” She kept her eyes
locked on James like laser sites. “My father was a Presbyterian minister. But my
grandfather—his father—was born out of wedlock to an Ojibwa mother,” Alice
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continued. “To say this old Presbyterian lady would not have accepted Rose and her
child, your child, as a member of this church family is simply insulting. For that matter,
Jesus was born out of wedlock, for Christ’s sake.”
We sat in stunned silence before erupting with laughter.
“Sorry, I meant that literally, of course,” Alice said, smiling. “My point is you’ve
insulted this congregation’s ability to show compassion to Rose and to her child and, not
least, James Erickson, to you.”
“Alice is right,” Tom added. “It was a terrible mistake to keep this knowledge
from us.”
“ I agree,” James said. “Looking back, it was a mistake.”
Tom picked up the thread. “And because you did keep it from us, and because
all of this information has come out in the way that it has, the amplitude of what you
have done has been greatly magnified.
“I’m sorry, Tom. Really, I am,” James said. But I feared it was too late for
remorse.
“We’re not just the leadership of this congregation, James,” Tom replied. “We’re
your friends and you’ve betrayed all of us personally. You’ve also betrayed Peter on a
personal and a professional level. I’m sure I don’t need to tell you, you’ve betrayed your
entire congregation. And maybe worst of all, you’ve betrayed Rose and your child. To
the extent you did not marry her, or at least bring your relationship to light, you’ve kept
her and her child, your child, trapped out there at your place in some weird
netherworld, like you’re all members of some private sect.”
“Where do we go from here, then?” James asked, quite sincerely.
“I’m not sure. We’re going to need some time to consider that question. I think
for now we should all go home.”
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“Should I plan to preach this Sunday?” James asked. The question astonished
me and proved yet again that, at heart, James was a braver and better man than I.
“Yes, you should plan to preach this Sunday. It’ll give us all a chance to practice
what we believe, including you. But I recommend you do this: when we pray the Prayer
of Confession, I suggest you pray it like you mean it.”
***
I admired James for even trying, for his willingness to stand up in front of his
congregation when we all knew he might has well be wearing a big red “A” on the end
of his bolo tie instead of the customary prayer wheel.
But if anyone could pull off a miracle like this, it was James Erickson. I was still
furious with him, and the two of us hadn’t spoken since his confrontation with Session
on Thursday night. But I also knew James had not fundamentally changed, that, apart
from the secrets he was keeping around his love life, he was still the same man I had
known, admired and loved all these years. And I was now curious to hear what he had
to say. I expected him to bring words that would help us all make it through an
extremely difficult situation, including, I hoped, him.
Unfortunately, it was clear from the moment the service began he would not get
that chance, at least not with our full congregation. Attendance was down at least a
third. But, worse, when James stood up to preach, another third stood up as if on cue
and walked out, a gesture that had clearly been orchestrated to humiliate him.
James took the walkout in stride, as if he expected it, but I don’t
remember anything he said afterward because I didn’t hear him. Up to that point I had
harbored a naïve hope that we could get through this. But when I saw all those people
get up to leave, people I knew and had come to love, my internal moral scale tilted, and I
did something I would regret for the rest of my life. I got up and left with them.
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***
After walking out of the sanctuary, after walking out on James, I marched
directly home. I didn’t even stop in my office to take off my Lavaliere mic. I simply
stomped out the front door of the church and continued stomping for the six minutes it
took to get home. I walked so briskly my clerical stole flew out behind me. I must have
looked like a deranged pilgrim.
I felt like one, too; deranged and twisted inside. Part of me felt like I had
done the right thing. Joining the walkout was a gesture of solidarity with everyone who
felt betrayed by James’s dishonesty and infidelity. And yet I felt a wave of shame
building inside of me, not just for abandoning James, though chiefly for that, but for
walking out on a worship service, one which I happened to be co-leading at the time. I
had betrayed more than one sacred trust.
I tried to convince myself that in walking out on James I was acting in the
best tradition of my mentor. He was notorious for walking out of Presbytery meetings
when the hypocrisy or the flat-out idiocy of church-by-committee got to be too much for
him, or when his peers approved policies that, in his view, seemed more suited to the
Middle Ages than the late twentieth century.
But the truth was much simpler. James would not have walked out on
me. These opposing emotions – righteous indignation and unmitigated shame – were
twisting me into a pretzel. When I got home I pulled the mic off my ear, changed
clothes and turned on the TV in the vain hope that the Vikings game might divert my
attention until Jenna got home from her shift at the clinic and I could process all of this
with her.
Useless.
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I got up and started pacing through the house, tracing a repeated arc from the
living room to the kitchen, through the dining room and back through the living room.
What I wanted was absolution, but now there was no one to give me that. And so I
went round and round, Sisyphus in a circle.
I was maybe on loop number five when the phone rang.
“Hi, baby. It’s me,” I heard my wife say, after I picked up. Instantly I felt
better. Calmer. Less twisted.
“You will not believe what happened in church today, and when I say
‘will not believe…’”
“Peter, I absolutely want to hear every word you are about to say. I’m sure it
was a big day at church.” You have no idea, I thought. “But I’m in a bit of a bind and I
need your help.” She spoke with an almost professional calm, which served only to
heighten my anxiety. I thought my adrenal glands might actually explode.
“What kind of trouble?” I said, not nearly as calmly as Jenna had just done and
I’m sure at least twice as fast.
“Calm down, babe. It’s nothing serious. It’s just that my car won’t start.
I’m perfectly fine but I just need you to come get me. I’m terribly sorry. I know you
must be exhausted after this morning.”
You have no idea, I thought again. “I’m leaving right now. I’ll see you in
an hour, give or take a few seconds.”
“Okay, I’ll be in my office. I’m just going to finish up on some paperwork.
This is actually a good thing. I’m behind in my charting anyway and today’s my last
day before my maternity leave.” She needn’t have reminded me of that. Now I was
even more anxious. I was white knighting for two.
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We hung up and exactly sixty-one minutes and thirty-five seconds later, I
pulled up beside Jenna’s green Nissan Pathfinder. I parked and hopped out to go meet
my wife in her office.
“Peter Stewart.” I spun around violently. “Catch,” the voice said. Out of
an unfocused background I saw a small object flying at my head, just slow enough for
me to catch it before it hit me in the face.
“What’s this?” I asked one second before I recognized the jangly object as
Jenna’s car keys. “And who are you?” I directed my question to the thrower, a Lakota
man about my age whose upper body was hanging out of the driver’s side of a latemodel Dodge Ram pick-up in surprisingly good condition.
“It’s your wife’s car keys,” the man said. “Kinda surprised you don’t
know that. As for who I am, you’ll just have to take that on faith. That should come
easy for you.”
“How’d you get these?” I said, indignation replacing my surprise at
having an unidentified flying object thrown at my head.
“You do realize you’re now on an Indian reservation, right?” I didn’t smile. He
didn’t either.
“Who are you?” I asked again. “And what do you want? Why’d you
steal my wife’s car keys?”
“I didn’t steal them. She gave them to me. She wanted you to know she
sent me. So get in the truck, Custer. Who I am doesn’t matter at this point.”
“It matters to me. First of all, I’m not getting in your truck unless you tell
me who you are. And second, I’ve seen you before.”
“Just get in the truck. I promise I won’t scalp you. My sister wants to
talk to you, and if I don’t deliver you whole, she’ll kick my Native American ass.”
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“Wait a minute, I do know you.” I took a step closer to his truck. “You’re
Francis Brave Horse’s son.”
“Yeah, that would be me. We met before.” I remembered our angry
exchange years ago, on my first trip to the Rez with GCPC. “I didn’t like you very much
then. I’m not sure I like you any more now.”
I was about to agree with him when he cut me off. “Your wife’s
awesome, by the way.” I was always surprised by the Lakota tendency to let go of
linear progression in a given conversation. “I probably wouldn’t be alive without her.
She called the cops on me one night. She was on call at the clinic and I came through the
ER in pretty rough shape. I was drunk and I wrecked my car.” Hmm, I thought, I know
someone just like that. I hoped that, unlike my brother, Alex Brave Horse didn’t have
anyone in the car with him.
“For once the cops did a smart thing. Your wife told them to take me to my
grandfather’s house instead of to jail or to rehab. They listened to the white lady doctor.
When I sobered up my grandfather hauled me into the sweat lodge and didn’t let me
out until I promised to stay sober.”
I didn’t say anything. I wondered when he would notice that I hadn’t
yet gotten into his pickup, or that it struck him as odd that we were having this
conversation while I was standing in the parking lot, wondering what to do with my
hands.
“It seems to have worked. Here I am, sober as a board. You still seem like
kind of a dick but at least I no longer want to scalp you.”
“That’s some progress, I guess,” I replied.
“She’s hot, by the way.”
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“Who?”
“Your wife, dumb ass. You’re a lucky guy. You definitely married up.”
“Well, this has been fun but, speaking of my wife, I’m afraid you and I
have to part ways. I’m here to pick her up.”
“I know. I’m your ride. She’s been at my aunt Mary’s house for the last
two hours.”
“What did you say?”
“You deaf? She’s at my aunt Mary’s house. We’re holding her hostage.”
I must have blanched. “I’m joking. Jesus, you’re jumpy. Are you going
to get in my truck or am I gonna have to knock you out cold and throw your white ass in
the back?”
I walked around the Ram and climbed in.
“I’m Alex, by the way, in case you forgot.” He did not extend his hand. “You
whites can’t remember shit.”
“I remember. I’m Peter, but I’m sure you know that already.”
Alex turned left out of the clinic parking lot, away from the town of Pine
Ridge, and drove for a full fifteen minutes, during which he smoked almost
continuously and told an endless series of extremely bawdy jokes that made my ears
burn with embarrassment. I kept my face turned toward my open window to avoid his
smoke, and so he wouldn’t see me blushing. I was struck again by the scale of this open
country, the sky and the landscape both so vast it felt like I was looking at time itself.
Finally he turned off the main highway and onto a series of country
roads, each one smaller than the previous one, until we were so remote I could no longer
suppress my primal fears and I began to wonder if he was taking me where no one
could hear me scream.
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After another ten minutes he pulled up abruptly to a surprisingly nice
looking ranch style home and hopped out. “Let’s go, Custer. We’re here.” I paused
briefly before exiting the truck, mostly out of surprise at the scene before me. The
property was well kept – no trash in the yard – the owners had put in a large vegetable
garden on the east side of house – morning sun only – and the power to the complex
appeared to come from a fully functional windmill.
I got out and as I closed the door I saw a huge animal disappear over a
small ridge a couple hundred yards to the south.
“Was that a . . .”
“Yup. Tatanka. Francis and Mary raise buffalo. They’re trying to live as
close as possible to the old ways. Not that we ever raised buffalo. We hunted them.
Truth is, they don’t really raise ’em now so much as they chase them when they get
loose, so it’s kinda like hunting. Can’t keep ’em penned in. They’re way too big and
wild. They bust any fence you put up with their horns and just take off.”
“Hi, baby!” I heard a familiar voice say. I was so focused on the buffalo I
hadn’t seen my wife emerge from the house. I was so surprised and happy to see her I
didn’t say anything. I just walked up to her and pulled her close. I let go quickly,
careful to stay within the reservation’s tight norms on PDA, but not before I smelled her
hair, the smell of lilacs, of home.
She held the door open for me. “Come in. Dinner will be ready soon.
Mary’s doing buffalo steaks. And there’s someone inside, two people actually, you’re
going to want to see for yourself.”
I took one step inside the front door and froze. “Rose,” I said, genuinely startled.
“What are you doing here?”
“I live on the reservation. Perhaps you’ve forgotten.”
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“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to be rude. It’s just that . . .”
“I know, you expected me to be with James. He told me what happened
at the what do you call it?”
“Session meeting.”
“Yes, he told me what happened at the Session meeting. He figured
word would spread faster than syphilis that he’d fathered a half-breed, and that I was
the mother. He thought it might be better if I came down here for a few days. What
happened at church this morning proved he was right.”
I stood there silent as a rock, my cheeks burning with shame. “I’m
sorry,” I said finally.
“I would hope so. You betrayed James publicly, in about the most painful
way possible. And you betrayed him to your Session without knowing the full story,
without even speaking with him. I would hope sorry is just the tip of the iceberg of how
you feel.”
Mary came in from the kitchen and gestured for me to sit down. “I’m
gonna wait to put the steaks on,” she said, sitting down beside Rose. “That is, unless
anyone can’t wait to eat until this business is finished.”
“Thanks, Mary. We can wait,” Rose said, speaking for all of us. She then
turned back to me. “I think you should know that the story your brother told you about
the night he ambushed James and me is not true. Or at least it’s not completely true.”
Jenna offered to pour some coffee, and I gladly accepted. I wanted to,
needed to, focus every neutron of energy I had on what Rose was about to say.
“He did see James and me sharing a private moment on James’s back deck.
Really, what I think he saw was me in all my glory. I hope he enjoyed that. And I’m
sure he heard my baby, too. But not on the night he told you he saw us.”
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“I’m not following you.”
“Will went out to James’s place the night before he left for St. Louis, the
night after the town council meeting.”
“I don’t see how that makes a huge difference, other than he got his days
wrong.”
“It makes a difference because he threatened James.”
“Threatened him how?”
“James told him to leave or he’d call the cops, but Will just stood there. I think
he felt like he’d hit the jackpot. He finally said that if James didn’t reverse his decision
on the vote to revoke the trust, he would tell you about me and the baby. You
specifically. He also said that if the vote went his way he wouldn’t say anything. And
then he left.”
“Will blackmailed James? My brother. Blackmailed James,” I repeated.
“And he used me to do it?” Clearly I was having a hard time taking in what Rose was
trying to tell me.
“That’s not all. A couple days later James got a postcard in the mail with
a picture of a Madonna and child on it. No message on the back. I guess Will figured he
didn’t need one.”
Rose took a sip of coffee. She was clearly much calmer than I was.
“Will called James the day he got back from St. Louis and asked him what
he was going to do. James told him that it was none of his business and hung up on
him. That night is when Will called you.”
“Why are you telling me this?” I asked. I was starting to feel nauseous.
No way I was going to be able to eat a buffalo steak.
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“Have you ever heard of the hunka ceremony?” Mary said, taking over
from Rose.
“I have. As I recall, that’s when the elders formally adopt someone from
the outside as a member of the tribe.”
“That’s right. In honor of all the work he’s done with us and for us here
on the Rez, we did a hunka ceremony for James three years ago. It’s sort of like your
baptism, only we mean it. My father did the ceremony. We think of James as Lakota
now. He’s now part of our tiospaye.”
“Your teeoshpya?” I asked, sure that I had mangled the pronunciation.
“Our tiospaye. Our extended family. I think of him as my brother. No, he is my
brother. Well, in your language I guess he’s now technically my brother-in-law. Rose
and James got married here on the Rez six months ago.”
I paused for a moment to take in this news. I wasn’t sure I wanted to. I
wasn’t sure I could. “Why are you telling me this?”
“I’d hoped you might see this on your own,” Mary replied. “Maybe
you’re not as bright as everyone says. James loves you, Peter. Loves you like a son.
He’d do anything for you. Meanwhile your brother is trying to take land from us that is
extremely important to the tribe. And it seems he’s willing to do just about anything to
get it, including ruining James’s reputation and getting him thrown off Town Council,
all in one grand revelation that will most likely end his relationship with the Gashes
Creek church.”
Finally I was starting to get the larger picture. Ruining James’s reputation
was Will’s best hope of realizing his dream for the Helm.
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“The effort of trying to protect the tribe’s interest from Will, and of trying
to hide the truth of what your brother is doing from you – it’s killing my brother. I’m
not telling you this for your sake. I’m telling you this for James’s sake. And for mine.”
“Well, that would explain why you all went to such lengths to get me out
here,” I said, mostly to buy time to ponder the magnitude of these revelations.
“Not entirely,” Rose offered. “Mostly we just wanted to see Jenna,” she
said, smiling warmly at my wife. “We haven’t seen enough of your sweet bride lately.
She’s important to our tribe, too. I figured since she was already here . . .”
I happened to glace at Alex just then. He shot me a wink, all I needed to know
what he was thinking: You married up, Custer.
Before Rose could finish her sentence, she was interrupted by the sound
of a baby crying. “Well, it seems someone woke up in time to greet you. Tell me, Peter.
Would you like to meet James’s son?”
I wasn’t at all sure I wanted to do that.
“Actually, we’re both up,” I heard a voice say from the same direction the
baby’s cry was coming from. “Someone is hungry. I think the baby is, too.”
I turned and saw Francis Brave Horse standing in the doorway to what I
assumed was a bedroom. He was dressed in gray gym shorts and a tee-shirt. Even from
where I sat I could see the tattoo on his neck. Hoka hey. He was holding a small bundle
wrapped in a baby-sized star quilt. The sight of my longtime nemesis standing ten feet
from me, holding a baby, left me feeling like I had come unmoored, like I might drift
away into space.
“Don’t look so surprised, Peter Stewart. The judge furloughed me until
my new trial starts.” He took one step into the room and stopped. “Come here, Peter,”
he said to me. “I want you to meet the newest member of our family.”
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I stood and did as I was told.
“Here,” he said, handing me the little bundle. “You’re going to need some
practice at this,” he said, nodding in Jenna’s direction.
I took the child in my arms. “This is Jacob Brave Horse Erickson.”
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Chapter Seven

Mary finally served us the promised buffalo steaks. I ate mine more out of
courtesy than desire, as I had long since lost my appetite. After dinner, Alex drove us
back to the clinic parking lot. Jenna and I crammed into his front seat alongside him,
and he filled the tight space between us with cigarette smoke and still more jokes about
redheads and missionaries that were so bawdy I had to actively resist the impulse to put
my hands over my wife’s ears, or my own.
Jenna and I had no choice but to drive home separately. I felt a desperate,
almost physical urge to talk to my wife about what had happened at church that
morning, about what I had done and had not done, and what I might do next. I wanted
to process with her what we had learned from Rose about Will, and get her counsel on
what to do when you’re handed a ticking time bomb. I was sure there was an explosion
pending. Which wires did we cut first to diffuse this thing?
I was beyond exhaustion when we got home, so tired, and so keyed up, that I
slept fitfully. I spent the night waiting for sunrise, and had to force myself not to go out
looking for James until the larger world had woken up. After discovering the truth of
what Will had done, the pressure he was putting on James and the sacrifice James had
made on my behalf and the tribe’s behalf, I was desperate to find my boss, to tell him I
was sorry, to thank him, to tell him how much I loved him as a friend and how much I
admired him as a pastor, and that in my view he was as brave as a warrior, or a
Sundancer.
Mostly I wanted to tell him I thought he was going to make an amazing father. I
should know. He’d certainly been one to me.
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But I did not have that chance. I finally got up a little after 7:00, threw on
some clothes and headed out to look for James, but I simply could not find him. I
checked his office first but his light was off and his chair empty. No surprise there. I
suspected it would take a literal miracle for him to walk back through the church doors
again any time soon. I was surprised, though, when I drove out to his house –
unannounced as always; apparently it was an enduring family habit – and discovered
that his car was not in the driveway.
I drove back home, parked the car and walked into town. I made a quick pass by
Bonnie’s. It was quickly filling up with morning regulars, but no sign of James.
Running out of options, I walked systematically up and down every street in our small
town, looking for James’s old Ford Bronco. No sign of it. My boss was not in Gashes
Creek.
I couldn’t blame him. Walking the streets, I could feel a change in the
atmosphere. The town felt radioactive. People who did not attend our church, people
who knew nothing more about me than my name and where I worked, shot me
disapproving looks as they walked their kids to school. Clearly word was out that
scandal had come to Gashes Creek Presbyterian Church. My guess is that privately they
couldn’t get enough of it, trading the sordid details over the phone like stockbrokers.
But outwardly they let me know they disapproved.
Screw ’em, I thought, surprising myself, and walked back home. Time to broaden
the search.
I called Mary’s place as soon as I’d hung up my coat. “Hey, Mary, it’s Peter.
Thank you again for yesterday.”
“It wasn’t a gift, but you’re welcome.”
“Is Rose there?”
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“You do realize she doesn’t want to talk to you. In that sense, yesterday was a
gift. She’s having a little trouble keeping the Stewart brothers separate in her mind.
You know, the good guy from the bad guy.”
When I was ten, my dad took me with him to help a friend brand some yearling
calves. I wondered what it must feel like to have a sizzling hot iron pressed hard against
your skin. Now I knew. “I’m having some trouble with that, too,” I said, quite honestly.
“I was just wondering if she knew where James is.”
“For a smart boy you really can be dense sometimes.” Gotta love that Indian
honesty, I thought. I said nothing. “What I’m trying to tell you is if she did know, you’d
be about the last person she’d tell.”
“Again, understandable. I’m just a little worried about him is all.
Yesterday must have been extremely hard on him.”
Evidently Mary was not yet done wielding the branding iron. “You would know.
You were there. For a while, anyway.”
“Look, Mary, I’m about as ashamed as I can possibly be over walking out on
James. I know that doesn’t make things better. But I’ve also known him almost as long
as you have. I figure the only person in the world who loves him more than I do is Rose.
I’m worried about my friend, okay?”
“I’m sure he’s fine, Peter. He went into the Hills to pray, that’s all I know. We
tried to get him to come down here instead. My dad was willing to run a sweat just for
him. But he said he wanted to be alone. James is a strong man, Peter. He’ll be fine. He
just needs some time to get his spirit back.”
“I suppose you’re right. If you happen to hear from him, tell him I’m sorry.”
“Good-bye, Peter.”
***
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I did not get what I’d hoped for from Mary but she did help me understand
something. I needed to get my spirit back, too, and to burn off some anxiety. I was not
overly worried that James seemed to have disappeared, just concerned, like I imagined a
father might feel if his daughter was late for curfew.
I loaded up my bike and drove the twenty minutes to the Willow Creek
Recreational Area, not far from Sylvan Lake. I rode the Tanbark Trail, the hardest trail in
the whole system. I wanted to suffer. I wanted to let the lava flow and feel the burn not
just in my thighs and lungs where I normally felt it, but in my soul.
James once said that what was true of the Bible was also true of our own lives,
that it was questions that drove the story forward. As usual, my boss was right. As my
heart rate rose, what flowed hot through me was not just anger or lactic acid. What
flowed through me were questions.
Tell your boss thanks. Not a question, but prelude to the rest.
Why wouldn’t James tell me what Francis Brave Horse meant?
What was he hiding?
Why does this matter so much to me?
After twenty-two minutes of intense effort I crested the main climb and stopped
abruptly, my lungs heaving, my heart pounding like the trance-inducing drum in a
sweat lodge.
Whether I liked them or not, I now had answers to all of these questions. I
knew what Francis Brave Horse meant. I knew that James was hiding a family he felt
like he could not reveal to the people whom he loved and served. And I finally
admitted why this mattered so much to me. Because I thought my mom and Jenna and I
were his family.
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But if I thought I was done with questions, I was mistaken. A whole new
set had piled up behind the first bunch. And they now began to roar through my head.
Why did my brother lie to me?
Why does he want that land so much?
Why is he willing to ruin a man’s life and reputation to get it?
And what am I going to do about it? What can I do about it?
I had no idea how I might answer the last two questions, but I knew someone
who could answer the first three. I launched my bike, screamed down the descent like
an 18 year old and hammered through the rest of the ride, lucky not to end up needing a
ride in an ambulance to the ER in Rapid City. At the parking lot, I quickly loaded my
bike on the car and, Vesuvius pending, headed for the Helm.
***
The front gate was closed – a recent practice – forcing me to stop and
supplicate for permission to enter my brother’s realm. “I’m sorry, Pastor Liam is not in
today,” the security guard informed me cheerlessly.
“Bullshit,” I said, and drove straight through the gate. I was not
surprised so much as I was astonished. Apparently there was no telling what I might
say or do today.
It took less than sixty seconds to determine that the security guard was
right. Will’s car was not in his named parking place near his office. All I needed to
know. I swung the car around and drove back toward the entrance, dreading another
confrontation with the guard. But to my relief, he’d raised the gate. Good man, I
thought. You should be afraid of me. But then I wondered, is he afraid of me, or of
Will?
***
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By the time I got back to Gashes Creek the lava had run its course, leaving
me feeling emptied and more than a little scorched inside. I was not done searching for
James, but I was done with the crazy, at least for the moment. What I needed was a little
comfort food and some caffeine. I stopped at Bonnie’s.
Just as I pulled the front door open I saw Tom Eckerd sitting at a table in
the back, reading. I’d forgotten this was his daily routine. He read constantly, one
reason why he seemed to know everything. I would have turned around and headed
back out – I wasn’t sure I had enough energy to talk to him – but those stupid little bells
tinkled when I opened the door. He looked up from his book at the sound. He might
have preferred that I turn around, too, but our eyes had met.
“Hey, Peter. Why don’t you grab a coffee and join me?” he said, loud enough for
everyone in the place to hear. And why aren’t you out looking for James? I thought, more
than a little unfairly.
“I’d love to,” I said, equivocating.
“Peter, I’m glad to see you.” He stood and extended his hand in greeting.
I must have been wound tighter than I realized. Tom’s kindness nearly undid
me. I shook his hand and sat down before my knees buckled. Beyond my need to try to
untangle my feelings, I knew what I’d done in church on Sunday was wrong. Maybe
Tom could stand in for James on that score and offer me some absolution.
“Please take a seat. I’ve got something I need to talk to you about.”
“Is it about Sunday?”
“Yes, it is, but it might not be what you think.” Bonnie brought over a cup of
coffee and a Danish, my standard order, and set them down in front of me. I nodded
my thanks. “I understand why you walked out on James, but I’m not going to put any
shine on this, Peter. What you did was way out of bounds.”
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“So far that’s about what I was expecting. But you’re right, Tom. I wish I could
push the redo button on that. I certainly wouldn’t do it again, but I’ve also learned some
things since that I wish I’d known before I walked out. Yesterday afternoon . . .”
“Let me finish, Peter. I’m not done being mad at you.” I could tell he
meant it, but I could also feel a hint of kindness in his words. I could see why he and
James were so close. They were made of much the same stuff. “You’ve made my job
harder.”
I poured some sugar in my coffee and stirred it slowly. “What do you mean?”
“I hate having to tell you this, Peter, I hate having to say it, but there’s no way
James’s ministry is going to survive this.” For my part, I hated hearing it but I knew
Tom was right. A third of the congregation had not even bothered to come to church on
Sunday. Another third had walked out on their pastor in the middle of a worship
service. Clearly James’s ministry was too compromised for him to continue as the leader
of GCPC.
“I’ve already spoken with Karen Davies, the Executive Presbyter. We’re
obviously going to need a pastor to get us through this crisis. As you know, associate
pastors ordinarily can’t shift from the right seat to the left seat when a head pastor
leaves. But given the circumstances, and given your knowledge of the congregation,
Karen said she thought it would actually be wise to make an exception in this case.”
“But I walked out on James. Right in front of a lot of people. Haven’t I
compromised my own ministry?”
“The truth is, Peter, that most of the people who stayed in their seats last Sunday
felt the way you did. Nobody likes feeling like they’ve been lied to. They were just too
polite to get up and walk out. I’ve consulted with everyone on Session and surveyed a
lot of folks in the last hours. The consensus is we want you to be our pastor.”
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I was too stunned to respond. Mercifully, Tom understood and let me sip my
coffee for a moment without interruption.
“I’ll need to talk to Jenna, of course. And frankly, I’d like to talk to James, too. If
I can find him.” I took one final sip of my coffee and drained the cup. “If he’ll talk to
me.”
“He’ll turn up, Peter. My guess is he’ll support you wholeheartedly.”
“I don’t see how. I shamed him so publicly. Shamed myself so publicly.”
Bonnie herself came by and refilled both of our cups. “Of all people, James
understands what it means to be human, Peter.” Tom paused to take a sip of the fresh
brew. “You said you learned some things you wished you’d known before Sunday.
Anything you can tell me about?”
“Yes. In fact, you should know about these things.” I went on to tell Tom about
the trip to the Rez, and what Rose had told us about how Will had threatened James,
and James’s efforts to protect the tribe and protect me.
“Why do you think he wants it so much?”
Tom gave me an uncertain look.
“The land. Why do you think Will seems bent on destroying James’s reputation
for a piece of property? I mean, the Helm could relocate. There are other pieces of
property in the Black Hills where they could realize whatever vision they have.
Whatever vision Will has, I guess I should say.”
“There are. I heard just the other day that the Hot Springs Resort is for sale. .
It’s already been developed, or most of it has. But apparently they ran out of money.
That seems like the perfect setup.”
“So why do you think he wants it so much?”
“You want to know my private theory?”
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I raised my eyebrows.
“Old-timers around here say there’s gold on that property.” I nearly choked on
my Danish, as I recalled what James had shared with me in confidence on this very
point.
“I know a handful of people who have actually gone looking for it but no one’s
ever found any.”
There’s a reason for that, I thought but I said nothing, careful not to break James’s
confidence.
“Most folks say that the elevation is too high for gold, but there’s a stream that
runs through the property. Ordinarily it’s barely a trickle but it gets pretty big during
the spring runoff and after heavy rains. I wouldn’t be surprised if it’s washed some gold
down into that pond that borders the land Will is after. Maybe he’s heard the rumors
and is going after buried treasure.”
I thought about the irony of my brother launching a quest for gold to fund his
religious vision on a site where many generations of Lakota boys sought their own
visions before white folks moved into the area and drove them away.
“I suppose it’s possible,” I said. “At this point, I wouldn’t put much past my
brother.”
Tom and I finished our coffees. I thanked him for his consideration, told him I
was honored to think the congregation wanted me to step up and take over for James,
but that I would have to think about it. I frankly wasn’t sure I could fill the shoes of a
giant, or that I even wanted to try.
But I did want to think about it. I drove out to Sylvan Lake and spent the balance
of the day on the granite dome where we had scattered Dad’s ashes, praying and
thinking.
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I got home a little after five and followed my nose into the kitchen. “Hey,
baby,” I said to Jenna, and kissed her lightly on her shoulder. I’d forgotten that she was
off duty today. “Wow, it smells good in here.”
“Hey, back,” she said, keeping our ritual. “Speaking of wow, you look
like roadkill.”
“And so nice to see you, too.”
“No, I’m sorry, I just mean you look as worn out as I’ve ever seen you.”
“They want me to be their pastor.”
“I’m sure they do.” She paused for a moment to retrieve some butter
from the refrigerator. “Which ‘they’ are we talking about exactly?”
“I ran into Tom Eckerd in town today while I was looking for James.” I went on
to summarize my conversation with our clerk of Session.
“That’s wonderful, Peter!” She paused again to retrieve some salad dressing.
“Wait, is it wonderful? What does this mean for James?”
“I’m not sure yet what any of this means,” I said. “What’s for dinner anyway?” I
asked, and took a step toward the wine rack.
“Pork loin. But wait a sec, love. I haven’t walked the dog yet. Can you take her
out while I set the table?”
“Deal. Be right back.”
I put the leash on Annie, our standard poodle, grabbed a baggie and we headed
out the door toward her favorite park, which happened to be the only park in Gashes
Creek. Out of curiosity, I took a detour down Spruce Street. I wanted to make a pass by
the church in the hope a certain Ford Bronco might be parked outside.
As we passed the sanctuary, I was startled to see a dim light coming through the
windows. James, I thought.
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I sped the dog home. “Can you hold dinner for ten minutes?” I said to
Jenna, letting Annie off her leash. “I’ll be right back. There’s a light on in the church. I
want to see if it’s James.” I was back out the door before Jenna could answer.
***
There had been occasional movements over the years to put locks on the
front doors of the church. They’ll help keep the riffraff out, the pro-lock camp argued. But
the whole point of church is to let the riffraff in, the anti-lock contingent replied.
I was grateful the latter camp had always prevailed. I grabbed the handle on the
left door and opened it quietly, not wanting to disturb whoever might be in there in case
it wasn’t James. A single candle stood burning on the Communion table, its flame
smooth in the perfect stillness of the sanctuary. I scanned the room and saw no one in
the pews but I did spot an indistinct form lying on the floor of the chancel, blanketed by
shadow from the table.
In the dim light I couldn’t tell who, or even what, it was. Perhaps it was
an out-of-work miner who’d come to pray, or perhaps someone had dropped off a
bundle of blankets for the church to take down to the RITI shelter on the Rez.
I approached slowly, not wanting to disturb whoever it might be,
assuming it was a person. My pulse quickened when I recognized James’s cowboy
boots.
“James?” I said it quietly, thinking he might be praying or, if he was as
exhausted as I was, that he might be asleep.
No answer.
I walked the rest of the way up the aisle and noticed a slip of paper lying
on the Communion table. I tiptoed quietly around James’s body, and picked it up.
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I am sorry for my sins, the note began, written in James’s unmistakable scrawl. I’m
sorry I have betrayed you all. I pray that God will forgive me for what I have done, for what I
have failed to do, and what I am about to do.
I stood over the body—I was miles away from being able to think of it as James—
and gazed down on the scene as though from a distance, as though it were not me
looking down and it were not my friend lying still and silent at my feet, so far below.
This is not possible, I thought. “Oh James, what have you done?” I said it out
loud, as I first kneeled then crumbled beside my fried.
Oh God no, Oh God no, please no, no, no. I grabbed James’s wrist to take his
pulse but his cold skin confirmed my deepest fear. Still on my knees, I placed the note
back on the Communion table, like an act of supplication, in the hope that James’s dying
prayer might be answered. Not knowing what else to do—to pray, to wail my sorrow,
to anoint James’s body with my tears—I surrendered to my grief and sat beside my
friend, head in my hands, sobbing.
***
The side door to the chancel—the door leading to the fellowship hall and church
offices—suddenly creaked open. I nearly jumped out of my skin. Every muscle in my
body instantly tensed and my tears stopped as if on command.
I looked up to see my brother. “What the hell are you doing here?”
Will ignored my question. “What’s happened?” he asked, taking in the scene in
front of him. “Who is that?”
“It’s James. I don’t know what happened. Will, he’s dead.”
My brother came and knelt beside me. The flame on the candle stirred with the
movement, throwing huge shadows around the sanctuary.
“Are you sure he’s dead?” Will asked.
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I glared at him.
“I guess we’d better call the sheriff.”
“What are we going to do?” I asked. I was addressing the question to God and
the universe. But Will heard it differently.
“Right now the only thing we can do is wait. I suspect we’re going to have to
stay here for a while.”
“I’ve got to call Jenna. I’ll be right back.” I went to my office to call the sheriff
and then my wife. As I picked up the phone, I noticed that the messy stack of papers on
my desk had been shuffled slightly. I felt goose bumps rise on my arms.
***
“What are you doing here?” I asked my brother again when I returned. It felt
like he had materialized out of thin air, right in the moment of crisis, like some kind of
superhero. “Any idea why the papers on my desk have been shuffled?”
Before Will could answer Sheriff Nelson arrived with two Highway
Patrol officers. I briefly explained to the officers the scene I had found when I walked
into the church. The sheriff officially pronounced James dead, and then radioed for an
ambulance to take James to the city morgue.
The ambulance arrived five minutes later and the sheriff gave Will and
me leave to go home, although, pending the cause of death, he instructed us to stay in
the area in case there was a follow-up investigation.
I declined the offer to take my leave and rode in the ambulance with James’s
body to the morgue, where I wearily answered a battery of questions posed to me by a
young orderly. The doctor would be in the next morning to examine the body. As the
only person present with James, I signed what felt like fifty separate forms. Dying, I was
reminded, is exceedingly complicated business.
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Around two thirty and nearly dead with exhaustion myself, I caught a ride home
with the orderly and was grateful to finally crawl into bed beside my sleeping wife.
“Peter,” Jenna murmured, sleep thick as honey on her tongue. “I’m sorry. I fell
asleep.”
“Shhhh,” I gentled her. There would be plenty of time for explanations
tomorrow. For now I was done with words, and craved the escape of sleep, though I
was not at all sure it would come. I snuggled in beside my wife, calmed by her warmth,
comforted by her presence.
But sleep did not come. My mind was spinning, spraying questions at me like
gun fire. Why did James do it? How could I not have seen this coming? How is the church
possibly going to recover from this? How am I going to recover?
Finally, when my ammo was spent, a final question flashed briefly through my
mind. I’d already asked it twice that night but in the shock and the hubbub that
followed it had gone unanswered.
What was Will doing there?
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Chapter Eight

The morning of the funeral dawned cloudy and brilliantly red. Sailors take
warning. I knew because I watched the sun come up through my bedroom window.
Clouds the color of granite one minute suddenly glowed molten red when the sun
peeked over the horizon, like they’d been heated to a million degrees. An omen? Who
could say?
I’d slept fitfully. Not surprising, really. James’s suicide left me feeling like I
was living in a waking plane-crash nightmare, only real; down, down, down, waiting for
the sudden explosive impact.
I got up around 5:30 so as not to disturb Jenna with my pitching and yawing, and
went out on the porch to sit and rock. Of all the questions that had haunted me in recent
weeks, the latest one was the simplest and most paralyzing. How am I going to make it
through James’s service?
Mercifully, Tom Eckerd had spared me the embarrassment of confessing that I
did not have the capacity to lead the service. He had called Karen Davies, the Executive
Presbyter, the same woman who had agreed that an exception should be made to our
by-laws, allowing me to be the pastor of GCPC, and asked her to do the job that was
now rightfully mine to do.
I was still angry with Tom for making the call but I also knew he was right to
make it. Pull it together, Answer Boy. You have got to do better than this.
I went inside and called my mother.
“Peter, you do realize it’s just after six,” she said, sounding like she’d been awake
for the fifteen seconds it took her to find the phone and answer it.
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I briefly wondered how she knew it was me, then remembered she had recently
added caller ID to her service to help protect her from telemarketers. “Sorry to call so
early but Jenna’s asleep and I need someone to talk to.”
“And so was I until the phone rang.” Finally I smiled. And I realized that’s why
I had called my mother. I wanted to smile. And I wanted her counsel.
“Can we talk?”
“Well, we’re talking now. Do you want to tell me what’s troubling you over the
phone, or do we need to talk over coffee? Personally, I could use some coffee. Is
Bonnie’s open at this hour?”
“How am I going to get through this, Mom?”
“Through the service?”
“No, everything.”
“One foot in front of the other, Peter. You’ll get through it.”
“I’m not sure I believe that.”
“I’m not sure you have a choice. What time are you leaving for the cemetery?”
The service was scheduled to start at 11:00. I explained that I wanted to leave
around 10:00, early enough for us to get settled in our seats without having to greet the
other mourners. If my mom disagreed, if she thought I should at least be present to the
church members as they arrived, she didn’t say so, a gracious concession which I
appreciated.
“Can I ride with you?” Mom asked.
“Of course. We were already planning on that. See you at eleven.”
“Don’t you mean ten? You said you were planning to leave at ten.”
“Yes, that’s right. I’m a little disoriented, I’m afraid. See you at ten.”
***
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Karen Davies suggested we hold James’s service outside. Too much recent trauma
in your sanctuary, she rightly argued. Better to do the service outside, with the Black Hills as
our backdrop. I agreed, though in terms of trauma I hoped she didn’t place our collective
walk-out on James on a par with his suicide.
The Gashes Creek cemetery was not actually in Gashes Creek. There simply was
no level space in town to house its “beneath the grass” population, as I’d heard an oldtimer once describe the “residents” of the cemetery. The settlers who founded Gashes
Creek buried their dead in a level plot a half-mile east of town, establishing a precedent
that continued to this day.
Driving to the cemetery, the sound of drums met us before we were even
halfway there, and I knew they’d come. I hadn’t seen Rose since that Sunday on the
Rez. I had tried to call her. I wanted her to hear the news about James from me, but I
could not reach her. No one answered at James’s place, or Mary’s, and I didn’t know
where else she might be.
I called Alvin Mahto, the administrator of the clinic in Pine Ridge and
Jenna’s boss, and gave him the details of the service – where and when – and trusted
that word would get out.
Evidently it had. We parked, got out of the car, and I saw them all, Rose,
holding a little bundle close to her which I presumed to be Jacob; Francis, Mary, and at
least fifty other people gathered around the drummers. I recognized some of them from
trips to the Rez, but the majority I did not know.
Even if I didn’t know their names, I knew why they’d come, because
according to their tradition, James was family, Lakota. And so they were here, his
tiospaye, his extended family, most of them adorned in ceremonial garb appropriate to
the occasion. The men wore black leather vests or new-looking jean jackets, their
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cowboy boots freshly shined. I saw a couple men with feathers tied loosely in their hair
with thin strips of beaded leather. The wives and daughters stood opposite their
menfolk in the Lakota way. Several of them wore moccasins; their perfect black hair and
beaded skirts stunningly beautiful. Together they grieved as their tribal forebears had
done for centuries, drummers pounding out a death song, the women keening their
sorrow while the men sang the powerful chants that would speed James on his journey
to the next life.
Francis Brave Horse’s father, Marvin, the patriarch of the family and a
tribal elder, presided over the ceremony. He wore no outward sign of his priestly status,
no black robe, no clerical collar. But he needed no props to signify his importance or
establish his role. He wore those signs underneath his clothes, in the scars on his chest
from his piercings when he danced for his people under the blazing sun so that they
might be healed, forgiven, renewed.
I watched now as the elder Brave Horse made his way from person to
person, holding out a small clay bowl from which smoke was rising, each person
“smudging” themselves, pulling the smoke over their faces, their shoulders, like a
cleansing bath. I could smell the burning sage from where I stood, the pungent smell of
grief, of holiness, of love.
And then they were done. Jenna and I had taken seats graveside, and sat
listening to the drumming and the singing, grieving silently with Rose and her family
for 20 minutes or so, when the drumming abruptly stopped. The dancers dispersed and
the drumming circle broke up, Rose leading the procession away from the burial
grounds.
The Lakota had had their service. They had drummed and chanted and done
what they could to insure that James would make the journey safely to the next world.
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Now the whites were coming. It was time for the Presbyterians to bury their friend and
their pastor in the wasichu way. And so, led by James’s widow and young son, the
Lakota went their own way.
At some point 11:00 must have come and gone but I don’t actually have a
memory of the service starting. I wasn’t paying much attention. My heart was still
pounding with the rhythm of those drums, a defensive gesture to keep my grief at bay,
to keep me from having to say words and pray prayers from which there was no going
back. O God, we commend our brother James to your eternal embrace.
My eyes were fixed on the clearing above the cemetery. From where I sat I could
see the summit of Harney Peak in the far distance, blurry through my tears. I thought of
the conversation James and I had had years ago, when he hiked with me there on the
first anniversary of my dad’s death. We had talked about what it meant to be called.
That conversation was why I was sitting here now, and not in some office building with
my shingle out front and “Ph.D.” behind my name.
Sylvan Lake lay at the foot of that sacred mountain. I stared intently in
that direction, hoping to spot a speck in the sky, the distant outline of an eagle or a
hawk, James winking at me one last time, assuring me everything would be okay. But
the only bird I saw was a chickadee flitting among the tops of the pines at the edge of
the cemetery.
I’d begun searching the nearby trees for other birds, which is why I was startled
when Karen Davies moved in front of me, and handed me a small piece of paper with
what looked like a poem printed on it. I took it before I looked around and realized that
most people had declined it. And by most people I mean the hundreds of mourners
who had come.
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Walking in and taking our seats, I’d noticed that whoever had set up for the
service (Tom Eckerd again, I presumed) had set up what I guessed were two hundred
chairs. Not nearly enough. I’d never seen a crowd like this in all my years in Gashes
Creek. It seemed as though every member of the church was there, now, apparently
prepared to forgive their pastor’s perceived betrayal. Several residents and staff
members from the Deerfield nursing home sat near the back where there was room for
wheelchairs. A cluster of rough-looking men stood behind them, like bodyguards for all
of us; unemployed miners, I guessed, men whose relationship with James I could not
immediately trace, but which I suspected centered around the drinking of whiskey in
the bars up in Deadwood. And beside the miners, one or two mountain types, come
down from their remote cabins deep in the Hills. I wondered what it cost them
emotionally to come out of their seclusion and be part of a crowd this large.
How did he know all these people? I wondered. James always insisted that I respect
the boundary between his private and professional lives, but it was clear that he did not
respect that boundary in his own life. This whole crowd was James’s congregation, I finally
realized. Drunkards and gluttons. Prostitutes and sinners. Me.
I’d spent hundreds of hours with James and I knew him far better than anyone
else present, now that Rose and her family had gone. But I was sure he had done with
everyone gathered on these grounds what he had done with me – made them feel like
they were the most important person he would speak to that day, offering them the holy
trinity of human longing, love, recognition and validation.
And so they had come. With each person there, James had performed his own
unofficial hunka ceremony. He had adopted this ragtag band of small-town churchgoers, nursing home residents, whiskey-drinking miners and mountain men into his
tribe. They were members of his tiospaye, and so they had come.
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We Presbyterians had a phrase for this, too, I realized: the Kingdom of God. I
had just never seen it on such vivid display, like a scene right out of the Gospel of
Matthew.
“Let us stand and say this ancient prayer together,” I heard Karen Davies say.
We rose together, this motley group. The words went up in unison, our own reflexive
chant, a prayer far older than Jesus, a prayer people had been saying even before the
Lakota had arrived on the plains of North America. I noticed no one needed the cheat
sheet Karen had provided.
The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh me to lie down in green
pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters. He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of
righteousness for his name's sake. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I
will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.
I did not finish. I could not finish, and had to let Jenna and my mother and
others pray the prayer for me. I’d often said that this was one of the reasons I loved
Sunday morning worship, one of its chief benefits. When life left you feeling too
stunned to pray, too angry or hurt to sing, there was somebody standing next to you
who could pray and sing for you. I often saw this solidarity being played out in church
on Sunday mornings, one person’s eyes glistening with tears as we stood singing our
closing hymn, not even bothering to open their hymnal, while their neighbor to their
right or left belted out the words to “Amazing Grace” loud enough for both of them.
I just never thought I would experience such grace for myself. I never expected
to have such an acute need for it.
I wasn’t experiencing it even now. I felt my mother sit down. I turned to check
on her and discovered that she and Jenna weren’t praying either. Jenna continued to
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stand beside me, but, like my mother, she was weeping openly, crying into her
handkerchief, whether for James or me or herself I could not tell.
Pull it together, Buck-o. You need to do better. You need to participate in this service.
Pray, for God’s sake.
I remembered reading somewhere that the only prayers that really matter, the
only two prayers you need to pray, one in the morning, the other in the evening, are
“Help, help, help!” and “Thank you, thank you, thank you!”
Help, I prayed silently. Help, please.
And now would be good. When we’d finished saying Psalm 23, Karen
approached me and invited me to distribute James’s ashes in the memorial garden, in
much the same way I’d scattered my dad’s ashes on the granite dome at Sylvan Lake.
As I expected, I was not able to say anything, but I remembered words C.S. Lewis had
once prayed on the death of a friend. I offered them silently now. Take him further up
and further in. Amen.
When the service was finally over, I said one last prayer of my own before
leaving the cemetery. Thank you, Tunkashelia, I whispered, using the Lakota word for
Grandfather, which James had taught me, thank you for the gift of this man, and for the great
gift of knowing him.
I turned to go, resigned to walk into a future that I was not sure I had the
strength or skill or guts to face. And that’s when I saw him, Will, walking to his car. He
must have come late, and stayed near the back of the mourners, as he was out ahead of
the crowd now, walking quickly toward the parking lot.
My anger flared as instantly and uncontrollably as my grief had done just
moments before. How dare you desecrate this moment? I thought. You and I are about to
have a come-to-Jesus meeting.
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***
It would be an overstatement to say that seeing Will at the cemetery
saved my life. But the anger I felt at glimpsing him there surged through me like a life
force, like having defibrillator paddles applied to my chest in the ER, a jolt of electricity
that left me feeling like I’d just been resurrected, Lazarus spoiling for a fight.
I dropped Jenna and Mom off at home and, without telling them where I was
going, drove straight to the Helm. The gate had not yet been replaced since my last
visit, so I simply drove straight through, waving amicably at the guard as I passed by.
Will’s car was in his designated spot. Excellent. The lot was full, so I parked
behind Will’s car and launched myself toward his office, like a deranged buffalo
charging a rival.
I’d heard that Will, Liam, had brought in a secretary from the Telemark office in
St. Louis, but she had evidently lived in South Dakota long enough to know not to try to
stop a crazed buffalo. I walked past her without a protest and continued charging into
Will’s office without knocking.
“What the hell were you looking for?” I said, still charging.
Will turned away from his computer screen and stood up to face me. “You
won’t use that language on the grounds of the Helm. And you won’t use that language
with me.”
“Go to hell,” I said, shoving aside the two chairs in front of Will’s desk and
pulling up to a stop opposite him. “I went back the next day. I know you were looking
for something, and you were looking for it in James’s office and in mine. It was the
deed, wasn’t it? You were looking for the deed.”
“I’m calling security.”
“You do that. You might need them before we’re done here.”
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“Get out of my office.”
“You didn’t answer my question.”
“I’m not going to tell you what I was looking for, Answer Boy.”
“Actually, that’s the wrong question. I know you were looking for the
deed. The question is, did you know he was dead when you broke into his office?”
“Shut up.”
“I’m not done. What kind of psycho are you?” I might as well have pawed the
floor with one of my feet. I was still in deranged buffalo mode. “Did High Crest make
you sign some kind of oath that before you could go on to delude thousands of people
with their bizarro theology, you had to start by deluding yourself? Or is this just
another example of you at your finest, looking for something important to you while a
man lies dead twenty yards away? Is that how it was the night you paralyzed Kim?
You wanted a piece of her and didn’t care that you nearly killed her to get it?”
When I was finally done, I expected my brother might mount a countercharge.
But with that, Will sat down. “Of course I didn’t know James was dead. I didn’t know
he was even in the sanctuary. Whatever you might think of me, I’m not a monster,
Peter.”
“You killed him, you sonofabitch.” No change in my tone. “I know you
came out to his house and threatened him. I know he was protecting me and the tribe.
You pressured him until he snapped.”
“James killed himself. But let’s be clear about something. I did go to his
house but my intention was to talk to him, not threaten him.”
“Really? You’ll forgive me if I don’t believe that.”
“I don’t care what you believe. I’m truly sorry about what has happened. But
the truth is, I discovered that your hero and mentor was living in a sinful relationship. It
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was also clear he had fathered a child out of wedlock. I just made it plain to him that I
planned to bring the truth of how he was living to light.”
“But only if you didn’t get what you wanted.”
“Let me remind you that you are the one who walked out on him. You and half
his congregation. Or is it your congregation now? You betrayed him, Peter, not me.” I
thought of how my biblical namesake had betrayed his mentor, and with that I felt the
energy go out of me. The anger I’d felt when I saw Will at the funeral had only briefly
charged my batteries and they were now running out of juice. I grabbed one of the
chairs I’d brushed aside, pulled it close and sat down.
“I’ll make the truth of this known,” I said, trying to tap back into my
anger.
“Will you also remind whoever you’re planning to tell that you walked
out on James in the middle of a worship service and that your betrayal played a direct
role in his death?”
I ignored Will’s comment. I had to for the sake of my own survival. “I
will stop you from getting that land,” I said, without conviction.
Will pounced. “Really? How exactly will you do that? Do you have the
deed? Have you ever seen it? Any of your Indian friends ever produce it? Give it up,
Peter. You don’t have enough proof to stop me.” He stood up, rested his fists on his
desk and leaned toward me. “You know what’s even worse?” He paused, letting my
energy completely drain away. “You don’t have the balls. Now get out of my office
before I call security.”
I stood up and did as I was told. I walked out of my brother’s office feeling less
like an angry buffalo and more like a young shepherd boy who had gone up against
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Goliath and been routed. I had loaded my little slingshot with the best stone I could
find, wound up and let it fly with all the strength I possessed. And missed.
I got in my car and headed home, waving to the guard once again as I drove
through the gate. He didn’t wave back.
***
I passed the next couple of days quietly, riding my mountain bike and
birding. On Thursday morning I met with Tom Eckerd at Bonnie’s to discuss the
immediate needs of the church.
We got coffees, agreed to split a Danish and took our customary seat near
the back of the shop. “I’m not ready to get back in the pulpit,” I said. “Or I should say
I’m not ready to step into James’s pulpit.”
“I understand,” Tom replied. “I’ve called Karen Davies and, given the
circumstances, she’s willing to preach the next two Sundays.”
I wondered what I would do if this good man were ever to leave the
congregation at GCPC. He served as a kind of weight-bearing pillar for the church.
Without him, the whole place would come crashing down. “Thank you, Tom.”
“You’re welcome. But we both agree you’ve got to get back on the horse. You
know our congregation and what we’ve been through. You’re the guy to lead us from
this point forward.”
“Yeah, I know what you’ve been through, because I walked out on James,
too.”
“Peter, do you believe what you preach?”
“Of course I do. I wouldn’t have gone to seminary and stayed in this line
of work if I didn’t believe what I preach. I’m not a hypocrite, Tom. You know that.”
“Do you believe God forgives us when we let our humanity show?”
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“Of course,” I said again, a little more irritably than I’d intended. Tom
took a bite of Danish and said nothing. Clearly he expected me to make the connection
on my own. “Tom, I’m not God. My compassion, even for myself, is not infinite. My
mentor and friend, my pastor, for that matter, is dead. He committed suicide and I feel
like I played a role in it. It’s going to take me a long time to work through this.”
“And it should,” Tom said. “I’m not trying to suggest the process will be
easy, or that forgiveness will come cheap. But the sooner you start, the better. To that
end, Karen gave me the name of an excellent pastoral counselor in Rapid City. He’s a
Methodist by background but apparently he’s very good. Here’s his number. I’d
suggest you call him today.”
“Thanks,” I said, taking the slip of paper Tom handed me, wondering if I
would ever use it.
“Are you going to the meeting tonight?”
“I know you want me to get back on the horse, and I promise I’ll work toward
that. But I’m just not ready. Besides, it’s Thursday. Session is not till next Tuesday.”
“Not Session, Peter. The town council meeting. They’re voting tonight
on whether to grant Will’s request to revoke the trust on the property adjacent to the
Helm.”
“That’s right. I’d forgotten. Yeah, I guess I’ll try to be there,” I said.
***
I took Tom’s advice. I figured I’d try to make a cautious start at getting
back on the horse. I left Bonnie’s and walked up to the church. My goal was modest: sit
in the sanctuary for five minutes. But the sanctuary doors, famously without locks on
them, might as well have been chained shut. No way I was making it past that barrier.
Not today, anyway. Not yet.
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I revised my goal – just sit alone in my office for a few minutes, maybe
call the number Tom had given me for the counselor in Rapid City. I walked around the
side of the building and let myself in through the door to the fellowship hall. A flood of
memories broke on me like a tsunami, one I was utterly helpless to stop.
For that matter, I didn’t want to stop it. The smell of dozens of church potlucks
over the years – fresh coffee and countless casseroles, the very smell of love and joy. The
raucous sounds of youth group lock-ins – yelling, music, laughter, tears; and the smell of
teenagers – dirty socks, sweat, anxiety, the occasional whiff of perfume. The sights and
smells of our annual Advent Wassail celebration – spiced cider, hot chocolate, the tangy
scent of the evergreen garlands and the unpracticed voices of one hundred people
breaking into “Joy to the World”; the sounds and smells of Christmas.
Underneath all of those memories, underneath all the smells and sounds, the
strongest memory of all was the sound of James’s voice asking the blessing at the
potlucks, laughing with the teenagers, leading us all on his guitar in singing “Joy to the
World.” Losing that voice was like losing the foundation of the very building.
I felt the tears welling up in my eyes, felt my sinuses closing with the tears, felt
my heart closing, trying to protect itself. I’m not sure I can do this. I have to do this. I don’t
want to do this. You have no choice. You must do this. I can’t do this. I turned around,
locked the door behind me and headed home.
***
Another smell met me when I walked through the front door of the house.
Mustard chicken, Jenna’s favorite recipe, and the very first dish she ever cooked for me.
I hadn’t known this smell before I met my wife, but now it defined home. I felt the
tension in my shoulders release like a parking brake. I stood and breathed in the smell of
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comfort. One step in front of the other, Peter, I heard my mother say. I took a step toward
the kitchen.
“Hey, sweetheart, is that you?” Jenna yelled from the kitchen, over the
sound of water running in the sink. No yelling in the house, my mother’s voice again.
Thank God Jenna was not my mother.
“It’s me,” I yelled back, just as the water stopped. I lowered my voice, “Smells
like heaven in here.”
“I figured you could use some comfort food,” Jenna said, meeting me in
the living room. She wrapped me in a hug. My eyes filled with tears.
“You’re right about that,” I blubbered, holding on to my wife for dear life.
“Peter, are you okay?” Jenna let go of me enough to look into my eyes.
“It’s been a hard day.”
“Well, dinner’s ready. Why don’t we sit down and you can tell me about
it.”
What did you do to deserve such grace? I heard a voice inside me say, but
this time it was my own voice, not my mother’s.
By the time I had finished telling Jenna about my conversation with Tom
and my failed attempt to make it past the fellowship hall, we were into our second glass
of Chardonnay.
“Peter, you’d better get going. It’s six forty-five. The meeting starts in
fifteen minutes.”
“Actually, I think I’m going to give it a miss.”
“But you just said that they’re voting tonight on Will’s petition to revoke
the trust on the piece of land he’s after. You can’t give it a miss, Peter. This is
important.”
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“But I can’t stop him. I’ve got no proof. And I’ve got no vote.”
“You’ve got your voice, Peter. You can’t not be there. You can bet your life no
one from the tribe is going to turn up. They’re going to need someone to tell the story of
those grounds. That’s the only proof you need.”
I briefly wondered how she knew the story about how those grounds were used.
She hadn’t heard it from me, but I then I remembered where she worked.
“I can’t, Jenna. I just can’t.”
“What do you mean you can’t? This isn’t church, Peter. Nobody died in that
room.”
“I just can’t.”
“Fine. I’ll go then,” Jenna said, as she pushed back from the table. “Can you at
least do the dishes?”
***
I was in bed when Jenna came home two hours later. I’d managed to escape to
Middle Earth for an hour or so. I didn’t want to hear how the meeting had gone, so I
shut my book and turned out the light. Jenna took her time coming to bed. Either she
didn’t want to talk about the meeting any more than I did, or she didn’t want to talk to
me. When she finally crawled into bed I feigned sleep and was relieved within just a
few minutes to hear the change in her breathing I’d come to know so well, the sound
that told me she was asleep. The rhythmic sound always acted on me like the sound of
waves gently lapping on the shore, and within just a few minutes I, too, was asleep.
***
I woke to what I thought was an earthquake and wondered if I was dreaming.
The floorboards in the house were quivering and I heard the clanking sound of large
machinery rumbling in the distance. It sounded like Patton’s army on the move.
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I got up and looked out our bedroom window, down Elkhorn Street, to
see a convoy of bulldozers and backhoes inching their way through town. I had no
doubt where they were heading. Elkhorn was the main road leading out of town and up
to the Helm. Will’s petition to revoke the trust had been granted.
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Chapter Nine

There is no official trailhead marking the entrance to the Lover’s Leap trail, but
locals all know it starts at the far end of the Gashes Creek Cemetery. Not that anyone
uses it. The short trail is steep, rocky and uninviting. But the granite outcropping at the
trail’s end – Lover’s Leap – affords a grand view of the town of Gashes Creek nestled in
the bottom of the valley that falls away below.
I was standing on that outcropping now. The Helm lay directly opposite me.
Ordinarily I only use my binoculars to search for birds, not to spy on my brother. But
curiosity was killing me and I had them at the ready.
Actually, curiosity wasn’t killing me. It was the only thing keeping me
alive, a seawall I had put up to keep the flood of my shame at bay. I felt safe behind the
wall, but it was a provisional kind of safety. The protection could give way at any
moment.
James had given me a pair of Swarovski binoculars as a gift for my
ordination. “Peter—congratulations on your ordination. Remember, vision matters.
Best, James,” the card inside the box had said.
I trained them now on the new, raw gash in the forest just to the south of
the Helm’s main campus and brought them into focus. It’s likely that James did not
have this particular use in mind. But my brother was building an empire. How could I
not gape?
I adjusted the small focus wheel slightly and brought the Swarovskis into
sharper focus, though it was hard to see through the haze. A phalanx of bulldozers
were busily razing a perfectly healthy stand of Ponderosa pines, their heavy steel treads
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crunching over the downed trees as they fell and throwing up clouds of thick gritty
dust; their rusted exhaust stacks belching black smoke into the heart of Paha Sapa.
I counted four ’dozers. If the rate of construction matched the rate of
demolition, a site that had been used for centuries by young would-be Lakota warriors
seeking life visions would house the Helm Broadcasting Network’s production and
entertainment complex in a matter of weeks.
What would Dad think about this? I wondered. He may have felt animosity toward
the Lakota, but in the end they loved the same thing, the Black Hills. Like his Native
American antagonists, he, too, understood the Hills to be sacred. They were his church,
no doubt about it. My guess is he would be horrified by the machinations of my
brother, in part because there was now nothing, and no one, to stop him. I thought about
returning in the middle of the night and tampering with some hydraulic hoses, but
knew I didn’t have the balls.
I swung the binoculars slightly to the left. As the bulldozers bit and crunched
their way through the forest, a truck-mounted crane lowered a pallet of bilge bumps,
industrial filters and high-capacity hoses onto a small floating platform anchored just
offshore in the small pond.
Vision matters, James had said. I had to give my brother credit. He saw
something no else did. Will had almost certainly found the gold before he came to
Town Council and asked them to revoke the trust on this land. He would have known
that this small pond would provide the capital he needed to fulfill his expansionist
dream for his televangelistic empire. He didn’t need more sheep to fleece, more gullible
viewers willing to send him money to extend his hand toward the camera and pray that
God would heal their lupus or their MS. All he needed was divers with shovels and
some hoses and filters.
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I lowered the binoculars, letting them rest on my chest at the end of their neck
strap, and checked my watch. I’d seen enough, more than I could bear. Plus Tom
Eckerd had asked me to join him for lunch at the Sylvan Lake Lodge and I didn’t want
to keep my clerk of Session waiting. I headed back to my car, wondering how long it
would take to regain my appetite.
***
The Sylvan Lake Lodge, all stone and timber, was said to have been
inspired by a Frank Lloyd Wright design. Walking through its grand doors felt like
passing though a portal to a different age. It would not have seemed strange to spot
Teddy Roosevelt among the guests in the dining room. Instead I spotted Tom at a table
by the big window that looked out across Sylvan Lake itself, toward the granite dome
where we had scattered my dad’s ashes.
“Hey, Peter,” he said, as I approached. He stood and shook my hand
with his customary firm grip. “Thanks for joining me.”
“Of course. It’s always a pleasure, even when the surroundings aren’t
quite so spectacular.” We took our seats and the waitress came and handed us a couple
of menus and took our drink orders. “So what’s up, Tom?” I said after briefly perusing
the menu and settling on a bison burger. “This is certainly a step up from Bonnie’s.
This must be important.”
“That was going to be my question for you. It’s been a month, Peter. I
know you’re still hurting. We all are.” The waitress returned with our drinks and took
our orders. “I know it’s early yet, but something’s got to change. It feels like we are
starting to head into a nosedive.”
By “we” he meant GCPC. I had suspended the youth group indefinitely the
week after James’s funeral and I had no intention of restarting it, ever. It had been four
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weeks since half the congregation had walked out on James, and they hadn’t come back.
Worship attendance was down to just a scattering of our most devoted members.
Frankly, I had no plans to do anything about that, either. Down, down, down, waiting for
the sudden, explosive impact.
“You’re right, Tom. Something does have to change. I’ll take that under
advisement.”
“I suggest you do that, Peter. We can’t go on like this. We are paying you to be
our pastor, don’t forget. But you should also know that if attendance doesn’t pick up, in
another month or so we won’t have enough money to pay you.”
“That might not be such a tragedy,” I replied.
Tom abruptly pushed back from the table, pulled out his wallet and laid two
twenties on the table. “That ought to cover lunch,” he said. “Thanks for joining me,
Peter. Good to know where you stand.” He walked away before I could respond.
I gave my clerk of Session a couple minutes to clear the building. I left another
twenty on the table just for good measure and then I, too, got up and left.
***
Tom Eckerd was right. Something had to change.
I got in my CR-V, popped the new Bruce Springsteen CD into the stereo and hit
play. “I’ve been working on a dream, sometimes it feels so far away . . .”
Yeah, that’s about right, I thought. I turned the volume up, eased out of the
parking lot and slowly pulled up to the intersection of Highway 87 and Highway 40. I
put my blinker on to turn right, toward Gashes Creek, toward home.
Something’s got to change, I heard Tom’s voice say, over the sound of the music. I
turned left and headed out of the Black Hills, toward Pine Ridge.
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In thirty minutes I was down out of the Hills and onto the prairie. Heat
shimmered up off the blacktop in dense waves. It felt like driving through old glass.
Under the huge dome of sky the CR-V felt insignificant, a tiny modern covered wagon,
carrying a lone pioneer. I drove across the vast hot plains in search of the same thing
that inspired every pioneer to leave home and brave the heat, drought, fire and Indians
that held sway in this huge land: the promise of a new beginning.
As I approached the town of Pine Ridge, a clearer picture emerged of what I had
come for but I could not remember exactly how to find it. I drove to the clinic parking
lot to get my bearings and then headed back out of town on an unmarked country road,
intent on following the route Alex Brave Horse had driven when he escorted me to the
family compound.
A faint memory returned of Alex pointing out landmarks along the way – the
alcohol and drug treatment center just outside of town (turn right), the fork that leads to
the Badlands (stay right), the beginning of the buffalo fence (take the first left, go
through the gate).
Whether by luck or by something more purposeful – fate, providence, my
own subconscious yearning -- I found the house. I parked quickly and knocked on the
door before my courage failed me.
“Hello, Peter.”
“Hello, Francis,” I said. “Is Rose here?” I felt a little ridiculous standing there on
the Brave Horses’ front stoop. I must have looked like one big question mark. Why
would I have driven an hour to find someone who in all likelihood hated me? And yet I
had the sense Rose’s brother was expecting me.
“You know you white guys are famous for that,” he said.
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I didn’t know how to answer that, mostly because I had no idea what he was
talking about. “I, ah…”
“You’re always in such a hurry to get to the point,” he said. “And you always
have one,” he added and paused. I didn’t know how to respond to that, either, so I said
nothing. I shoved my hands in my pockets and shifted my weight from one foot to the
other. Brave Horse then added, “If that’s how you want it, let me get right to the point.
No. Rose is not here.” If I had come in search of absolution, I was not going to find it
today.
He opened the screen door. “Come in.” I had not come to talk to Francis Brave
Horse. What would we say to each other? But to decline his invitation would be
conspicuously rude, even by white standards.
I stepped across the threshold and took in the details of the Brave Horse home.
A large buffalo robe hung on the wall to my left, festooned with an exquisite array of
quills and beads surrounding a painting of hunters on a kaleidoscope of horses—red,
blue, yellow, orange, black—chasing a herd of buffalo, an endless loop of survival and
celebration, it’s message clear: We hunt the buffalo that give us everything, including this robe
with which we commemorate the hunt.
On the opposite wall two beaded and painted deer skins framed a ceremonial
pipe, and in the far corner stood a long hunting lance. A string of eagle feathers hung
from a beaded leather strap wound around the base of its metal tip.
If vision matters, anxiety evidently blocks it. I had not taken in any of this on my
first visit to the Brave Horse home. The scene immediately brought to mind the first
time I saw James’s office. I was one breath away from losing my composure when
Francis Brave Horse saved me.
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“I prefer to live in the old way,” he said, interrupting my reverie. “I’d live in a
tipi if I could, but my sisters won’t let me. They claim they’re too hard to heat in the
winter, especially for someone as lazy as me.” He let out a long chuckle. “They’re
afraid I would freeze to death. Or starve to death. Tipis don’t come with stoves and
refrigerators. Maybe I’ll invent one that does,” he said, and laughed hard enough for
both of us.
He waved his hand, motioning me to come in further and take a seat. “Want
some coffee?”
I realized how tired I was. “Yes. Thanks. I’d love some.”
Within a minute Brave Horse returned with coffee, strong and black, and offered
me a Hostess cupcake with it. I regarded the cupcake warily. It looked very old.
Brave Horse must have noticed. “Churches get them from food pantries and
bring them to us. They’re always way past their expiration date but it doesn’t matter.
They last for years.” He took a sip of coffee. “This is our version of Communion.” he
said, again laughing.
“Thanks be to God,” I mustered in reply. I took a bite of cupcake to be polite and
washed it down with a sip of absolutely atrocious coffee. It tasted like tar, like it had
been brewing for several days. Maybe he hadn’t been expecting me.
Apparently Francis Brave Horse was done talking. He just sat there, drinking
the bitter brew.
“I’d like to try to find Rose,” I said finally, if only to break the silence. And then I
blurted out the thing I’d come for, the truth I could no longer keep inside. “I need her to
forgive me.”
“Once again, straight to the point.” I realized how rude I must have sounded,
but I didn’t care. “And why is that?” he asked.
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“I feel so ashamed I can hardly stand it,” I confessed. I wanted to add that I was
almost paralyzed with guilt but I figured I didn’t need to. That much was probably
obvious.
“You should feel ashamed,” he said. How’s that for getting straight to the point? I
thought. “But that doesn’t answer my question. Why do you need Rose to forgive you?”
I wasn’t following him and said so.
“You’ve got it wrong, Peter.” It was the first time Francis Brave Horse had called
me by my name. I was so startled I may have flinched. “It seems to me you need to
forgive yourself first,” he explained.
I considered this. “I don’t know how to do that,” I said, finally. It was
true. I knew because I had tried. I’d gone in search of answers, but had come up empty.
I had even looked again at the story of Judas’s betrayal of Jesus but closed my Bible
when I was reminded that Judas had killed himself, shortly after Jesus had served him at
the Last Supper. Evidently, when it comes to forgiveness, it’s evidently easier to be the
betrayed than the betrayer.
“How did you do it?” I asked.
“I did not need to forgive myself,” Brave Horse replied. “I did nothing
wrong.”
“No. Forgive me, I mean.” Forgiving me for supporting the effort to put him
behind bars for a crime he did not commit was admittedly different than forgiving
oneself for an outright betrayal. But I figured the man who had just served me
“Communion,” a man who clearly did not hate me for hating him so much, could offer
me some useful insight.
“We have our ways, Peter. It’s our custom not to talk about them.”
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That may be your custom, I thought, but it’s not mine. “James told me some things
about the Sundance,” I said. “He said the dancers sometimes dance for the healing of
others, and sometimes they dance for their own healing.”
“That’s true,” my host replied. He set his now empty cup down on the table in
front of him and sat back in his chair. It was clear he was not going to volunteer any
information.
“Does your father still lead the Sundance here on the Rez?” I asked.
“Yes, he does. And no, you can’t.” I hadn’t realized I was so transparent. “We
don’t like to talk about our spiritual traditions with outsiders. But you are a wasichu, so I
will explain some things so you won’t pester me to death. But I want some more coffee
first.”
When he returned from the kitchen, he continued. “It is true that people often
dance for healing. Their suffering is a kind of prayer to Tunkashelia,” he said, using the
Lakota word for Grandfather. “Usually people dance for others, like if a family member
has cancer. Sometimes they dance for the healing of the tribe. Sometimes they dance for
themselves. But not very often. Whatever they may say about it in your New Age
magazines, the Sundance is not a gimmick.” No, it’s not, I thought. It’s much more like
Christ on the cross.
“The Sundance involves genuine suffering,” he added, as if reading my
thoughts. “We don’t just dance. We fast. We go without water for many hours while
we dance in the hot sun. We pierce.” I did not ask him to elaborate on this latter point.
I could imagine what he meant well enough. “Don’t take offense at this, Peter. I know
you’ve already suffered a lot. But this is different. I don’t think you’re up for it.”
“Well, I’m suffering now and I’m ready to be done with it.”
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“I believe you. But the Sundance is our way. In all my life I’ve only known the
elders to allow two wasichus to dance,” he said. “Those were exceptional circumstances.
This is not like that. You are a priest.”
I corrected him. “Actually, I’m a minister. I’m a Presbyterian, not a Catholic or
Episcopalian.” Evidently I would always be Answer Boy.
Brave Horse flashed a look of irritation. “Priest, minister, whatever. I don’t
understand your language. And I don’t want to. What I know is that you have your
own traditions for forgiveness and healing. I suggest you use them.”
“I’m not sure I know how,” I said again.
Brave Horse again looked irritated. “You only get to be helpless for so long
before people are going to give up on you. So let me make one suggestion.” I leaned
forward in my chair. “For you faith is about believing in things you can’t see. Is that
right?” I nodded. “That makes sense to me. We Lakota believe that most of what’s
important in life can’t be seen with our eyes. But in your case, I don’t think you need
faith. I think you need to focus on things you can see.” Francis picked up his coffee
mug and took one last gulp before setting it down again.
“Hau,” he said finally, the Lakota way of saying, I am done talking now.
“Thank you, Uncle,” I said, using the Lakota form of address for one’s
elder—yet another thing I had learned from James—my way of saying, I understand,
though I wasn’t sure I did.
***
Focus on things you can see. For the first forty minutes of my drive home I
pondered Francis’s counsel, wondering exactly what he meant. About twenty miles
from Gashes Creek I finally picked up a cell signal and called Jenna. Maybe she could
offer some insight.
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“Hi, love,” I said.
“Hey, I was wondering where you were.”
“It’s kind of a long story. Got a minute? I’d love to tell you about it.”
“Actually, I don’t. Remember? Karen Ramey is having a baby shower for me
tonight. I’m out the door in two minutes and I don’t want to talk on the phone while I’m
driving. You shouldn’t either,” she said gently, “talk on the phone, I mean. But I’m
driving for two, after all, so I’ve got to let you go for now.”
I felt the familiar flutter in my stomach when she mentioned our soon-to-arrive
baby. “Okay, I’ll talk to you when you get home.”
***
Forty minutes later I had taken a quick shower and was in the kitchen
heating up some leftover chicken when the phone rang. “Hello,” I said.
“Is this Peter Stewart?” I did not recognize the voice.
“Who’s calling?”
“This is Officer Owen with the Highway Patrol. Your wife was in an
accident just south of Gashes Creek on Highway 87.” On her way to Karen Ramey’s, I
thought. “She is en route to Rapid City Regional Hospital via air ambulance.”
Air ambulance, I repeated the phrase in my head and swallowed hard. “Is
she going to be okay?”
“I’m sorry, I don’t know what her status is. We called in the local EMTs
when we arrived on the scene. They worked on her until the helicopter arrived from
Rapid. I know she was alive when it arrived.” My memories of the last time I had heard
that phrase, They’re working on him, came flooding back.
I’m not sure I can do this again, I thought. “Do you know what happened?” I
wasn’t sure how this information would help me, only that, as was the case with my
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dad, I desperately wanted to know, even if the answer had the potential to stop my
heart.
“Again, I’m sorry. We don’t know what caused the accident. There were no
skids marks and no sign that she collided with anyone or anything. My guess is she
swerved to miss an animal, causing the car to roll.”
Do no harm, even to an animal. Yes, that would be like her, I thought. “Okay,” I said,
and hung up.
Experience had taught me more than anyone should rightfully know about
keeping vigil in the hospital. I could make a detailed list of the supplies and resources
you need to make it through long periods of helpless waiting while your loved one is
hooked to wires and tubes fighting for his life—food, books, toothbrush, underwear,
deodorant. But I did not take the time to pack so much as a candy bar. I headed straight
out the door, back to my car, back to the hospital where I lost my dad and found my life
and where my wife was, I hoped, fighting for hers.
***
The waiting room at Rapid City Regional Hospital felt too familiar, like an old
hated coat you find in the closet but have no choice other than to wear. The view of the
Black Hills out the window helped. I was staring at them now.
“Mr. Stewart?” Once again, a voice I didn’t recognize. I turned around to see a
young-looking woman dressed much the same way Dr. McCormack had been the first
time around, in a green gown with a surgical mask hanging down around her neck and
paper booties on her feet.
“Yes. I’m Peter Stewart.”
“I’m Dr. Evans.” She did not extend her hand. “I’m the lead surgeon in your
wife’s case,” she said. Déjà vu all over again, I thought.
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“Why don’t we have a seat?” she said, and sat down without waiting for me. I
followed suit, mostly because I could feel my legs starting to give way. “I’m afraid I
have some bad news. You’re wife is in critical condition. She is on a ventilator. I don’t
think she can survive without it.”
She paused for a moment to let me take this information in, and then she
continued just as the emotion began to pool in my eyes.
“I also have some good news,” she added. I blinked twice. I hoped she
understood that meant Continue.
“We were able to do a Cesarean. You are now the father of a baby girl.”
The pool became a bittersweet flood, heartbreak and joy washing down
my cheeks in equal measure.
“When can I see my wife? And our baby?” I said when I had composed
myself.
“Your little girl is already in the nursery. She’s fine but I suggest you give the
nurses an hour or so to get her fed and settled there.”
“And my wife?”
“She’s on her way to the neurotrama ICU right now. Again, it will be a little
while before the nurses get her settled, maybe twenty minutes or so. It’s kind of hard to
find. Would you like me to page a chaplain?”
I shook my head. The map of the hospital’s byzantine hallways was
etched on my soul like a tattoo. “No, thanks. I’ll be fine.”
“You sure?”
“I’m sure.”
***
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Francis Brave Horse may have been right. The best thing for me may
have been to focus on what I can see, but presently the only thing I could see out ahead
of me was darkness. I was staring down a long unlit hallway. I thought I knew these
hallways backward and forward, thought I couldn’t possibly get lost in them, but I had
clearly made a wrong turn.
“Peter Stewart!” This time I recognized the voice. I turned to see Gina
Minolo, the head nurse of the ICU unit, walking toward me. Or at least that’s what she
was the last time I had seen her, when I called her into my dad’s room after I noticed
that his pulse rate was dropping.
“Gina! Is that you?”
“You look so grown-up,” she said. I didn’t feel particularly grown-up,
but I didn’t argue. She crossed the gap between us and gave me an unexpectedly long
hug. “I’m sorry about your wife.” I finally let go of my first sob, and was glad Gina
held on to me for another minute, glad I didn’t have to say anything in reply.

Finally

she let me go when my shoulders stopped shuddering.
“You look lost,” she said. I nodded, not yet able to choke out a yes.
“Don’t worry. They put in a new wall right back there about a year ago.” She shrugged
her shoulders to indicate she had no idea why. “Follow me.”
Two more turns delivered us to the doors to the NTICU. I’m not sure I can
do this. I have to do this. I don’t want to do this. You have no choice. You must do this. I can’t
do this.
Gina put an end to my internal debate. She swiped her security badge and in we
went. “She’s in room 416, right over there.” She pointed with her chin as she rubbed her
hands with antiseptic solution from the dispenser inside the door. I followed suit.
“Want some company?”
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“No. Not just yet. I’ll be fine,” I said, not at all sure I would be.
The sliding glass door to Jenna’s room was open, no doubt to give the
nurses more immediate access to her. I bit down on my cheeks hard and walked in.
Jenna’s pale skin looked blue, lit only by the dim light of the monitors above her. I bit
down on my cheeks still harder, until I almost couldn’t bear it. Just like I felt on the
inside.
“Hi, love,” I said when I was close enough to touch her. I turned away
long enough to pull up a chair from under the window and sat down. Jenna continued
to lie perfectly still, save for her chest, which rose and fell to the steady rhythm of the
ventilator.
Her hand lay beside her, a picture of perfect repose. I slid my fingers under it
and lifted it to my cheek. “It’s me, Peter. I’m here now.” I stole a quick look at the line
graph that marked her pulse rate. No change. She lay there perfectly still with only the
blue light on her cheeks and the whoosh of the ventilator, keeping her alive.
It felt like there were hundreds of things I wanted to tell my wife, to talk with her
about, including my conversations with Francis Brave Horse and with Dr. Evans and her
wondrous news about our baby. I said nothing, and just sat rubbing my own cheeck
with my wife’s limp hand.
Finally I did the only thing I knew to do, the thing James had taught me to do. I
placed my other hand on top of hers and began to sing. I stole another glance at the
pulse monitor. Still no change.
And that did it. What was a feeble song became a torrent of sobs. When the
worst of my grief had spent itself, I wiped my eyes on the top sheet of her bed. I could
not look at my wife’s face for fear the sobs would again take control of my body. I held
her hand to my cheek, and let it rub as I rocked back and forth in my chair.
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Finally, I laid Jenna’s hand beside her still body, stood up and kissed my wife on
the forehead. “Hang on, love. I’ll be right back. There’s someone I want you to meet.
For that matter, there’s someone I want to meet.”
***
The pediatric ward was new territory for me. I had no idea where it was and
had to stop several times and ask directions before I finally arrived at the softly lit
entrance to the hospital nursery.
As I approached the nurses’ station, a young woman hung up the phone
and looked up. “I’m guessing you’re Peter Stewart.” Her voice was soft and strong,
kindness mixed with purpose.
“What gave me away?” I couldn’t imagine how I must look. I hoped it
was better than I felt, because I felt like a deranged zombie, eyes puffy with tears, and
my hair a tangled mess, just like the rest of me.
She smiled. “I’m Cindi. I’m so sorry about your wife.” I couldn’t croak
out so much as a “Thank you,” and just stood there, mute, adding to my sense that I
looked like a zombie.
“Let me take you to your little girl,” she said. She got up and motioned
me to follow her. “I should tell you, she’s in an incubator but don’t be alarmed. She’s
perfectly fine. We’re keeping her nice and warm. You’re free to take her home with you
any time.” She stole a quick glance in my direction. “Here she is,” she said, pointing to
a tiny bundle resting in what looked like a little Plexiglas space ship, wrapped up in a
pink blanket.
My daughter was lying on her back, awake. She blinked her tiny unfocused
eyes and I thought I might die, that my heart might literally explode. I’d like to say she
had her mother’s eyes, but lying there in that Plexiglas capsule, she looked more like a
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little space alien than a baby girl my wife and I made together. But I knew from the first
moment I saw her that I would gladly kill or die for her.
Cindi levered open the incubator, scooped the little bundle up and made a move
to hand my child to me. “Just a sec,” I said, wiping my eyes and nose with my sleeve.
And then I was ready. “Here you go, Mr. Stewart. Say hello to your daughter.”
“Hello, Peanut,” I blubbered and planted a soft kiss on my daughter’s forehead.
“It’s your daddy here.” As I stared at the miracle I was holding in my arms I heard
another voice I recognized. Focus on things you can see.
I looked at Cindi. “Can I really take her?”
She smiled again. “She’s your daughter, Mr. Stewart. I just need you to sign a
couple of forms and she’s all yours.”
It occurred to me I had no way to get my daughter home. “Might you have a car
seat thing I can borrow? I’m afraid I didn’t bring one. I’ll bring it back, I promise.”
“They actually stock them in the pharmacy. First-timers almost always need
one.”
The three of us made our way back to the nurses’ station, and I signed the
discharge forms as best I could while I held my daughter in the crook of my left arm.
“Okay, Peanut,” I said when I’d signed the last form. “If you’re ready, there’s
someone I’d like for you to meet,” I said again.
***
As mother and child reunions go, this one wasn’t much to write home about.
Except I’ll remember it for the rest of my life.
The scene had not changed since I’d left. Jenna lay motionless, bathed in blue
light, her room quite as a tomb but for the whoosh of the ventilator. I walked around
her bed to the side where there were no IV poles or pulse rate monitors or breathing
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machines. “Hi, love. I’m back. I brought someone very special with me this time.” Our
daughter was nestled in the crook of my arm. Her eyes were open and she was
murmuring like a little kitten. I turned slightly so that mother and daughter were facing
each other.
“Jenna, here’s our daughter.” I stole another quick glance at the pulse rate
monitor. No change. “Isn’t she beautiful?” I swayed back and forth, to comfort myself
as much as our child. “I promise I’ll tell her all about you. I’ll raise her on stories of her
mother so she’ll grow up to be brave and strong,” I said before I had to stop.
A lifetime stretched out ahead of me. Diapers, birthdays, soccer games, dance
recitals, trips to the dentist, homework, science fairs, proms, graduations, a wedding.
How would I do this without Jenna to help me, to be a mom to our daughter? “Her
grandmothers will help me raise her,” I said, in answer to my question. At least I
desperately hoped they would. I hadn’t yet called Jenna’s parents or my mother. How
would I even begin to explain what had just happened?
I continued to sway back and forth, searching for something. And then I found
it. “I think I’d like to call her Lia. Does that sound okay to you?”
***
When I was in college a friend of mine somehow persuaded me to join
him on a guided rafting trip down the Arkansas River in Colorado. I hated it. The river
was near flood stage. Every time we approached a big drop, the guide would explain
the line we needed to take. On two particularly difficult rapids he emphasized how
crucial it was to hit our line, unless of course we wanted to flip and swim the rest of the
way through the roiling water. The sound of the river would grow to a steady roar and
I thought I would choke to death on my own fear. A blind person could have seen the
terror in my eyes. “The best way out is always through,” my friend said above the drop
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that marked the entrance to the first rapid, quoting the Robert Frost poem we had read
in a required lit class the previous semester.
Now here I stood above the biggest drop of my life, a steady roar
building in my ears. I’m not sure Frost was right. Letting Jenna go did not feel like the
best way to get through this. Already I felt like I was swimming in cold, roiling water,
disoriented and nearly out of air. But it was the only way. I pushed the call button for
the nurse.
She came instantly. I didn’t recognize her. “Yes?” she said. “Is
everything okay?”
“Is Dr. Evans here by any chance?”
“No, she’s in surgery.” She took a quick look at the monitors blinking above
Jenna. “Is everything all right? I can’t see any change. I’m Janine, by the way. I’m the
charge nurse tonight.”
I couldn’t begin to explain how far everything was from being all right. “Yes,
thanks, Janine,” I said. “I just need to talk to a doctor. Can you please page whoever is
on call?”
“Dr. Kemper is on the floor right now. I’ll go get him.”
***
Janine returned in less than a minute with a man I presumed was Dr. Kemper.
He held a medical chart in his left hand and wore the customary uniform of long white
coat with a stethoscope around his neck.
“I’m Dr. Kemper,” he said, and extended his right hand. I shook it and told him
my name. “I was just reviewing your wife’s case. What’s going on?” he said, his tone
kind.
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The roar in my ears grew louder. I felt my gut clench. “What’s my wife’s
prognosis, really?”
The doctor briefly raised his eyebrows before looking down at my wife. “Well,
her status is still critical, obviously. She still needs the ventilator to breathe and her
brain wave activity is not where I’d like it to be.” He shifted his focus back to me. “But
it’s still early. She suffered a violent trauma but only very recently. She may improve in
time. Why?”
“Unfortunately, Doctor, this is not my first rodeo. I know how this works. I’ve
spoken to my wife. I’ve sung to her. I introduced her to our daughter. In all of that her
pulse didn’t change a single beat. No sign at all that she heard me.” I took one last
breath before heading over the final drop. “I worry that the ventilator is not prolonging
her life, that it’s merely prolonging her death.”
Hearing them spoken out loud, my own words startled me. It felt like I was on
the cusp of a second grand betrayal. But the truth is that Jenna was not the only person
in the room who had suffered a trauma. Hers was more violent and more recent but I
still felt the effects of mine. The prospect of doing this all again, the long nights, the
waiting, trying to pretend that seeing my wife lying there silent and motionless while I
sat helpless beside her was anything less than torture, it was too much to bear. The
ventilator was not just prolonging Jenna’s death, it was also prolonging my agony. I
could not do this again without assurance that this new round of suffering would not be
in vain.
Dr. Kemper raised Jenna’s chart to his chest and held it there in his crossed arms.
“Mr. Stewart, I’m not sure what you mean by your first rodeo, but I do this all day,
every day, and more than a few nights, too. I believe it’s far too early to make any
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pronouncements about your wife’s prospects.” He paused to let those words sink in.
“Why don’t you go home, get some rest and let’s just see how your wife does?”
“Okay,” I said. I sighed audibly and felt the pressure go out of my chest,
like air out of an overinflated tire. I looked down at my infant daughter asleep in the car
seat on the floor beside me. “You’re right,” I said, as I picked Lia up. “Thanks. We’ll see
you tomorrow.”
***
I wanted to take Lia out of the hospital, to get her home and introduce her to her
grandmother as soon as possible. But first I had to make one last stop.
Like the pediatric unit, the hospital chapel was, oddly, new territory for me. I
had no idea where it was. My mother had spent quite a lot of time there during my
dad’s ordeal, but I never had occasion to use it. James always brought prayer to me.
I found a janitor in the hallway just outside the ICU. He gladly holstered his
mop in its bucket and guided me all the way to the chapel. The room was empty at that
hour, but not dark. A bank of votive candles stood beside the small altar, some lit, some
dark. I gently set the car seat down so as not to disturb Lia, then picked up an unlit
candle. I leaned the tip into the nearest glowing wick until it caught flame and set it
back down.
I then lit a second candle and set it down beside the first. I did not linger or pray,
did not take time to give voice to my apprehension or my gratitude. The twin candles
would have to do, a silent offering of light for my wife and daughter. I picked up the car
seat and looked down again into the face of my sleeping daughter. “Okay, Peanut. Let’s
go home.”
***
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The moment the phone rang I knew it was over. I had slept fitfully and was just
drying off after a long shower. My mother had volunteered to watch Lia so I could
clean up and get ready for the day and the return trip to the hospital. I could smell her
pancakes cooking and wondered how she could pull that off while also looking after her
brand-new granddaughter. Clearly I had a lot to learn.
I wrapped the towel around my waist and quickly picked up the phone in our
bedroom. “Hello, this is Peter Stewart.”
“Hi, Peter. It’s Kathryn Torrance.” Kathryn and I were seminary classmates. I
knew her well and liked her a lot. I also knew she was now on the chaplaincy staff at
Rapid City Regional. I said nothing.
Kathryn kindly did not let me dangle. “Peter, she’s gone. I would have called
but there wasn’t time. I was with her when she died. It was very peaceful. She just
slipped away.” She paused for a moment. Again, I said nothing. “I called the funeral
home in Gashes Creek. They’re on their way now and will call you when they get back
to town.”
“Thanks, Kathryn.” It was all I could think to say, all I could say.
“I’m so sorry, Peter. You let me know if there’s anything I can do, okay? I mean
that.”
“I will.”
I hung up and sat down on the edge of the bed and succeeded in stifling my
sobs. Now she has been healed in death, I heard a voice say. It must have originated in my
own head, or in my heart. Where else could it have come from? It didn’t really matter.
After all these years, I finally knew James was right, right about my dad and, now, about
my wife.
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Please take Jenna further up and further in, I prayed silently. And then I stood up
and headed downstairs to check on my daughter.
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Chapter Ten

I’m not sure I can do this. I have to do this. I don’t want to do this. You have no choice.
You must do this. I can’t do this. You will do this.
Since coming on board as the associate pastor at Gashes Creek
Presbyterian three years ago, I had done only two funerals, both of them while James
was away on his annual summer vacation. But my apprehension about leading this one
was not born of inexperience.
Earlier this morning I left Lia with her grandmother, and made a quick
stop at Bonnie’s for a to-go coffee. I had been sitting in my office since seven thirty,
pondering what I was going to say at my wife’s funeral, trying to come to terms with the
enormity, the permanence, of what I was about to do.
“Thought you might want to know the sanctuary is full.” I looked up to
see Tom Eckerd standing in the open doorway to my office.
“The sanctuary is full? But it’s only ten-thirty. The service doesn’t start
for another thirty minutes.”
“Be that as it may, the sanctuary is full. I need to copy some more
bulletins.” For the thousandth time, Tom hurried off to do exactly what need to be
done. I was reminded of why I thought of Tom Eckerd as a kind of weight-bearing
pillar. If he were ever to leave GCPC, the whole place would likely collapse in ruins.
“I’ll also set up some more chairs in the fellowship hall for the reception.”
He disappeared before I could even thank him. James was gone, but he
was not the only great man at GCPC.
I turned back to the task of pondering what I was going to say. I read
through the manuscript of my remarks one last time, made my usual last-minute
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changes, and decided it was as good as I could do under the circumstances. I closed my
eyes and rested my head in my hands.
“Knock, knock.” I looked up to see Tom Eckerd standing back outside my door.
Evidently he was done copying extra bulletins and setting up extra chairs. “Peter, are
you ready for this?” I couldn’t blame him for his skepticism. Over our aborted lunch
just four days earlier I had essentially waved the white flag of surrender with regard to
my ministry at GCPC.
“We’ll see.” I checked my watch: 10:55. No more time to think about
what I was going to say, or to wonder whether I could do this. The only way out is
through. I got up, pulled the wireless mic over my ear, and headed for the sanctuary.
As I approached the side door to the chancel, my head filled with the sound of
rushing water building to a roar. You’d best hit your line or you’re going to be swimming for
your life.
I opened the door and stepped into the front of the sanctuary. Some 300 faces
stared back at me. Tom Eckerd was right. Every pew was full. We didn’t even get
crowds like this on C&E Sundays, Christmas and Easter. I swallowed and sat down
while a fill-in organist played the prelude, selections from Bach and Haydn, Jenna’s two
favorite composers. It was not the music we used on Sundays but it was music my wife
would love.
It had been over a month since half the congregation had walked out on James.
Half the congregation and me. Dozens of faces that I hadn’t seen on Sunday morning
since our big walkout now filled the pews. They were joined by many more faces which
I had never seen in our sanctuary on Sunday morning. Mary. Francis. Alex. And Rose,
with Jacob in her arms. I wondered which was harder, the greater sacrifice for them,
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sitting in this sanctuary for an hour or dancing for days in the blazing sun, piercing their
chests or thighs, praying the whole time.
Scattered in the pews around the Brave Horse clan I saw other residents of Pine
Ridge whom I did not recognize, mostly women, how many I could not say. Jenna’s
patients, I assumed. Jenna had told me some of the stories they had told her about how
“priests” – that was always what they called people like me, regardless of
denomination—had treated their parents or grandparents, or even some of the women
themselves, forcing Lakota boys to go to parochial school, to cut their hair short, to stop
speaking Lakota, essentially to stop being Lakota so that they might be Christian. And
yet here they were, sitting in my sanctuary, come to mourn the death of my wife and
their friend. You had better get this right, Buck-o.
And I saw faces I knew well. Jenna’s parents, in the front pew. Alice Cole. Larry
Marston, Shirley Harbaugh, from Session. Karen Davies, the Presbytery exec who had
filled in for me the first two Sundays immediately following the Big Walk Out.
They’ve come. It was the same thought I had every Sunday, right before worship
started. No one was forcing any of these people to be here, and yet they had all come to
share in this moment, this service. You will do this. You will do right by these people or you
will do something else.
Finally I saw the one face I had been looking for since I sat down. My brother.
He was sitting in the center of a pew about halfway between me and the entrance,
surrounded on either side by people I had seen around town but did not know well.
Members of the Helm, I assumed.
And then the preludes were over. I stood and stepped up into the pulpit.
“Would all who are able please stand for the call to worship.” We repeated ancient
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words I had cribbed from Psalm 121. “I will look to the Hills, from whence does my help
come?” I said.
“My help comes from the Lord, who made heaven and earth,” the people
replied.
We then made our way through a startlingly robust version of “Love Divine All
Love’s Excelling,” Jenna’s all-time favorite hymn. Alvin Mahto, Jenna’s boss at the clinic
on Pine Ridge, graciously read a passage from I Corinthians 13, the Apostle Paul’s
famous commentary on the nature of love.
And then it was my turn. I flicked my wireless mic on and stepped up into the
pulpit. I will do this.
“When Jenna and I got married, we asked James to read the passage from First
Corinthians that Alvin just read for us.” I paused. Probably not the wisest move to
name, in my first sentence, both of the people whose loss I was mourning.
I swallowed hard and continued. “He actually counseled against it. He said the
passage had become so familiar it was now a cliché, and we might regret it someday.
But we were stubborn and we insisted. And I’m glad we did. It is the perfect text to
read on the occasion when two people make a lifetime commitment to one another: Love
is patient. Love is kind. That’s what married love looks like, especially when times get
tough, as they always do.
“What’s surprising is that providing the perfect wedding text was not what Paul
had in mind when he wrote these famous words. The book of Corinthians is not a letter
to a couple contemplating marriage.
“The book of Corinthians is a letter to the church in Corinth. It’s a letter to a
group of people who have made a commitment to try to be church together, which is to
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say, a commitment to be, in their shared life, the best, most loving community of people
they can possibly be.
“It turns out they weren’t doing such a great job with that. The Corinthian
church was a mess, frankly. They fought about all the things people, including married
couples, fight about today: money, religion, politics, even sex.
“Ironically, they also fought over who has the most faith. Here’s Paul’s answer
to that question:
“If I speak in the tongues of mortals and of angels, but do not have love, I am a noisy
gong or a clanging cymbal. And if I have prophetic powers, and understand all mysteries and all
knowledge, and if I have all faith, so as to remove mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing.
If I give away all my possessions, and if I hand over my body so that I may boast, but do not have
love, I gain nothing.”
“Look,” Paul says, “if you guys can’t get all this other stuff right, if you’re going
to fight over food and sex and politics and religion, then it doesn’t matter how much
‘faith’ you have” – I drew in the air quotes with my fingers – “because without love your
faith amounts to nothing.”
“That was our wedding text. I use these same words here today, for Jenna’s
funeral, because this one essential lesson was what my wife’s life was all about—that
love is the best thing, the essential thing, and without it, faith is essentially pointless.
“That is what her work on the reservation was about. Making sure that momma
and baby are healthy because that’s where community starts, with the love between
mother and child. The health of the whole tribe starts with that relationship.”
I paused and looked in the direction of the Brave Horse clan, making eye contact
briefly with Rose and Francis. I noticed that Francis was wearing James’s prayer wheel,
forcing me to stop for a moment to collect myself.
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Then, as I took in the other members of the tribe sitting near them, I continued.
“Thank you for letting Jenna serve you. She told me some of the stories about what
white people, and church people in particular, did to your grandparents and parents
and even to some of you. Thank you for welcoming her on the reservation and trusting
her with your health and the health of your babies and children.”
I don’t know what I was expecting would happen, but I got nothing back. The
tribal members continued to sit expressionless in the pews. I shifted my glance toward
more familiar faces, faces that until recently I had seen every week in this sanctuary, and
continued.
“Now, because I’m certain everyone in this room knew him, I’m going to take a
moment of pastoral privilege. This same principle, this same work, is also what the life
of James Erickson was about too.
“Building just this kind of community—a community known for and defined by
love—is what James’s life was all about.” I thought back to his service and remembered
the dozens of people who had come whom I had never seen before, the miners and the
mountain folk. “It’s what his ministry in the bars in Deadwood – and make no mistake,
that’s what it was – it’s what his ministry in the bars in Deadwood was about. And it’s
why he invested so much time and effort to help establish the Room in the Inn shelter on
Pine Ridge. He wanted to build a place where love and safety were guaranteed.”
“Creating just this kind of community was also what James’s work here
at Gashes Creek Presbyterian was about. We are not a perfect bunch, any more than the
church in Corinth was perfect. We have fought over many things, including, most
recently, sex.” I deliberately focused my attention toward the back of the sanctuary,
away from Rose and Francis and Mary, away from Will.
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“We have experienced some painful betrayals and suffered some difficult
losses,” I said, returning to my text, “including the woman we are burying today and the
man we buried a month ago. We have experienced and suffered these things because
we are human.
I paused for a moment to follow Francis Brave Horse’s advice. I focused on the
thing I could see, the one thing right in front of me, the gathered community of white
folk and Indian folk, town folk and church folk, my now-rich brother and the rest of us.
“That’s why I’m reading these words today. Love is patient, love is kind, love bears
all things, believes all things.” And then I added my own final lines to Paul’s famous list.
“Love forgives all things. That’s why they call it love.”
And with that I was done. Eulogy comes from Greek and literally means
“good words.” I was now done eulogizing my wife. I had more good words to say
about Jenna, and her love for her parents and her church family, but I could not say
them. I did not want to break down in the pulpit, so I had no choice but to step out and
sit back down.
The silence that followed was so complete I might as well have been in a
tomb. I swallowed my fear that I had failed the good people of GCPC yet again. I was
working hard not to walk out on myself, to leave my shame and embarrassment behind
and to never set foot in a church ever again, when I heard one clap, and then another,
and then everyone was clapping, and I felt such a torrent of grief and joy and relief and
gratitude flood through me I thought I might pass out. That’s the best I can do, love, I
whispered silently to Jenna. I hope it was enough.
***
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As she had done for almost all of my 31 years, my mother was waiting for
me when I got home. I walked into the living room and she handed me a glass of
lemonade, as though I were still six years old.
“How did it go? I’m sure that was hardest thing you’ve ever done.” My
mother had been watching Lia all morning and was not able to be at the service.
“Yes, it was,” I replied. We took seats opposite one another, me in my
“man chair,” as Jenna called the recliner with the best view of the TV, and Mom on the
sofa. “They clapped, Mom,” I said and took a long drink of the lemonade.
“What do you mean?”
“I wasn’t able to finish. I had more things I wanted to say about Jenna.
But they didn’t know that. When I sat down, they clapped.”
“Well, I’m not surprised. I’m also certain it was the best thing you’ve
ever done. A man should not have to bury his wife. But I’m sure you did Jenna proud.
I’m sure you did all of us proud.”
“Will was there.”
“I know.” I shot my mother a questioning look. “I spoke to him earlier
today. I told him if he didn’t come down off his high holy mountain and come to his
sister-in-law’s funeral I was personally going to wring his neck.”
I tried not to show my disappointment that Will had not come to the
service of his own accord. “How’d he take that?”
“He told me not to get my knickers in a twist. He was already planning to
come. Who says that to their mother, anyway, about the knickers?”
Just then the door opened. “Knock, knock. Can I come in?” Before I
could say no, Will walked in and shut the door behind him.
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“Hi, Mom,” he said. He walked over, gave our mother a kiss on the
forehead and took a seat next to her on the couch. “Hey, Peter. You okay?”
I was mid-sip on another draft of lemonade and so I merely nodded.
“I was proud of you today. You did a beautiful job. I imagine that was almost
impossibly hard.”
“Thanks. It was hard,” I said, as I set down my glass. “Will, I really
appreciate your coming,” I added, and was surprised by how much I meant it.
“Of course. We’ve been over this. I’m not your enemy. I’m your
brother.”
“Let me go check on Lia,” my mother said, and quickly got up and left.
“I brought you something,” he said. He pulled an expensive-looking
bottle of Caymus Special Selection Cabernet from a leather satchel he was carrying.
“What’s say we upgrade from lemonade? I was saving this for a special occasion. This
wasn’t what I had in mind, but this seemed like the right moment.”
I felt my eyes widen at the sight of the bottle, not at its expense, but at the
wine itself.
Will must have noticed. “Relax, Peter. I’m not an alcoholic. I was
drinking heavily after Dad died because I was angry and confused. Those days are long
gone.”
He got up, went into the kitchen and returned a moment later with two
wineglasses and a corkscrew. He uncorked the bottle, poured two glasses and handed
one to me. “To Jenna,” he said. “The best woman I’ve ever known.”
“To Jenna,” I replied, hoping Mom hadn’t heard.
He took a sip of the Cab and set his glass down. “I know you don’t approve of
me or of what we’re trying to do at the Helm.”
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Given the present circumstances it was an odd thing to say and I wasn’t
sure where Will was going. But I couldn’t help myself. I took the bait. “I’m not the only
one who doesn’t approve of what you’re trying to do at the Helm,” I said. I was
tempted to name the list out loud – Dad, James, Rose, the whole Lakota tribe – but for
once I did not say what I was thinking.
“You know, Peter, you really can be an ass.”
“And you can be a dick. I guess between us we’ve got our lower-level
anatomy covered.”
Will laughed. “Look, there’s something I want to tell you. I spoke to
Tom Eckerd at the reception just now and floated an idea. He said he’s fine with it but
that your Session will have to approve it. But I also wanted to make sure you’re okay
with it.”
I had been swirling the wine in my glass and now took a sip. It was
unbelievably delicious, all round and velvety. My guess is it cost north of $200. Will
must be rolling in the dough, I thought. “I’m all ears.”
“I want to make a memorial gift to GCPC in honor of Jenna.”
“Well, that’s good of you,” I said, trying unsuccessfully to keep the
sarcasm out of my voice. I took another sip of the Cabernet.
“Of two hundred thousand dollars.”
I almost choked on my wine. “Will. Seriously? That’s, I don’t know
what that is. That’s amazing.”
“I don’t want you or your congregation to have to worry about paying
your salary. At least not for a couple years.”
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I set my wine glass down. “Honestly, I don’t know what to say.”
“You don’t have to say anything. Just get your butt in gear and get back to work.
And there’s one other thing I want you to know.”
“Okay,” I said, a little more guardedly than I intended. I couldn’t help it.
We had a lot of history, my brother and I.
“I spoke to Rose about this.”
I felt an all too familiar surge of hot anger flood my cheeks. “You spoke
to Rose. How did you manage that? Did she not run when she saw you coming?”
“Would you just shut up for once and let me finish? The Helm is going to
make a gift to the reservation in James’s honor. We’re going to expand the Room in the
Inn shelter. Actually, that’s not quite right. Rose wants us to build a kind of shelter for
the men, too. The ones who do the abusing. She wants it to be a rehab and treatment
center.” He picked up his wine and took a long sip. “She wants it to be named after
James.”
It was a grand gesture, and surpassingly generous, but it left me feeling
queasy. My apprehension must have been evident on my face.
“Don’t worry, Peter. This will not be High Crest. We’re just donating the
funding. We’ll leave it to Rose and the tribal elders to design the program. And the
building.”
“Will, really, that’s incredibly generous.” I wondered if my brother was
somehow trying to buy forgiveness for his role in James’s death. But I decided it didn’t
matter. “Thank you.”
“Glad to do it.” He set his wineglass back down on the side table next to
him. “Now, I know it’s been a rough day. A rough few weeks, for that matter. Is there
anything I can do for you?”
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Who is this man? I briefly wondered. And has he in fact been born again? “There is
one thing. Do you need to be anywhere in the next little bit?”
“I kept this whole day clear, why?”
“Great. Can I borrow your keys? I loaned Jenna’s parents my car so they
could drive to their motel. And there’s something I need to do.”
“Of course,” he said and handed me the keys to his new Range Rover.
“Where are you going? Not that it’s any of my business.”
“To visit a friend.”
***
The late afternoon sun was just beginning to dip behind a ridge of hills to
the west when I pulled into the parking lot at Gashes Creek Cemetery.
I’d like to say that grief had kept me away, but it wasn’t grief. It was
shame, pure and simple, though I’m pretty sure shame is never either pure or simple.
I quickly spotted James’s plot at the back of the cemetery. It wasn’t hard.
Several bouquets of flowers stood leaning up against the gravestone. I briefly wondered
who put them there but the possible suspects were so numerous I quickly let that
thought drop.
As I drew nearer to his plot, I spotted something else. A medicine wheel
exactly like the one James wore lay on top of the gravestone. I picked it up and fingered
the intricate beadwork. No doubt about who put this here, I thought.
Once again Francis Brave Horse’s words came to mind. Focus on what you can see.
I took in the scene in front of me. The glowing sky. A brace of common nighthawks,
razoring through the dusky air, picking off mosquitoes. The top of Harney Peak in the
far distance, lit up by the slanting rays of the setting sun.
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“It’s been a big month, boss. Hard to know where to begin, but I think
you’ll get a kick out of this part.” I told the story of my trip to the Rez, of how I went in
search of Rose and of absolution but found Francis Brave Horse instead.
“He told me to focus on the things I can see. That sounds like something you’d
say.”
I continued to finger the beadwork on the prayer wheel. “He also said I was too
big of a wimp to be a Sundancer. And too Presbyterian. He’s right on both fronts, I’m
sure.”
I went on to describe my confrontation with Will at the Helm and my nefarious
use of the binoculars James had given me. “Goliath is on a tear,” I confessed. “But I
think I’m not yet done being David.”
Finally I told the story of how Jenna had died and about how our daughter had
been born, and about the service we’d just held and that everyone had come – the entire
Brave Horse clan and most of Jenna’s patients from the Rez. “The whole congregation
was there, too,” I said, and realized that in dying, Jenna may have saved GCPC from a
similar fate. “She brought us back together, James. It’s just like her.”
I paused for a moment, again to take in the view from where I stood. “There’s
one more thing,” I said. And then I added the details of the conversation I had just had
with my brother. I named the gifts Will was planning to make to GCPC and to Room in
the Inn. “People will surprise you,” I said. A clear memory of finding James lying
lifeless in front of our Communion table flashed through my mind. For better and for
worse, I thought, but kept that part to myself.
And then I said words that I had come to say, words I was almost literally dying
to say, words I had kept bottled up inside of me for the last four weeks.
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“James, I’m so sorry.” I kneeled down in front of his gravestone and wanted to
say more, to apologize for betraying the best man I had ever known, for not supporting
him wholeheartedly when I learned about his relationship with Rose and discovered
that he was a father, and for the anger I felt for his support for Francis Brave Horse, but I
could not speak over the force of my own tears.
By the time the flood had spent itself, the color had gone out of the sky and the
first stars were beginning to peek out overhead. “Well, my friend, I’d love to stay but
it’s getting dark. Plus we’ve got church tomorrow and I’ve still got a sermon to finish
up. And a baptismal liturgy to write. We’re baptizing our daughter tomorrow,” I said,
invoking Jenna’s presence. “We’re going to call her Lia. Lia Jamie Stewart.”
I set the prayer wheel back on top of James’s gravestone. “I’ll be back
soon. In the meantime, you rest in peace.”
And then I stood up and headed for home.
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